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Abstract
A promising approach in the field of personal radio-frequency (RF) dosimetry is the use
of a body worn electromagnetic probe (i.e. personal RF dosemeter) to record personal
exposure to RF fields. Using such a dosemeter mounted on the body, an individual's
exposure could be recorded at the time and place that it occurs. This would fulfil an
important criteria for epidemiological and other studies into the relationship between
RF exposures and health effects in humans.
The relationship between a dosemeter measurement and quantities that characterise
human exposure to RF fields, such as the spatially averaged exposure field (E¯spat) and
the whole body average specific absorption rate (SARWB), is not well understood nor
been rigorously quantified. This thesis tackled the problem of determining the rela-
tionship by employing computational modelling and statistical simulations to generate
distributions of the fields close to the surface of realistic human body models. These
fields are proxies for measurements made with an ideal, isotropic responding, body worn
personal RF dosemeter (or simply dosemeter). It focussed on exposures occurring re-
mote (in the far-field) from microwave antennas such as those associated with mobile
and wireless base-stations, TV and other typically fixed radio transmitters. Exposures
from RF transmitters worn on or in close proximity to the body were not the subject
of this study.
Initial computational modelling using single plane waves with arbitrary incident
angles and polarisation revealed the extent and nature of the distribution of electro-
magnetic fields close to the surface of a body. Results indicated that a dosemeter
measurement could lead to an over or under-estimation of E¯spat. Other factors affect-
ing the close fields were also investigated to quantify their impact. Additional plane
wave modelling found that dosemeter measurements could be used to estimate E¯spat or
SARWB with similar levels of uncertainty.
Finally, Monte Carlo simulations were performed to provide statistical information
concerning the relationship between dosemeter measurement of the field close to the
v
Abstract
body and the quantities E¯spat and SARWB. Exposures to RF fields were modelled
using statistics that describe radio wave propagation in outdoor and indoor multipath
environments at 450, 900 and 2100 MHz. Correction factors and associated standard
deviations derived from the output of simulations can be applied to measurements made
with actual, physical dosemeters to determine estimates of both E¯spat and SARWB.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Electromagnetic fields play a vital role in many aspects of everyday life. Nowhere is
this more evident than in the proliferation of wireless communications devices in the
home, business and in public spaces which has allowed people to communicate with each
other in unprecedented ways. While society has come to enjoy the benefits of wireless
and mobile technologies, there remain questions concerning the electromagnetic fields
emitted by these technologies and their possible link with an elevated risk of cancer and
other detrimental health effects in humans.
Wireless and mobile telephone networks have expanded throughout society provid-
ing near instantaneous access to people and information such as news, entertainment,
education, public safety and emergency services, commerce and government services to
name but a few. At the end of 2009, there were 4.6 billion cellular mobile subscribers,
including 600 million mobile broadband subscribers. By the end of 2010 the number of
mobile subscribers was estimated to be 5.3 billion including just under 1 billion mobile
broadband subscriptions1. To accommodate the continued growth in mobile traffic, ad-
ditional spectrum is being made available in the 2.5 GHz and 700 MHz bands for new
mobile services to enable data rates of up to 100 Mbps2.
The expansion of mobile and wireless base stations and associated infrastructure
has increased their visibility which in turn has heightened public concern regarding
the potential for health effects from continuous exposure to fields radiated by radio-
communications installations. This concern is also echoed in publications from leading
1http://www.itu.int/ITU-D/ict/material/FactsFigures2010.pdf
23rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP). As at January 2011, available
at http://www.3gamericas.org/documents/3G_Americas_RysavyResearch_HSPA-
LTE_Advanced_Sept2009.pdf
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organisations in the health and telecommunications fields. In a recent publication by
the World Health Organisation (WHO), it notes that3:
Telecommunication technologies based on radiofrequency (RF) transmission, such
as radio and television, have been in widespread use for many decades. However, there
are numerous new applications for the broadcast and reception of RF waves and the
use of RF devices such as mobile phones is now ubiquitous. The attendant increased
public exposure to RF fields has made its effects on human health a topic of concern for
scientists and the general public.
Similarly, the recently elected head of the Radiocommunication Bureau of the In-
ternational Telecommunications Union (ITU)4 commented that5:
The spread of mobile also means that the issue of public exposure to electromagnetic
fields is now coming to the fore in all countries, calling for suitable responses.
To help facilitate international research priorities the WHO established the Interna-
tional EMF Project in 1996 which published an agenda for research into human exposure
to RF fields6.
The WHO considers the evaluation of human health risks, based on sound human
data, as being more informative than data based solely on animal or cell studies. In
this context, population-based (epidemiological) studies concerned with exploring links
between health effects (headaches, sleep disorder, disturbance of memory through to
cancer) and RF exposure are a key part of the research agenda. To support epidemio-
logical and other health related research, the WHO has identified RF dosimetry as an
important component of the research agenda.
In the general sense, the term personal RF dosimetry describes the quantification of
individual (rather than a group) exposure to electromagnetic fields. It would extend to
quantifying exposure at the time and place it occurred so that data was related to the
actual, local RF microenvironment in which exposure occurred. A meaningful measure
of exposure can be expressed in terms of the fields absorbed by the body. However there
are no practical methods to directly measure the internal fields in exposed individuals
so alternative approaches based upon computation or measurement of external fields
are performed to quantify exposure.
3http://whqlibdoc.who.int/publications/2010/9789241599948_eng.pdf
4www.itu.int
5www.policytracker.com; November 2010
6http://www.who.int/peh-emf/research/en/
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Advances in computational techniques along with sophisticated homogeneous and
heterogeneous models of the human body have allowed researchers to model exposure in
order to compute the field within the body. A key difficulty with schemes based solely
on numerical modelling is that simulating complex exposure situations or scenarios,
involving fields scattered by a multitude of objects and obstructions, will rapidly and
unsustainably increase the computational load. In practice, this means that only a
small subset of actual exposure scenarios can be accurately assessed within reasonable
timeframes.
Given the difficulty in measuring fields internal to a body, a typical approach to
RF dosimetry has been to measure the external, spatially averaged exposure field (i.e.
total incident field strength) at positions that would be occupied by a person. An
estimate of the internal field could be obtained using the measured exposure field as
input to a computational analysis. Assessment through measurement of exposure fields
can however be time consuming and may pose logistical difficulties. Measurements
are therefore usually only performed at a few representative locations and periods in a
day to obtain information about spatial and temporal variations in the exposure field.
This information may however not be representative of the exposure experienced by an
individual at any particular time and place.
A promising approach to recording personal exposure to electromagnetic fields gen-
erated by radio transmitters remote from the body is the use of a body worn RF
dosemeter (Mann et al. [2005], Radon et al. [2006], Lehmann et al. [2006], Neubauer
et al. [2007], Knafl et al. [2007]). These are also referred to as exposimeters or personal
exposure meters (PEMs). Exposure is quantified as the power absorbed by the body7
or, in complex environments with multiple arriving waves, the spatially averaged value
of the total incident field strength (exposure field) in a volume that would be occupied
by the body. A dosemeter consists of miniature electromagnetic measurement probes
(e.g. electric dipoles) and associated electronics contained in a compact housing. When
worn on the body it has the inherent advantage that it can record individual exposure
at the precise time and place that it occurs. This has the potential to improve the
quality of, for instance, epidemiological studies which have in the past been hampered
by the use of self-reported distances to the nearest mobile communications tower as
an estimate of exposure (Radon et al. [2006]). A potential disadvantage is that the
presence of the body perturbs the incident field leading to errors and uncertainties in
the estimation of exposure based on dosemeter measurements.
7Usually expressed in terms of the whole-body average Specific Absorption Rate (SARWB). It is the
total electromagnetic power absorbed by the body divided by the mass of the body (unit is the watt
per kilogram)
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To date, simplified deterministic models of real world exposure conditions have been
used in computational studies to assess the errors and uncertainties in measurements
using body worn RF dosemeters. To fully interpret personal dosemeter measurements
under real-world exposure conditions it is necessary to model the scattering environment
created by buildings, the ground and other objects as a stochastic, random process.
In this thesis, a novel approach has been employed whereby a deterministic method
using complex heterogeneous models of the human body has been combined with a
statistical representation of scattering in real-world environments to generate statistical
information concerning the relationship between dosemeter measurements and both the
exposure field and the SARWB. The results of this work will provide valuable input
and assist studies relevant to the understanding of the effects of RF fields on individuals
by providing data that links personal exposure with observed impacts on health.
1.2 Objectives
The overall objective of this thesis is to quantify the relationship between the field
close to the body and both the exposure field and SARWB for exposures occurring in
realistic RF environments. It addresses a need in personal RF dosimetry for a rigorous
understanding and interpretation of measurements made with a body worn dosemeter
for quantifying personal exposure to RF fields.
To achieve this, a novel computational approach based on a Monte Carlo method
is used to generate statistical information that relates the field close to the body to the
spatially averaged exposure field or the SARWB. The field close to the body is simply
a proxy for a measurement made with an ideal body worn personal RF dosemeter. The
extension from the ideal, to an actual physical dosemeter is commented on by way of
examples.
This thesis will concentrate on RF exposures occurring in regions remote (in the
far field) from radiocommunications transmitters operating in the microwave region
and below a few thousand MHz. Computations were performed at one or all of the
frequencies 450, 900 and 2100 MHz. These frequencies span the range of microwave
antenna systems such as those associated with mobile and wireless base-stations, TV
and other typically fixed radio infrastructure. Exposures from RF transmitters worn
on or in close proximity to the body were not the subject of study.
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The methodology employed to analyse these exposure conditions or scenarios is
generic and could be used to investigate different frequency ranges, exposure scenarios
and human body models.
The main objective can be divided into two parts:
 Develop computational methods and models to enable investigation of the electro-
magnetic field close to a human body model in simulated realistic environments.
The study involves the:
 Investigation of heterogeneous, multi-tissue body models that are represen-
tative of the human population;
 Evaluation of the structure of the fields close to human body models for basic
exposure conditions;
 Development of exposure scenarios that simulate propagation of radio waves
in realistic environments for use in computational simulations.
 Undertake an analysis of the electromagnetic fields close to a human body for a
range of exposure scenarios to:
 Determine and quantify the factors that contribute to variability or uncer-
tainty in the fields and hence in personal RF dosemeter measurements;
 Determine the statistical relationship between personal RF dosemeter mea-
surements and (a) the spatially averaged exposure field, and (b) the SARWB.
1.3 Outline of Thesis
Chapter 2 presents a brief review of electromagnetic waves and the quantities used to
describe them. The absorption of fields by a human body is examined as well as the
interaction of fields with tissue. Quantities for specifying exposure are defined. Different
approaches to personalised assessment of human exposure to RF fields are examined and
evaluated. Body worn electromagnetic probes are shown to be well suited for recording
exposure at the time and place it occurs.
Chapter 3 presents an analysis of the absorption and scattering of electromagnetic
waves from a simplified model of a human body. Homogeneous (single tissue) cylindrical
and planar body models are used to provide insights into the structure of the field near a
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body under single plane wave incidence. The impact of a simplified human body model
on dosemeter measurements is examined and quantified. Parts of this chapter have
been published in the Proceedings of the 29th International Conference of the IEEE
Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society, August 2007.
In Chapter 4, the factors that influence variability or uncertainty in the field near
a heterogeneous human body and hence measurements obtained using a body worn
personal RF dosemeter are examined and their influence quantified. The factors include
human body height, distance from the body, position on the torso, dielectric values
of human tissue and incident field conditions. This chapter has been published in
Radiation Protection Dosimetry, February 2010.
Chapter 5 presents computational modelling of the SARWB in an adult and child
multi-tissue heterogeneous human body model for oblique angles of incidence of a plane
wave. The focus is on computing the change in SARWB for changes in incident angle
and polarisation of the exposure field. The work in this chapter has been published in
Electronics Letters, 4th June 2009.
In Chapter 6, exposure scenarios involving multiple incident fields are modelled as
a stochastic, random process using statistics that describe scattering and propagation
of fields in real-world environments. A Monte Carlo method is used to combine the
exposure scenarios with a limited set of deterministic computational solutions to obtain
distributions of the electric field strength close to a human body model and hence the
response of a body worn personal RF dosemeter in realistic environments. The distri-
butions include uncertainties due to modelling techniques, tissue permittivity variation
in the human population, and the variability in the location of the dosemeter close
to the body. Correction factors can be derived from the distributions and applied to
measurements with actual, physical dosemeters from which estimates of the exposure
field can be made. This chapter has been published in Radiation Protection Dosimetry,
January 2011.
In Chapter 7, the statistical method of Chapter 6 is used to derive a relationship
between the field close to the body and SARWB. The resulting distributions include
uncertainties due to modelling techniques, tissue permittivity variation in the human
population, and the variability in the location of the dosemeter close to the body.
Correction factors are derived from the distributions and an example of their application
to measurements with actual, physical dosemeters from which estimates of SARWB is
given.
Chapter 8 summarises the key achievements with suggestions for future research.
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Chapter 1 outlined the potential benefits of an approach to personal RF dosimetry based
on the use of a body worn electromagnetic probe to record personal exposure at the time
and place that it occurs. However, the relationship between the fields close to the body as
measured by a body worn probe and the exposure field, or fields absorbed by the body, is
not well understood. The task in this chapter is to outline the essential characteristics
of personal RF dosimetry. It starts with a review of electromagnetic waves and their
propagation followed by a discussion of the electrical properties of human tissue. The
interaction of a body with EM waves is examined, highlighting the frequency dependent
nature of the absorption of incident waves. Finally, various approaches to recording
personal exposure to RF fields are outlined leading to the conclusion that the use of
body worn probes (i.e. personal RF dosemeters, or simply dosemeters) is a promising
approach to recording exposure at the time and place that it occurs.
2.1 Electromagnetic waves
Electromagnetic waves are characterised by their basic properties of magnitude, fre-
quency, wavelength or photon energy. In a vacuum, the frequency is related to the
wavelength by the speed of light c. Non-ionising radiation (NIR) commonly refers to
electromagnetic fields whose frequencies fall below 300 GHz, an upper limit where the
energy quantum is incapable of ionising matter. The RF spectrum is typically defined
as the band of frequencies from around 3 kHz to 300 GHz. Shorter wavelengths above
300 GHz include visible light and gamma rays and the longer wavelengths below 3 kHz
typically include static, non-radiating phenomena. Microwave radiation is considered
to extend from the highest part of the RF spectrum down to around 300 MHz. It is a
term that has been applied to radio and mobile communications systems operating at
around 1 GHz through to radar and to satellite systems above 10 GHz.
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Figure 2.1: Uniform plane wave in a general coordinate system.
The plane wave is one of the simplest solutions of Maxwell's equations with impor-
tant practical applications. For example, in many exposure situations in the microwave
region, the field incident on a human body can be thought of as the vector summation
of multiple plane waves that arise from scattering, diffraction and refraction from ob-
jects in the environment. Complex exposures can therefore be simulated by vectorially
summing a set of incident plane waves based on the statistics of propagation. This
approach is explored in later chapters.
A plane wave with single electric E and magnetic H vector field components, and
with the direction of propagation indicated by the wave vector k, is shown in Fig. 2.1.
At any instant, the fields are constant in direction and magnitude over planes that are
normal to k. The vectors (in bold face) E, H and k are all mutually perpendicular
and satisfy the right-hand rule (Jordan and Balmain). The values of the vector fields
are represented by the complex scalar quantities E, H and k (italicised). Assuming
sinusoidal time variation of the form ejωt, the complex scalar quantities can be expressed
in phasor notation as the amplitude (e.g. |E|) multiplied by a phase term (e.g. ejφ) or
by its real (in-phase) and imaginary (out-of-phase) parts (Ere+jEim). The root mean
square value of the complex scalar quantity is equal to the amplitude divided by
√
2
and can be denoted by the subscript rms (e.g. |E|rms = |E|/
√
2) or by appending the
acronym RMS (eg. |E| RMS). The units of E, H are V/m and A/m respectively.
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In complex form, the propagating uniform plane wave shown in Fig. 2.1 can be
expressed in the form:
E = E exp(−jk · r) (2.1)
H = H exp(−jk · r) (2.2)
η =
E
H
(2.3)
k2 = ω2µε(1 +
σ
jωε
) (2.4)
η =
√
µ
ε∗
(2.5)
where r is the position vector to any point on the plane, ω(= 2pif) the angular frequency
and f frequency. The wavelength is λ = v/f where v is the speed in the medium
(∼ 3 × 108m/s in vacuum). The complex permittivity is ε∗ = ε0(ε′r − jσ/ωε0) and
permeability µ. The conductivity is sv and ε
′
r the relative dielectric constant. The
ratio of the electric to magnetic fields is the intrinsic or characteristic impedance of the
medium and is designated by the symbol η. In free space, sv = 0, ε∗ = ε0 and µ = µ0,
the characteristic impedance is η0 = 120pi ≈ 377Ω.
The complex power density of the wave, with real and reactive components, is the
rate of energy flow per unit area at a point and is given by the vector cross product of
the electric field and the conjugate magnetic field:
S = E×H∗ (2.6)
For a free space plane wave, the power density ( W/m2) is real and can be expressed
as:
S =
|E|2
η0
= η0|H|2 (2.7)
and power flow is in the direction of propagation of the plane wave (i.e. k).
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Figure 2.2: Regions around complex antenna consisting of two vertical, co-linear dipoles.
Now consider plane waves radiated by a simple antenna such as a half wavelength
dipole. At distances of approximately > 2λ, Laybros and Combes [2004] find that
plane wave conditions have been substantially established. This is usually referred to
as the far-field. At distances of 6 2λ from the dipole, the E and H are not necessarily
perpendicular and not generally characterised as propagating waves, their ratio will
differ from the free space impedance and the imaginary component of the complex
power density is not insignificant compared to the real component. This region is
usually referred to as the reactive near-field.
For complex antennas (such as those in mobile communications base-stations) in-
volving multiple radiating elements such as half wavelength dipoles as shown in Fig.
2.2, the regions of radiation are the reactive near-field, radiating near-field and the
far-field. The reactive near-field region is 6 2λ from the dipoles. The far-field region
corresponds to distances such that R1, R2 are much greater than the separation distance
D, typically > 2D2/λ. If the dipoles are driven in-phase, then the fields around point
F are approximately in-phase and the field strength is uniform over a vertical line. In
the radiating near-field, distances between 2λ and 2D2/λ, the field strength varies due
to phase related constructive and destructive interaction between the waves eminating
from the two dipoles.
In this thesis, exposure occurs in the far-field of radiating antennas. This does not,
however, ensure that the field at a body will be uniform nor that free space impedance
applies. In realistic environments, multiple waves arrive at the body due to reflections
from objects in the environment. The resultant field is spatially non-uniform due to
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the constructive and destructive interaction between arriving waves having different
magnitudes, phases and polarisations.
2.2 Electrical properties of human tissue
An understanding of the interaction of radio-frequency fields with human tissues is im-
portant for the evaluation of potential health affects from these fields. At a macroscopic
level, the interactions of an electric field with tissue can be described in terms of the
complex permittivity relative to ε0 the permittivity of free space:
ε∗r = ε
′
r − jε”r = ε
′
r − j
σ
ωε0
(2.8)
The loss factor is εr" while ε
′
r, ε0, sv and w were defined above. The relative dielectric
constant is a measure of the ability to store electric field energy and the relative loss
factor is a measure of energy dissipated in the tissue. The permittivity is frequency
dependent and represents the interaction of the electric field with ions and polarised
molecules. The permeability of tissue is close to that of free space µ0.
Generalised equations for the frequency dependent dielectric properties of tissue
have been developed based on the notion of relaxation times. These represent the time
taken for the process at the atomic or molecular level (e.g. rotation of molecules) to
reach an equilibrium point when subjected to a step impulse field or the time taken to
go back to the original state when the step field is removed. A comprehensive review of
the frequency related interactions of an electric field with tissues can be found in Foster
and Schwan [1989].
In general, tissues exhibit three major relaxation (or dispersion) regions which have
been labelled as α (1-104 Hz), β (104-108 Hz) and γ (>2·109 Hz) regions, and a fourth
δ (108-109 Hz) region, occurring between the β and γ regions and generally less pro-
nounced (Schwan [1981]) The microwave region (>300 MHz) is characterised primarily
by δ and γ dispersion. The relaxation time constant of free water molecules is a char-
acteristic of γ dispersion while the rotational impedement afforded to bound water can
be a possible mechanism for δ dispersion. Values for α, β, γ, δ can be found in Gabriel
[1996] and permittivity data available at http://www.fcc.gov/fcc-bin/dielec.sh. A re-
view of permittivity data relevant to specific frequencies in the microwave region can
be found in Appendix C.
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2.3 Quantities for specifying exposure to RF fields
2.3.1 Dosimetric
A dosimetric quantity is one that is adequate for the specification of exposure of a
biological object to RF fields. For studies of human exposure to RF fields, it quantifies
the field in tissue. Youmans and Ho [1975] defined the dosimetric quantity the absorbed
dose rate which became known as the specific absorption rate (SAR). It is given as:
SAR =
d
dt
(
∆W
ρ∆V
)
=
d
dt
(
∆W
∆m
)
W/kg (2.9)
which is the time rate of change of the energy ∆W divided by the density of tissue
ρ in a volume ∆V , and ∆m is the mass of tissue in that volume.
In terms of the induced field within the body, the SAR at a point is given by:
SAR =
σ|E|2
ρ
(2.10)
where sv is the tissue conductivity, r the tissue mass density, and |E| the RMS value
of the magnitude of the electric field in the tissue. The calculation of SAR in a finite
mass of tissue or the average value over the whole body (SARWB) can be calculated
using the method outlined in Appendix B.3.2.
The strength and distribution of the fields absorbed by the body is dependent on
the characteristics of the incident or exposure field, the size and general geometry of
the body, and the electrical properties of tissues. The characteristics of the exposure
field that play an important role are the strength, frequency, polarisation, direction and
timing (e.g. continuous, modulated, intermittent).
The frequency dependent nature of the average absorption in the whole of the body
is illustrated in Fig. 2.3. A number of regions can be identified. Whole body absorption
reaches a peak between around 30 to 300 MHz depending on the size of the body and
whether it is in free space or standing on the ground. For an average adult male of
height 1.75 m, free space resonance occurs around 70 MHz (∼ 0.4λ) and at half that
frequency when standing on the ground. Whole body average resonance in children
occurs below around 200 MHz (Dimbylow and Bolch [2007]).
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Figure 2.3: Example of whole body average SAR for a constant amplitude incident plane wave.
E and H designate polarisations of the wave in which the electric and magnetic vector fields are
aligned parallel to the long axis of the body (i.e. height). From: Reference EHC137
Resonance related to the dimension of the head occurs between around 300-400
MHz. In the range from around 400-2000 MHz, significant localised absorption can
occur and SAR averaged over the local tissue (e.g. 10 g) will exceed the whole body
average value. Above around 2000 MHz, absorption occurs mainly near the surface of
the skin.
2.3.2 Exposure field
The first U.S. standard that published limits for safe human exposure to RF fields
was USAS C95.1-1966. A single limit was recommended based on plane wave power
density and this was in effect a proxy for the fields in the body that lead to heating of
tissue. The value was chosen based on observed heating effects in the human body, both
localised (eyes and testes) and whole body. In revisions of the standard, the dosimetric
quantity SAR was introduced as the fundamental basis for limiting exposure. Electric
and magnetic strength limits were added to compliment the power density limit and
these observe a frequency dependency to account for the absorption characteristics of
the body as shown in Fig. 2.3. In practical terms, the exposure field is a more easily
measured quantity and therefore continues to play an important role in quantifying
exposure.
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Exposure often occurs in physical environments where the propagation of radio
waves is influenced by the ground, buildings, trees, plants and other objects or obstruc-
tions, either stationary or moving. Under these conditions, the exposure field can be
considered as the vector addition of multiple plane waves, each having travelled via a dif-
ferent path experiencing different propagation conditions. The resultant field strength
will vary with position as waves reinforce constructively or destructively depending on
their relative phase and polarisation. Under these conditions, a quantity accepted as a
proxy for whole body average absorption is the spatially averaged plane wave equiva-
lent power density (C95.1-2005). The plane wave equivalent power density at a point
in space is simply Equ. (2.7) where |E| and |H| are the total electric and magnetic field
strengths at the point. The spatially averaged value is defined as:
S¯spat =
1
N
N∑
n=1
Sn (2.11)
where Sn is the plane wave equivalent power density at the nth location in space
within a volume equivalent to that of a human, and N is the number of spatial measure-
ments made within the volume. For frequencies above 300 MHz, the spatially averaged
exposure field E¯spat can be used as the basis for demonstrating compliance with the
limits for human exposure to RF fields in C95.1-2005. It is given as:
E¯spat =
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
n=1
|En|2 (2.12)
where |En| is the total electric field strength at the nth location in space within a
volume equivalent to that of a human. Practical measurements of microwave fields are
usually performed with dipole type antennas and consequently exposure assessments
are based on the evaluation of E¯spat.
The number of measurements should be sufficient to ensure an accurate estimation
of the true spatial average value (i.e. in general, distance between spatial locations
should be small compared to the wavelength,  λ). An interesting analysis of the
potential error in the estimation of E¯spat is given by Larchêveque et al. [2005].
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2.4 Approaches to personal exposure assessment
A brief review is conducted of the different approaches to personalised assessment of
human exposure to RF fields. Personalised assessment is a highly desirable element
in the design of an epidemiological study of RF effects in humans. As noted by the
WHO in their Research Agenda, personal dosimetry is also a desirable component of
safety programs for occupational RF workers. Ideally, personal exposure assessment
studies would characterise the frequency, intensity and timing of RF exposures for each
individual. An exposure would be expressed in terms of accepted quantities such as
E¯spat and preferably SARWB.
This review is restricted to exposure occurring in the far field of sources (e.g. mobile
base-stations) where the whole of the body will be illuminated by a combination of direct
and reflected plane waves. It does not consider radiation from RF sources close to the
body (e.g. mobile handsets) which could be the subject of other studies.
2.4.1 Measurement of the exposure field
The exposure field is defined as the total or net field incident on the body. A traditional
approach to the assessment of human exposure to RF fields has been to measure the
exposure fields in the position of the exposed person. An excellent background to the
measurement of fields can be found in C95.3-2002 [2002].
Some decisions concerning the approach to measurement can be made on the basis
of the types of RF sources in the environment. In situations involving a dominant, single
frequency source of RF fields, measurements can be performed with narrowband anten-
nas such as tuned dipoles (e.g. dipoles) or waveguide antenna that match the transmitter
frequency. Where multiple sources are involved, a frequency selective instrument (e.g.
spectrum analyser) can be used with a broadband antenna (e.g. log-periodic, biconical)
that is capable of measurement over a wide frequency range. Single polarisation anten-
nas must be orientated to obtain the maximum response at each location. The total
exposure is the sum of the power densities from each individual source.
Alternatively, electrically small (< λ/10), isotropic broadband probes that cover
decades of frequency simultaneously sum the contributions from waves arriving with
different frequencies and incident angles to deliver an output that is the resultant field
at the spatial location. Probes, in the form of electrically small orthogonal dipoles
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and/or loops, arranged to achieve an isotropic response, may include a passive detector
(e.g. diode) or connect to a frequency selective instrument. Modern exposure assessment
equipment is increasingly using this latter approach.
The actual measurement campaign will rarely be conducted under free space, plane
wave conditions. Mostly it occurs in complex physical environments involving scattering
from objects so that multiple waves arrive at a location with different field strength,
angles of incidence, polarisation and phase. In these situations the appropriate quantity
to be assessed is E¯spat. In practical terms, this requires multiple measurements at
each location where an individual is likely to be exposed. Exposure can also be time
dependent so that at certain periods during the day, transmitters may be operating
under different load conditions resulting in different exposures. This can be true
in certain mobile communications systems where variations in peak to average field
strengths can occur due to changes in the number of simultaneous users. Therefore
to fully capture likely exposures requires an assessment at different times of the day
and/or week. Clearly, quantifying the time and position dependent nature of exposure
is a significant challenge and in most cases, only a limited number of exposure situations
can be assessed in detail. Extrapolation to other situations may be feasible and often a
'worst case' exposure is assumed.
2.4.2 Computational methods
Advances in computational techniques based on method of moments (MoM), finite ele-
ment method (FEM), finite integration (FI) and finite difference time domain (FDTD),
along with sophisticated homogeneous and heterogeneous models of the human body,
have allowed researchers to model exposure scenarios to gain better understanding of
whole body absorption. A set of human body models used in this thesis are shown in
Appendix B.3. Studies by P.Bernardi et al. [2003] and Karwowski [2002] are examples
of numerical approaches to estimating exposure to fields from cellular base-station an-
tennas. As noted by P.Bernardi et al. [2003], a key difficulty with approaches based
entirely on computational modelling is that complex exposure environments (obstruc-
tions, multipath) require accurate modelling to obtain realistic assessments (to minimise
the risk of under-estimating exposure). In practice, this means that only a small sub-
set of actual exposure situations can be accurately assessed. Furthermore, modelling
complex environments rapidly and unsustainably increases the computational load.
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2.4.3 Portable on-site dosimetry
Gandhi and Lam[2003] describe a dosimetry system where the exposure is assessed by
first measuring the external fields at the position of a body and then using this data
to compute the true dosimetric parameters of RF exposure using pre-stored responses
of the body for spatial harmonic components that vary as cos(Ax)cos(Bz) along the
horizontal (-x) and vertical (-z) axis. The assessment, which can be performed on-site
and combines measurement with computation, represents a step towards more direct
and accurate assessment of on-site exposure. Since the technique involves measurement
of fields at the position of the body, and that the measurement points can be optimised
for any body size, this approach could be regarded as providing a personalised and
individual assessment of exposure.
A downside to this approach is that it requires free space measurement followed by
computation - this method requires significant operator skills to ensure accuracy and
would not be appropriate as a general and highly portable RF hazard assessment tool.
It is also limited to assessments at a few locations due to the time taken to perform the
analysis.
2.4.4 Implantable probes
An aim of researchers studying bioelectromagnetic effects of NIR has been to measure
electromagnetic fields in the body. Batchman and Gimpelson [1983] note that of the
three feasible dosimetric techniques: electric field sensor, thermography and tempera-
ture probe, only the electric field sensor directly measures the internal field and does
not depend on observed secondary effects nor assumes that all internally deposited RF
energy is converted to heat. They go on to describe an implantable electric field sensor
suitable for in-situ biological measurements  e.g. diathermy treatment of tumours.
Wacker and Bowman [1971] recommend that for complex, non-uniform exposures,
only implantable electric field probes (i.e. within tissue) can give reasonably accurate
measurements of RF exposure in complex fields.
Implantable probes have the advantage that they measure the fields in the body and
can also be related directly to the local SAR. They could also perform measurements
at the place and time of exposure. However, measurements are made at a single point
so the relationship to whole body absoprtion is not immediately obvious. Secondly,
inserting implantable probes in living humans would make this approach problematic
at best and generally unlikely.
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2.4.5 Probes close to the body
Studies by Blanc and Delisle [1994, 1995] examined the possibility of making quantita-
tive evaluations of fields induced in a dielectric body by measuring the fields external
to the body  a non-invasive technique for estimating the dosimetric parameters. They
proposed a technique based on an array of small dipoles external to a dielectric body
to measure the field values and then to solve for the induced fields in the body. They
presented experimental results at 10 GHz using measurements of electric field at 24
positions (using 6 mm electric dipoles spaced linearly and equally over 2 wavelengths)
near a dielectric cylinder illuminated by an electromagnetic wave. Multiple dipoles
measured the spatial distribution of the local field. Although the authors claimed good
agreement with analytic solutions, they pointed out that a number of issues still needed
resolution: integration of the 24 electric field sensors with an instrumentation amplifier;
compromises between sensitivity, reliability and low perturbations.
In a somewhat similar approach, Wacker and Bowman [1971] recommend the use of
phantom dosimeters (measurement of fields immediately outside a phantom composed
of human equivalent tissue) to estimate the field induced in a human body.
A probe worn or mounted on the body records exposure at the time and place it
occurs. A disadvantage is that it responds to the exposure field in a complex way since
the body perturbs the incident field. The probe responds to the localised field which
is a measure of local absorption. However the relationship between probe measure-
ment and the exposure field or whole body average absorption will be complex and not
immediately obvious. These are similar to criticisms of implantable probes however,
externally mounted or worn probes are more likely to be acceptable (and comfortable)
to an individual.
2.5 Summary
This chapter has presented a brief review of electromagnetic waves and the quantities
used to describe them. The interaction of fields with human tissue is described by the
frequency dependent complex relative permittivity. The interaction of waves with the
human body is also complex and is related to geometry of the body, the frequency and
polarisation of the wave, and electrical properties of human tissue. The commonly used
dosimetric quantity SAR was defined and shown to be related to the fields absorbed by
the body. Various methods for quantifying exposure were examined.
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Of the methods examined, the use of a body worn electromagnetic probe offers the
promise of a convenient approach to recording personal exposure to RF fields at the
time and place it occurs. However the relationship between probe measurements and
the well established exposure related quantities E¯spat, SARWB is not well understood
nor been rigorously quantified.
This thesis adopts a computational approach to deriving a relationship between the
field close to the body, a proxy for measurements with a body worn electromagnetic
probe, and both E¯spat and the SARWB. The body worn electromagnetic probe, to
be referred to as a personal RF dosemeter or simply dosemeter, is ideal responding,
isotropic and infinitessimally small. Extension from the ideal, to an actual physical
dosemeter is commented on in the final chapters.
Terms such as fields close to the body and dosemeter measurement are used
interchangeably unless otherwise stated. The term close to the body (and similar
terms) will be taken to mean an external separation distance of up to 50 mm from the
body, consistent with a person wearing a dosemeter in their shirt pocket or clipped to
their belt.
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3 EM fields close to a cylinder model of
a body exposed to plane waves
Measurements of RF fields using body worn personal electric field dosemeters will be
impacted by the presence of the human body. The interaction between an electromagnetic
wave and a human body is complex, involving the characteristics of the wave, the physical
and electrical features of the body and its interaction with the wave. In this chapter, a
computational analysis is performed to examine and characterise the electromagnetic
fields close to a model of a human body when exposed to a plane wave. The fields are
proxies for measurements made with an ideal, isotropic responding body worn personal
RF dosemeter. Two simple models of a human body are used, a cylinder and a planar
slab. The models provide valuable insights into the fundamental interaction between a
dielectric body and a plane wave.
3.1 Introduction
An important consideration when using personal RF dosemeters is the relationship
between measurements close to the body and the exposure field or SARWB. However,
studies by Mann et al. [2005],Knafl et al. [2007],Blas et al. [2007], Radon et al. [2006]
have found that dosemeter measurements are influenced by the presence of the body.
Therefore readings with a body worn dosemeter will be dependent on its position with
respect to the body and the direction of the incident field. Since personal dosemeters
are typically calibrated under free space conditions, measurements made close to a body
need to be carefully interpreted when using dosemeter data to quantify, for example,
the exposure field.
In this chapter, a computational analysis was performed to examine the structure
of the electromagnetic fields close to a body under plane wave exposure at 900 MHz (a
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frequency common in wireless and mobile systems). The fields, proxies for measurements
made with an ideal isotropic responding RF dosemeter, were compared with the incident
field strength to determine the likely error in a dosemeter's estimation of the exposure
field.
Dosemeters have typically been designed to measure only the electric component of
the field however one particular meter is capable of simultaneously measuring both the
electric and magnetic components 1. The manufacturer claims that the meter prevents
large under-estimations of exposure since attenuation of the electric field practically
never coincides with a strong attenuation of the magnetic field. To assess this claim,
both the electric and magnetic field components close to the body were computed.
For the purposes of the computational analysis, an homogeneous dielectric cylinder
was chosen as a simple, representative model of an human body. The model is mor-
phologically less complex than a realistic heterogeneous human model and neglects the
presence of limbs and the structure of the body at smaller scales (e.g. fingers, toes, ears).
Nevertheless, the use of simplified models is advantageous when the aim of the analysis
is to examine fundamental whole body interactions with the electromagnetic field (e.g.
calculations of SARWB (Poljak and Rashed [2002], Poljak et al. [2004], Durney et al.
[1986]) ). Additionally, analytic calculations using a planar slab model were performed
to validate computations using the cylinder model. Wavelength dependencies identified
in the analysis allow results to be extended and interpreted to other frequencies.
3.2 Method
The homogeneous cylinder height was 1.75 m, cross-sectional radius ρ0 = 0.113m and
composed of a dielectric material with mass density 1000 kg/m3 to give a total weight
of 70 kg. The permittivity and conductivity of the dielectric was sv = 0.7 S/m and
er = 37, equivalent to 2/3 the value of muscle tissue at 900 MHz (Durney et al. [1986]).
The total steady state electric E and magnetic H fields are the vector sum of the
incident and reflected waves:
E = Ei +Er (3.1)
1http://www.airmet.com.au/RentalProduct/The-Narda-RadMan.aspx
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Figure 3.1: Cylinder model with vector fields Ei, Hi and wave vector ki for TE and TM
incidence. The cylindrical coordinate system is defined by the unit vectors ρˆ, φˆ, zˆ. Cartesian
x− and y− axes are shown relative to cylindrical axes.
H = Hi +Hr (3.2)
The vector fields can be expressed with unit vectors ρˆ, φˆ and zˆ defined in the posi-
tive increasing sense of the coordinate variables ρ (radial), φ (angular position) and z
(height). The major, curved surface of the cylinder lies parallel to φˆ and zˆ but normal
to ρˆ. The direction of propagation is defined by the incident angles {θi,φi} and wave
vector ki. The incident plane wave was orientated so that either Ei or Hi was paral-
lel to φˆ but perpendicular to ρˆ and zˆ. These are denoted transverse electric TE and
transverse magnetic TM plane waves respectively. Example TE and TM incident plane
waves are shown in Fig. 3.1.
The |E| and |H| fields and their components were computed over vertical ρz-planes
for ρ ≤ 0.5m and along lines A and B close to the surface at ρ = 0.115m, both in front
(φ = 0◦) and at the rear (φ = 180◦) respectively. Fields were also computed around the
cylinder over the horizontal ρφ-plane at height z = 1.04m and ρ ≤ 0.5m, along line C
at ρ = 0.115m, and along the x-axis also at z = 1.04m. Fig. 3.2 shows the planes and
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Figure 3.2: Planes. The ρφ-plane approximately at waist height in the NORMAN model.
lines A, B and C. Computations were performed up to a distance of ρ = 0.5m which
is 0.387m from the surface of the cylinder. Separation distances between a dosemeter
and body can be expected to range from 10-50 mm when worn on the torso (e.g. shirt
pocket) or around the waist (e.g. attached to a belt). Greater separations may occur if
a dosemeter is carried in a backpack for instance.
The fields were computed for TE or TM incident plane waves with |Ei| = 1V/m
and |Hi| = |Ei|/η0 = 2.65 × 10−3A/m. The field strength values are expressed either
in linear units (i.e. V/m or A/m) or in decibels relative to the incident field strength
(i.e. 0 dBV/m ≡ 1V/m for electric field, and 0 dB 1/η0A/m ≡ 1/η0A/m for magnetic
field).
The incident angles were θi = 90◦,φi = 0◦, referred to as normal incidence, and
θi = 45◦,φi = 0◦, referred to as oblique incidence.
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3.3 Computational Analysis
The decision to adopt the cylinder model is briefly examined. The cylinder and the
adult male model NORMAN (Appendix B.3) shown in Fig. 3.3 were exposed to a
normally incident, vertically polarised 900 MHz TM plane wave with |Eiz| = 1 V/m.
Computations were performed using the finite difference time domain (FDTD) method
with the electromagnetic (EM) simulation software XFDTD produced by Remcom Inc.
(Remcon(Inc.) [2009]). The |E| and |H| fields in front and at the rear were computed
over vertical ρz-planes through each model. Note that the vertical plane bisects the
cylinder but is slightly off-centre in the human model - this was chosen only for conve-
nience to show the external fields running along the length of the body down the torso
and one leg. The fields are shown in Fig. 3.3 using a contour colour plot with a log-
arithmic scale that spans 40 dB between the maximum (RED) and minimum (DARK
BLUE) field strength values.
In both models, |E| in front is minimum at the surface and rises in value as the
distance from the surface is increased until it reaches a maximum (RED) at a quarter
wavelength from the body. The |H| field is maximum at the surface and falls in value
as the distance from the surface is increased until it reaches a minimum. The rise and
fall with distance is due to the phase related constructive and destructive interaction
between the incident and reflected waves. The position corresponding to an |E| minima
(or maxima) corresponds to a |H| maxima (or minima). The distance between minima
and maxima is a quarter wavelength.
Lowest field strengths (GREEN through to DARK BLUE) are found at the rear
due to the cylinder obstructing the path of the direct wave. In this obstructed region,
sometimes referred to as a 'shadow' region, a periodic variation with height z is observed
with the distance between peaks and nulls related to wavelength and the number of
peaks and nulls related to the vertical dimension of the body. While the cylinder
and realistic human models differ in small scale physical structures (i.e the absence of
fingers, toes, hands in the cylinder model), their overall scattering characteristics are
essentially similar for the major parts of the body such as the torso. It is therefore
concluded that a cylinder can provide rapid and meaningful information concerning
the basic interaction between an electromagnetic plane wave and a human body for
the purposes of understanding measurements that would be obtained with an ideal,
isotropic responding body worn personal RF dosemeter.
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|E| |H|
Figure 3.3: Total electric and magnetic fields at the front and rear of a cylinder and a NORMAN
human model exposed to a plane wave. Colour contour plot with a logarithmic scale spans 40
dB between the maximum (RED) and minimum (DARK BLUE) field strength values.
A detailed analysis of the steady state fields close to a cylinder model of a human
body was then undertaken using the commercial, full wave method of moments (MoM)
based computer code FEKO (EMSS-S.A. (Pty) Ltd.).
3.3.1 TM plane wave incidence
Normal incidence
Consider the incident TM wave shown in Fig. 3.1 with θi = 90◦and φi = 0◦. The vector
fields are Ei = E iz zˆ and Hi = H iφ φˆ.
Vertical ρz-planes Contour plots of |E| and |H| in the vertical ρz-planes at φ =
0◦ and 180◦ are shown in Figs. 3.4(a) and (b). In front, fields vary with distance from
the cylinder, alternating between maxima and minima which are separated by a quarter
wavelength. An |E| field minima occurs at the surface which coincides with a |H| field
maxima. A field strength maxima, either |E| or |H|, can exceed the corresponding
incident field strength by up to 6 dB (i.e. 2 times). At the rear of the cylinder, field
strength values can be 10− 20 dB or more below the incident field.
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(a) Front (φ = 0◦) (b) Rear (φ = 180◦)
Figure 3.5: Electric field strength components along lines A (front) and B (rear) for TM plane
wave, normal incidence.
(a) Front (φ = 0◦) (b) Rear (φ = 180◦)
Figure 3.6: Magnetic field strength components along lines A (front) and B (rear) for TM plane
wave, normal incidence.
Plots of the components of |E| and |H| near the surface along the vertical lines A
and B are shown in Figs. 3.5 and 3.6. In front, |Ez| is the dominant electric component
and is ∼ 10 dB less than |Ei| except near the ends. It exhibits a periodic variation
of ∼ 1 dB with maxima and minima separated by a half wavelength. The dominant
magnetic component at the front and rear is |Hφ|. In front, it is ∼ 5 dB greater than
|Hi| while at the rear it is lower by ∼ 10 dB or more.
Field strength components along the x-axis at height z = 1.04 m are shown in Fig.
3.7. In front of the cylinder, |Ez| increases from 0.29 V/m (-10.8 dBV/m) at the surface
to a maximum value of 1.47 V/m (3.34 dBV/m) while |Hφ| reduces from 4.8 mA/m (5.2
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(a) Electric (b) Magnetic
Figure 3.7: Field strength components along the x-axis at height z = 1.04 m for TM plane
wave, normal incidence with wave vector ki indicating direction of incidence.
Figure 3.8: Planar dielectric slab and incident TM plane wave. The yz-plane at x = 0 represents
the boundary between the dielectric and air. Slab is infinite in height (±z), width (±y) and
depth (−x). Axis directions are shown in the positive direction and +y points outwards and
normal to the page.
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(a) Electric (b) Magnetic
Figure 3.9: Field strength components along line C for TM plane wave, normal incidence.
dB 1/η0A/m) at the surface to a minimum value of 1.45 mA/m (-5.22 dB 1/η0A/m) at
82 mm from the surface, equivalent to a quarter wavelength at 900 MHz. At the rear,
a strong radial component |Eρ| is the major contributor to |E| and |Hφ| is the main
component of |H|.
The field on the front surface of the cylinder can be examined in further detail by
considering the simpler case shown in Fig. 3.8. The TM plane wave is incident upon a
planar dielectric slab infinite in height (±z), width (±y) and depth (−x). The reflection
coefficient for TM incidence relates the reflected wave Er to the incident wave Ei and
is given by (Johnk [1988]):
RTM,ψi =
η0cosψi − η2cosψt
η0cosψi + η2cosψt
(3.3)
where η2 and η0 are the characteristic impedances of the dielectric material and that
of air respectively and can be calcuated using Equ. (2.5). The characteristic impedance
of the dielectric material is η2 = 58.9 + j10.8Ω, and in free space η0 = 120piΩ.
For normal incidence ψi = 0◦, RTM,0o = 0.737 − j0.085 and the total electric field
at the dielectric surface is the sum of the incident and reflected waves which yields
Ei(1−RTM,0o) resulting in a field strength of -11.1 dBV/m consistent with the result
for |Ez| shown in Fig. 3.5(a). The total magnetic field at the dielectric surface is
the sum of the incident and reflected waves and can also be expressed in terms of
RTM,0o yielding the expression H i(1 + RTM,0o) which results in a field strength of 4.8
dB 1/η0A/m, consistent with the result for |Hφ| shown in Fig. 3.6(a).
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Horizontal ρφ-plane Contour plots of |E| and |H| in the horizontal ρφ-plane at z =
1.04m are shown in Figs. 3.10(a) and (b). Similar to the ρz-planes, distinct areas of
maxima and minima are evident in front and to the sides except in the 'shadow' region.
Components of |E| and |H| near the surface along line C are shown in Fig. 3.9. The
dominant electric component at the front is |Ez| while |Eρ| is dominant at the rear.
The magnetic component |Hφ| is dominant for almost all angular positions and exceeds
|Hi| at the front.
Conclusion Dosemeter measurements of the electric or magnetic fields would range
from an under-estimation of |Ei| or |Hi| by 10 to 20 dB or more, to an over-estimation
of |Ei| by 3.34 dB or 5.2 dB in |Hi|. An over-estimation can occur at the front surface
of the cylinder (e.g. |Hi|) or at distances from the surface where the phase relationship
between the incident and reflected fields causes constructive interaction (additive effect).
In front and to the sides, an |E| field maxima coincides with a |H| field minima. When
a dosemeter is positioned at the front or sides, an under-estimation of the incident field
strength can be avoided if it is capable of simultaneously measuring both electric and
magnetic components - a minima in one component is balanced by a maxima in the
other.
Oblique incidence
Consider the incident TM wave shown in Fig. 3.1 with θi = 45◦ and φi = 0◦. The
vector fields are Ei with ρˆ component Eiρ = −E i cosθi and zˆ component Eiz = E i sinθi ,
and Hi = H iφ φˆ.
Vertical ρz-planes Contour plots of |E| and |H| in the vertical ρz-planes at φ =
0◦ and 180◦ are shown in Figs. 3.4(c) and (d). Variation in |E| is less pronounced than
for normal incidence and values are approximately equal to or greater than |Ei|. Plots
of the components of |E| and |H| near the surface along vertical lines A and B are
shown in Figs. 3.11 and 3.12. In front, |Eρ| is the dominant electric component and is
∼ 1 dB greater than |Ei|. The dominant magnetic component at the front is |Hφ| and
is ∼ 5 dB greater than |Hi|. At the rear, the electric and magnetic field strengths are
∼ 10 dB or more below |Ei| and |Hi|.
Plots of the field strength components along the x-axis at height z = 1.04 m are
shown in Fig. 3.13. The total electric field is approximated as |E| ≈ √|Eρ|2 + |Ez|2.
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At the front, |E| exceeds |Ei| by 1.1 dB at the surface and continues in excess of 1
V/m for most distances up to 0.5 m. The dominant magnetic component |Hφ| exceeds
|Hi| at the surface by 4.5 dB and then reduces to a minimum value of 1.63 mA/m
(-4.22 dB 1/η0A/m) at 82 mm from the surface. At the rear, electric and magnetic
field strengths are relatively lower but rise in value as the distance from the surface is
increased.
The field on the front surface of the cylinder can be examined in further detail by
considering the simpler case of a plane wave with angle ψi = 45◦ incident upon a planar
dielectric slab as shown in Fig. 3.8. The reflected and incident angles and wave vectors
are equal ( ψi = ψr, ki = kr) and the angle of transmission is ψt. Boundary conditions
for the electric and magnetic fields are satisfied if the phases of the waves are matched
at the air-dielectric interface giving:
kisinψi = krsinψr = ktsinψt (3.4)
For the sense shown, the electric components normal to the surface of the slab add
constructively while parallel components add destructively. The reflection coefficient is
RTM,45o = 0.645−j0.107 so that the total normal component is given by Eisin(45o)(1+
RTM,45o) and total parallel component is Eicos(45o)(1 − RTM,45o). At the surface,
the normal component is 1.33 dBV/m and the parallel component is −11.63 dBV/m
consistent with the results shown in Fig. 3.11(a) for |Eρ| and |Ez| respectively. The
total magnetic component is the sum of the incident and reflected waves and can be
expressed as H i(1 + RTM,45o) resulting in a field strength of 4.34 dB 1/η0A/m at the
dielectric surface, again consistent with the result for |Hφ| shown in Fig. 3.12(a).
Horizontal ρφ-plane Contour plots of |E| and |H| in the horizontal ρφ-plane at z =
1.04m are shown in Figs. 3.10(c) and (d). At the front and sides of the cylinder the
variation in |E| is less pronounced than for normal incidence and values exceed |Ei| at
many locations. Components of |E| and |H| near the surface along line C are shown
in Fig. 3.14. The dominant electric component is |Eρ| for all angular positions and
its peak value occurs at the front. The dominant magnetic component is |Hφ| for all
angular positions and its peak value also occurs at the front.
Conclusion A dosemeter measurement of the electric field would report an under-
estimation of |Ei| by ∼ 10 dB or more when worn at the rear to an over-estimation of
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(a) Front (φ = 0◦) (b) Rear (φ = 180◦)
Figure 3.11: Electric field strength components along lines A (front) and B (rear) for TM plane
wave, oblique incidence.
(a) Front (φ = 0◦) (b) Rear (φ = 180◦)
Figure 3.12: Magnetic field strength components along lines A (front) and B (rear) for TM
plane wave, oblique incidence.
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(a) Electric (b) Magnetic
Figure 3.13: Field strength components along the x-axis at height z = 1.04 m for TM plane
wave, oblique incidence with wave vector ki indicating direction of incidence.
(a) Electric (b) Magnetic
Figure 3.14: Field strength components along line C for TM plane wave, oblique incidence.
1.1 dB at the front. Dosemeter measurements of the magnetic field would range from
an under-estimation of |Hi| by ∼ 10 dB or more to an over-estimation of 4.5 dB. The
additional contribution of the normal component of the electric field results in a 'smear-
ing' of the distinct maxima and minima patterns observed for normal incidence. This
is not the case for the |H| field pattern which exhibits maxima and minima at the front
and sides. When a dosemeter is positioned at the front or sides, only a measurement of
the electric field component is necessary in order to avoid under-estimating the incident
field strength.
3.3.2 TE plane wave incidence
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Normal incidence
Consider the incident TE wave shown in Fig. 3.1 with θi = 90◦ and φi = 90◦. The
vector fields are Ei = −E iφ φˆ and Hi = H iz zˆ.
Vertical ρz-planes Contour plots of |E| and |H| in the vertical ρz-planes at φ =
0◦ and 180◦ are shown in Figs. 3.15(a) and (b). The |E| and |H| patterns at the
front are similar to TM incidence, with maxima and minima separated by a quarter
wavelength. Again, maxima can exceed the corresponding incident field strength by up
to 6 dB. At the rear, field strengths are up to 10 dB or more lower than the incident
field strength.
Plots of the components of |E| and |H| near the surface along vertical lines A and
B are shown in Figs. 3.16 and 3.17. In front, |E| is dominated by |Eφ| and is ∼ 10 dB
less than |Ei| except near the ends. At the rear, |E| is 20 dB or more below |Ei|. The
|H| field is dominated by |Hz| both in front and at the rear of the cylinder. In front,
|Hz| exceeds |Hi| by ∼ 4 dB while at the rear it is ∼ 4 dB lower.
Plots of the field strength components along the x-axis at height z = 1.04 m are
shown in Fig. 3.18. In front of the cylinder, |Eφ| increases to a maximum value of
1.45 V/m (3.23 dBV/m) while |Hz| exceeds the incident field strength by 4.2 dB at the
surface and then reduces to a value of 1.53 mA/m (-4.77 dB 1/η0A/m) at 82 mm from
the surface.
Horizontal ρφ-plane Contour plots of |E| and |H| in the horizontal ρφ-plane at z =
1.04m are shown in Figs. 3.20(a) and (b). Maxima and minima are evident at the
front and sides with maximums exceeding the incident field strength. Components of
|E| and |H| near the surface along line C are shown in Fig. 3.19. Towards the sides
of the cylinder, the incident electric field Ei becomes normal to the surface and adds
constructively with the normal component of the reflected electric field. The normal
component |Eρ| reaches a maximum value of 1.4V/m (2.92 dBV/m) exceeding |Ei| at
the sides ( φ ∼ 80◦ and φ ∼ 280◦ ). The dominant magnetic component is |Hz| which
exceeds |Hi| at the front and sides.
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(a) Front (φ = 0◦) (b) Rear (φ = 180◦)
Figure 3.16: Electric field strength components along lines A (front) and B (rear) for TE plane
wave, normal incidence.
(a) Front (φ = 0◦) (b) Rear (φ = 180◦)
Figure 3.17: Magnetic field strength components along lines A (front) and B (rear) for TE
plane wave, normal incidence.
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(a) Electric (b) Magnetic
Figure 3.18: Field strength components along the x-axis at height z = 1.04 m for TE plane
wave, normal incidence with wave vector ki indicating direction of incidence.
(a) Electric (b) Magnetic
Figure 3.19: Field strength components along line C for TE plane wave, normal incidence.
Conclusion Results indicate that dosemeter measurements of the electric field would
range from an under-estimation of |Ei| by 10 to 20 dB or more to an over-estimation
of up to 3.23 dB. Dosemeter measurements of the magnetic field would range from an
under-estimation of |Hi| by 4.77 dB to an over-estimation of 5.2 dB. In front and to
the sides, an |E| field maxima coincides with a |H| field minima. When a dosemeter
is positioned at the front or sides, an under-estimation of the incident field strength
can be avoided if it is capable of simultaneously measuring both electric and magnetic
components - a minima in one component is balanced by a maxima in the other.
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Oblique incidence
Consider the incident TE wave shown in Fig.3.1 with θi = 45◦ and φi = 0◦. The vector
fields are Ei = −Eiφ φˆ, and Hi with ρˆ component H iρ = −H icosθi and zˆ component
H iz = H
isinθi.
Vertical ρz-planes Contour plots of |E| and |H| in the vertical ρz-planes at φ =
0◦ and 180◦ are shown in Figs. 3.15(c) and (d). Variation in |H| is less pronounced
than for normal incidence and values are approximately equal to or greater than |Hi|.
Plots of the components of |E| and |H| near the surface along vertical lines A and B
are shown in Figs. 3.22 and 3.23. In front, |E| is dominated by |Eφ| and is ∼ 11 dB less
than |Ei| except near the ends. At the rear, |E| is ∼ 30 dB or more below |Ei|. The
|H| field is dominated by |Hz|. At the front, |Hz| exceeds |Hi| by ∼ 1 dB while at the
rear it is ∼ 9 dB below |Hi|.
Plots of the field strength components along the x-axis at height z = 1.04 m are
shown in Fig. 3.25. In front of the cylinder (positive direction), the |Eφ| component
increases to a maximum value of 1.42 V/m (3.05 dBV/m) at 82 mm from the surface.
The total magnetic field is approximated as |H| ≈ √|Eρ|2 + |Ez|2. In front of the
cylinder, it exceeds |Hi| by 0.43 dB and continues in excess of 1/η0A/m for distances
up to 0.5 m.
The field immediately in front of the cylinder can be examined in further detail by
considering the simpler case of the plane wave incident upon a planar dielectric slab
with angle ψi = 45◦, (θi = 45◦) as shown in Fig. 3.21. The reflected and incident angles
and wave vectors are equal ( ψi = ψr, ki = kr) and the angle of transmission is ψt.
The reflection coefficient for TE incidence relates the reflected wave Er to the inci-
dent wave Ei and is given by (Johnk [1988]):
RTE,ψi =
η2cosψi − η0cosψt
η2cosψi + η0cosψt
(3.5)
For incident angle ψi = 45◦, RE = −0.806 + j0.066 and the total parallel electric
component at the dielectric surface is expressed as Ei(1+RTE,45o) giving a field strength
of −13.8 dBV/m, consistent with the result for |Eφ| shown in Fig. 3.22(a). At the rear,
the electric field strength is up to 20 dB or more below the maximum value at the front.
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Figure 3.21: Planar dielectric slab with incident TE plane wave. The yz-plane at x = 0
represents the boundary between the dielectric and air. Slab is infinite in height (±z), width
(±y) and depth (−x). Axis directions are shown in the positive direction and +y points
outwards and normal to the page.
(a) Front (φ = 0◦) (b) Rear (φ = 180◦)
Figure 3.22: Electric field strength components along lines A (front) and B (rear) for TE plane
wave, oblique incidence.
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(a) Front (φ = 0◦) (b) Rear (φ = 180◦)
Figure 3.23: Magnetic field strength components along lines A (front) and B (rear) for TE
plane wave, oblique incidence.
(a) Electric (b) Magnetic
Figure 3.24: Field strength components along line C for TE plane wave, oblique incidence.
(a) Electric (b) Magnetic
Figure 3.25: Field strength components along the x-axis at height z = 1.04 m for TE plane
wave, oblique incidence with wave vector ki indicating direction of incidence.
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The total parallel magnetic component at the dielectric surface is H isin(45◦)(1 +
RTE,45o) and total normal component is H isin(45◦)(1 − RTE,45o) resulting in values
of 1.64 dB1/η0A/m and −16.8 dB1/η0A/m respectively. This is consistent with the
results shown in Fig. 3.23(a) for |Hz| and |Hρ|.
Horizontal ρφ-plane Contour plots of |E| and |H| in the horizontal ρφ-plane at z =
1.04m are shown in Figs. 3.20(c) and (d). The |E| field pattern is similar to that
for normal incidence however the |H| field pattern is less pronounced and values are
approximately equal to or greater than |Hi| at the front and sides. Components of |E|
and |H| near the surface along line C are shown in Fig. 3.24. The Ei field is parallel
to the surface at the front and adds destructively so that |E| < |Ei|. Towards the
sides Ei becomes increasingly normal to the dielectric surface of the cylinder adding
constructively with the normal component of the reflected electric field. The normal
component |Eρ| reaches a maximum value of 1.3V/m (2.28 dBV/m) at φ ∼ 90◦ and
φ ∼ 270◦. At the front, |Hz| is the dominant magnetic component however towards
the sides, Hi becomes parallel to φˆ so that |Hφ| to reach a maximum at φ = 70◦ and
φ = 290◦.
Conclusion Results indicate that dosemeter measurements of the electric field would
range from an under-estimation of |Ei| by 10 to 20 dB or more, to an over-estimation
of 3.05 dB. Dosemeter measurements of the magnetic field would range from an under-
estimation of |Hi| by ∼ 9 dB to an over-estimation of 0.43 dB. The additional contribu-
tion of the normal component of the magnetic field results in a 'smearing' of the distinct
maxima and minima patterns observed for normal incidence. This is not the case for
the |E| field pattern which exhibits maxima and minima at the front and sides. When a
dosemeter is positioned at the front or sides, only a measurement of the magnetic field
component is necessary in order to avoid under-estimating the incident field strength.
3.4 Summary
A computational analysis has been performed to gain insights into the relationship be-
tween the fields close to a human body and an incident plane wave. The total field
in the vicinity of the model results from the constructive and destructive interaction
between the incident plane wave and the scattered field. Over-estimation of the inci-
dent field strength by up to∼ 5 dB is possible due to either the effect of constructive
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interference or the presence of a normal component of the field for oblique incidence
of the plane. A dosemeter worn on the front and capable of simultaneously measuring
both electric and magnetic components would be less susceptible to under-estimating
the incident field strength (when arriving from the front) due to a null in one of the
components caused by destructive interference. However, an under-estimation of 20 dB
or more in both components of the field cannot be avoided when a dosemeter is located
at the rear where the body 'shields' the dosemeter from the front incident plane wave.
Overall, similar variability in the electric and magnetic field strength close to the body
is observed.
The purpose of the next chapter is to examine variability in the fields close to the
body for changes in the electric properties of human tissue, for different realistic body
models, and for different locations near the body and separation distances from the
surface. This chapter will provide data for input to Monte Carlo simulations performed
in later chapters.
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4 Factors influencing uncertainty in EM
fields close to a human body model
In the previous chapter, the basic structure of the fields close to a cylindrical model of a
human body was examined for normal and oblique incidence of a plane wave. The aim
of this chapter is to extend the previous work and examine the factors that influence
uncertainty in the fields close to realistic adult and child body models at 900 MHz. The
fields are proxies for measurements made with a personal RF dosemeter. Dielectric
properties of tissues, the separation distance between the body and dosemeter, body size,
location of dosemeter on body and electromagnetic environment were all examined to
assess their influence on dosemeter measurements. The `shadowing' effect of a body can
be responsible for a reduction in dosemeter reading and therefore increases uncertainty
in the measurement. Combining simultaneous readings from two dosemeters is examined
as a means of reducing this effect.
4.1 Introduction
The efficacy of personal body worn dosemeters to accurately measure electric fields has
been discussed in a number of studies (Mann et al. [2005],Knafl et al. [2007],Blas et al.
[2007], Radon et al. [2006]). The comparability in results between two independent and
different dosemeters was limited and body effects were found to be significant (Radon
et al. [2006]). Computational modelling and measurement at 900 MHz have shown that
`shadowing' effects of the body could produce variations in the electric field strength
of up to 30 dB between the front and rear of a human (Chapter 3 and Blas et al.
[2007], Bahillo et al. [2008]). Therefore readings with a dosemeter worn on the body
will be highly dependent on its positioning with respect to the body and the direction
of the incident field. Since personal dosemeters are typically calibrated under free space
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conditions, results of such measurements would need to be carefully interpreted when
assessing human exposure.
In Chapter 3, the electric and magnetic fields close to a cylinder model of a human
body was examined to assess the claim that a dosemeter that simultaneously measures
both components is unlikely to report under-estimations of exposure since attenuation
of the electric field practically never coincides with a strong attenuation of the magnetic
field at any given frequency. This claim is further examined in this chapter for exposure
of a heterogeneous human body model to a range of incident angles and polarisations
of a plane wave.
In this chapter, the work reported in previous studies is extended by providing
an insight into factors that can influence uncertainty in measurements at 900 MHz of
the electric and magnetic field close to a human body for use in personal dosimetry.
This frequency is commonly used throughtout the world for mobile communications
systems. The standard deviation is a typical measure of variability or dispersion and is
often used to quantify uncertainty in a result. The following factors will be examined
for their relative contribution to uncertainty:
 Human body
 Electromagnetic environment
 Location of dosemeter on torso
 Separation distance between dosemeter and body
 Tissue permittivity
To study these factors, computational simulations using the FDTD method were used
to determine the total electric and magnetic field close to the surface of heterogeneous
human body models exposed to a series of free space, 900 MHz incident plane waves.
These close fields are proxies for measurements that would be obtained from a properly
responding body worn isotropic field strength dosemeter. Since the a priori location
of the dosemeter on the body may be unknown, the fields were computed at random
locations near the torso of the models. In a single dosemeter configuration, the random
locations were on the front of the torso. In addition to the single dosemeter analysis,
consideration was given to advantages, if any, that could be gained by wearing two
dosemeters, one placed on the front and the other on the rear of the torso.
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The computed fields were then processed and interpreted for a set of exposure sce-
narios that were chosen to represent a limited set of basic electromagnetic environments.
These included situations where the angle and polarization of the incident field varied
randomly relative to the body, or environments where the body was exposed to a sta-
tionary field having a dominant angle of incidence and polarisation relative to the body.
4.2 Method
4.2.1 Human body models
The NORMAN based adult and child models described in Appendix B.3 were used with
4 mm resolution for the adult and 3 mm for the 10 y child. The permittivity (electrical
conductivity and relative dielectric constant) and mass density values of each tissue type
at 900 MHz was based on data published by Gabriel [1996] and shown in Appendix C.2.
4.2.2 Incident field simulations
A simulation consists of a single incident plane wave, with power density P i and com-
ponent fields Ei and H i = Ei/η0, propagating along the radial towards the model with
incident angles j (elevation) and f (azimuth) as shown in Fig. 4.1. The polarisation of
the incident waves is either TM or TE, following the convention established in Chapter
3. The direction of propagation of the wave towards the body was varied from j=0° to
180° in 30° increments and from f=0° to 270° in 90° increments.
Since the a priori location of the dosemeter on the body may be unknown, the fields
were computed at a set of random locations near the surface of the torso, 30 at the front
and 30 to the rear (a total of 60 locations over the entire torso). These locations include
areas on the chest, waist, back and hips. The distance from the surface was either 10
or 50 mm. Fig. 4.2 gives an example set of random locations for a dosemeter worn on
the front of the torso.
For each FDTD simulation, the expected dosemeter reading D at each location
near the torso is expressed in decibels as the total field strength normalised to the
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Figure 4.1: Human body model in coordinate system
Figure 4.2: Example for single dosemeter showing set of 30 random locations on the front of
the torso
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incident field strength. The dosemeter reading is calculated separately for the electric
and magnetic field cases and is given by:
D =
{
20Log10
(|E|/|Ei|)
20Log10
(|H|/|H i|) (4.1)
where |E| is the total electric field strength and |H| the total magnetic field strength
at that location. The reading D is equivalent to the logarithm of the ratio of powers,
that is, the ratio of the equivalent plane wave power density |E|2/η0 to the power density
of the incident field |Ei|2/η0.
Negative values for D indicate that the dosemeter under-estimates the incident field
strength while positive values indicate an over-estimation of the field. In total, 56 FDTD
simulations (7 (j) x 4 (f) x 2 (TM or TE)) are performed for each human model.
4.2.3 Exposure scenarios and dosemeter response
An exposure scenario simulates the electromagnetic conditions that may exist during
actual exposures. For example, the incident field may exhibit temporal or time varying
characteristics arising from a person walking in random directions with respect to a
fixed RF transmitter. Alternatively, a person may be stationary with respect to the
source and exposure may be at a constant value over an interval of time.
Based on a simple approach, the angles of incidence associated with a plane wave
arriving at the body may be considered to be equally probable over all angles. How-
ever, propagation in realistic environments can be described statistically so that the
distribution of waves in azimuth can be assumed to be uniform while in elevation,
the distribution of arrival angles can be approximated by the double exponential PDF
(Kalliola et al. [2002]):
p(θ) = { A1exp[−
√
2|θ−θ0|
σ− , θ ∈ [θ0, 180◦]
A1exp[−
√
2|θ−θ0|
σ+ , θ ∈ [0◦, θ0]
(4.2)
where A1 is chosen so that the integration of p(θ) over [pi/2, −pi/2] equals 1, the
peak elevation angle is θ0, and σ+, σ− control the spread over [0◦, θ0] and [θ0, 180◦]
respectively. Choosing parameter values σ+ = 17.8◦ and σ− = 9.4◦, and θ0 = 90◦ and
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solving Equ. (4.2), just over 90 % of θ values were found to be contained in the range
60o to 120o. These parameter values were chosen from data published by Vermeeren
et al. [2008] and they describe a range of propagation conditions including those found
in urban areas serviced by tower mounted mobile base-station antennas.
In this analysis, exposure scenarios are based on the arrival at the body of a domi-
nant plane wave. The following scenarios were defined:
 Random - an environment where the angle of incidence and polarisation of a
dominant plane wave varies continuously relative to a person walking randomly
in the physical environment. All angles of incidence (j, f) and polarisations (TM
and TE) are considered equally probable over time;
 Random-urban - similar to the random scenario except that in realistic environ-
ments, dominant exposure occurs at lower elevation angles (e.g. at ground level
and in the far field of a pole-mounted antenna). The elevation angle is constrained
to 60º≤j≤120º, f is uniformly probable between 0º and 270º, and both polarisa-
tions are equally likely;
 Stationary - randomness cannot be assumed and there is a dominant angle of
incidence and polarisation relative to the body (e.g. person performing task in
proximity to a base-station). All angles of dominant incidence and polarisation
are considered equally probable but do not vary over time;
 Stationary-urban  similar to the stationary scenario but where the elevation an-
gles are restricted to the range 60º≤j≤120º and both polarisations are equally
likely.
Limits for human exposure to electromagnetic fields are based on measurements of the
time-averaged value of the field (equivalent plane wave power density) where the aver-
aging period Tavg is typically 6 min (e.g. ICNIRP [1998]). Consider a dosemeter that is
capable of continuous measurement, storage and processing of electric field readings. Its
response R can then be conveniently defined in terms of the average of the instantaneous
readings D accumulated over a nominal time interval Tavg, consistent with requirements
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of exposure standards. The response R is calculated for the electric and magnetic fields
and is given by:
R =
∑
wi(D)i (4.3)
where
∑
wi = 1 and 0 ≤ wi ≤ 1. The interval Tavg can be considered as an
averaging period.
The calculation is performed over all N=56 simulations, with the weighting factor
(wi) dependent on the probability of occurrence of the ith simulation.
In the random scenario, a rapidly changing field ensures that the full set of pos-
sible instantaneous exposure conditions occur within the time interval Tavg and each
condition is equally probable with weighting factor equal to 1/N. The random-urban
scenario is similar except that the weighting factors are only non-zero for simulations
where 60º≤j≤120º, and zero for all other cases.
In both stationary scenarios, there are up to N possible values for the response
R at each location near the torso. The value R is the dosemeter reading D with the
weighting factor equal to unity for each instantaneous exposure condition which persists
for a period Tavg.
In these hypothetical scenarios, the uncertainty in dosemeter response for random
scenarios is influenced by the spread in average dosemeter readings across the locations
near the body. For stationary scenarios, uncertainty is influenced by instantaneous
dosemeter readings, that is, the persistence of a constant dominant plane wave over the
interval Tavg.
4.2.4 Tissue permittivity
Changing permittivity values of the major tissue components of the body such as muscle,
skin, fat and bone has been found to result in changes to localised absorption and to a
lesser extent, in average absorption over the whole body (Gajsek et al. [2001]). Localised
changes in absorption can occur within and, importantly, at the surface of the body
which may be in proximity to a dosemeter. Following the method of Gajsek et al.
[2001], the electric field values near the surface of the torso were computed for changes
in complex permittivity values of muscle, skin, fat and bone (with all other tissues
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remaining at their initial value). Changes in tissue values were based on scaling factors
developed in AppendixC.2.
Tissue values were scaled, either together or individually. Fat tissue was scaled by
a factor of 3 times and 0.5 times (3x/0.5x) its initial values. Muscle, skin and bone
tissue values were scaled by a factor of 1.25 times and 0.75 times (1.25x/0.75x) their
initial values. The tissue permittivity changes were: 1.25x/0.75x muscle, 1.25x/0.75x
skin/bone and 3x/0.5x fat, 1.25x/0.75x skin/bone/muscle and 3x/0.5x fat. Only results
for the child model are presented here as the 4 mm adult model does not preserve the
constraint on cell dimension relative to the wavelength for some changes in permittivity
values, and hence only the 3 mm child model can be used in this analysis. This gave
a total of six changes of permittivity with the incident field simulation restricted to
frontal incidence (j=90°) and both TM and TE polarisations.
4.2.5 Two (dual) dosemeters
The `shadowing' effect caused by the body creates regions of low field strength so that a
dosemeter worn on the front will register a low result for an incident field that originates
from the rear. It was of interest then to examine how uncertainty in exposure assess-
ment could be reduced by combining simultaneous readings from two dosemeters. A
dosemeter pair consisted of one placed at a random position on the front and the other
at a random position on the rear of the torso. The outputs from the two dosemeters
were averaged to produce a composite reading D for each simulation. This value was
then treated according to Equ. (4.3) for each of the exposure scenarios.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Exposure scenarios
An overview of results for the four exposure scenarios follows with results summarised
in Table 4.1.
Random
In the random exposure scenario dosemeter readings were continuously accumulated
and then averaged to obtain the response R at each location near the torso. The values
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(a) Electric field (b) Magnetic field
Figure 4.3: Single dosemeter: Response R in a random scenario at locations on front of torso
for adult and child models at 10 and 50 mm separation
of R for a single dosemeter worn on the front of the adult or child torso is shown
plotted in Fig. 4.3(a) for the electric field dosemeter and in Fig. 4.3(b) for the magnetic
field dosemeter. In general, plots in the following related sections show the extreme
(maximum and minimum) values indicated by the symbol `x', with the statistical mean
indicated by the horizontal line `-' at the centre of a box that extends one standard
deviation above and below the mean.
The mean and standard deviation of R across all 30 locations for the single electric
field dosemeter was -6.45±1.96 dB and -4.54±1.44 dB at 10 mm separation for the adult
and child models respectively. At 50 mm, the values were -4.74±0.64 dB (adult) and
-3.52±0.44 dB (child). For the single magnetic field dosemeter at 10 mm separation, the
values were -3.80±0.71 dB and -2.37±0.73 dB for the adult and child models respectively
and -4.26±0.62 dB (adult) and -2.93±0.42 dB (child) at 50 mm separation.
Results for dual electric field dosemeter configuration are shown plotted in Fig.
4.4(a) and in Fig. 4.4(b) for dual magnetic field dosemeters. The mean and standard
deviation in R across all locations for the dual electric field dosemeters was -3.87±0.83
dB and -2.69±0.80 dB at 10 mm separation for the adult and child models respectively.
At 50 mm, the values were -3.00±0.31dB (adult) and -2.18±0.21 dB (child). For the
dual magnetic field dosemeters at 10 mm separation, the values were -1.49±0.37 dB and
-0.82±0.55 dB for the adult and child models respectively and -2.79±0.38 dB (adult)
and -2.04±0.29 dB (child) at 50 mm.
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(a) Electric field (b) Magnetic field
Figure 4.4: Two dosemeters: Response R in a random scenario when combining dosemeter pairs
at locations on front and rear of torso for adult and child models at 10 and 50 mm separation
(a) Electric field (b) Magnetic field
Figure 4.5: Single dosemeter: Response R in a random-urban scenario at locations on front of
torso for adult and child models at 10 and 50 mm separation.
Random-urban
In a random-urban environment the average response R of a single dosemeter worn on
the front torso of the adult or child model is shown plotted in Fig. 4.5(a) for the electric
field dosemeter and in Fig. 4.5(b) for the magnetic field dosemeter.
The mean and standard deviation in R across all locations for the single electric
field dosemeter was -6.21±1.80 dB and -4.74±1.53 dB at 10 mm separation for the adult
and child models respectively. At 50 mm, the values were -4.25±0.77 dB (adult) and
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(a) Electric field (b) Magnetic field
Figure 4.6: Two dosemeters: Response R in a random-urban scenario when combining doseme-
ter pairs at locations on front and rear of torso for adult and child models at 10 and 50 mm
separation.
-3.10±0.59 dB (child). For the single magnetic field dosemeter at 10 mm separation, the
values were -3.32±0.61 dB and -2.47±0.69 dB for the adult and child models respectively
and -4.14±0.53 dB (adult) and -3.06±0.46 dB (child) at 50 mm separation.
Results for dual electric field dosemeters are shown plotted in Fig. 4.6(a) and in Fig.
4.6(b) for dual magnetic field dosemeters. The mean and standard deviation in R across
all locations for the dual electric field dosemeters was -3.64±0.85 dB and -2.97±0.88
dB at 10 mm separation for the adult and child models respectively. At 50 mm, the
values were -1.74±0.33 dB (adult) and -1.26±0.28 dB (child). For the dual magnetic
field dosemeters at 10 mm separation, the values were -0.02±0.33 dB and -0.06±0.46 dB
for the adult and child models respectively and -2.15±0.29 dB (adult) and -1.86±0.31
dB (child) at 50 mm.
Stationary
In a stationary environment, R is equivalent to a single dosemeter reading D which
may remain constant over time and can assume any value bounded by the minimum
and maximum readings computed during simulations. Results for single electric field
dosemeters are shown plotted in Fig. 4.7(a) and in Fig. 4.7(b) for single magnetic field
dosemeters.
The mean and standard deviation of R for the single electric field dosemeter was cal-
culated across all locations and for all possible dosemeter readings and was -6.45±6.29
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(a) Electric field (b) Magnetic field
Figure 4.7: Single dosemeter: Response R in a stationary scenario at locations on front of torso
for adult and child models at 10 and 50 mm separation
(a) Electric field (b) Magnetic field
Figure 4.8: Two dosemeters: Response R in a stationary scenario when combining dosemeter
pairs at locations on front and rear of torso for adult and child models at 10 and 50 mm
separation.
dB and -4.54±5.43dB at 10 mm separation for the adult and child models respectively.
At 50 mm, the values were -4.74±5.16 dB and -3.52±4.25 dB for adult and child re-
spectively. For the single magnetic field dosemeter at 10 mm separation, the values
were -3.81±5.83 dB and -2.37±4.68 dB for the adult and child models respectively and
-4.26±4.71 dB (adult) and -2.93±3.71 dB (child) at 50 mm separation.
Results for dual electric field dosemeters are shown plotted in Fig. 4.8(a) and in
Fig. 4.8(b) for dual magnetic field dosemeters.
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(a) Electric field (b) Magnetic field
Figure 4.9: Single dosemeter: Response R in a stationary-urban scenario at locations on front
of torso for adult and child models at 10 and 50 mm separation
The addition of a second dosemeter reduces the impact of `shadowing' with minimum
and maximum readings less dispersed compared to results with a single dosemeter. The
mean and standard deviation of R for dual electric field dosemeters when calculated
across all locations at 10 mm separation was -3.87±2.17 dB (adult) and -2.69±1.44 dB
(child). At 50 mm, the values were -3.00±1.74 dB and -2.18±1.16 dB for adult and child
respectively. For the dual magnetic field dosemeters at 10 mm separation, the values
were -1.49±2.11 dB and -0.82±1.45 dB for the adult and child models respectively and
-2.79±1.48 dB (adult) and -2.05±0.97 dB (child) at 50 mm.
Stationary-urban
Results for single electric field dosemeter are shown plotted in Fig. 4.9(a) and in Fig.
4.9(b) for single magnetic field dosemeters. The mean and standard deviation of R at
10 mm separation when calculated across all locations and for all possible dosemeter
readings was -6.21±6.42 dB (adult) and -4.74±5.64 dB (child). At 50 mm, the values
were -4.25±6.37 dB and -3.10±5.15 dB for adult and child respectively. For single
magnetic field dosemeter at 10 mm separation, the values were -3.32±6.96 dB and -
2.47±5.45 dB for the adult and child models respectively and -4.14±5.79 dB (adult)
and -3.06±4.31 dB (child) at 50 mm.
Results for dual electric field dosemeters are shown plotted in Fig. 4.10(a) and in
Fig. 4.10(b) for dual magnetic field dosemeters.
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(a) Electric field (b) Magnetic field
Figure 4.10: Two dosemeters: Response R in a stationary-urban scenario when combining
dosemeter pairs at locations on torso for adult and child models at 10 and 50 mm separation
The mean and standard deviation of R for dual electric field dosemeters when calcu-
lated across all locations at 10 mm separation was-3.64±1.88 dB (adult) and -2.97±1.80
dB (child). At 50 mm, the values were -1.74±1.14 dB and -1.26±0.99 dB for adult and
child respectively. For the dual magnetic field dosemeters at 10 mm separation, the val-
ues were -0.02±1.49 dB and -0.06±1.38 dB for the adult and child models respectively
and -2.15±1.12 dB (adult) and -1.86±1.03 dB (child) at 50 mm.
4.3.2 Uncertainty due to tissue permittivity and separation distance
Tissue permittivity
Variation in tissue permittivity values occurring across the human population can result
in differences in the absorption and scattering of the field and therefore contribute to
uncertainty in dosemeter readings. To assess the impact of changes in permittivity,
random locations on the front of the torso were examined for the incident field simulation
j=90°, f=0° and for TM and TE polarisations. Only tissue permittivity values of
muscle, skin, fat and bone were changed as described in Sec. 4.2.4. All other tissues
were held at their nominal permittivity values. The thickness of each individual tissue
layer was held constant so that variation in results could be attributed solely to changes
in permittivity. The dosemeter response R for changes of tissue permittivity is the
average reading of TM and TE incidence, normalised to the readings obtained under
initial tissue conditions (i.e. unity scaling factor).
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(a) Electric field (b) Magnetic field
Figure 4.11: Child model: Response R at 10 and 50 mm separation for changes in tissue
permittivity values.
The minimum and maximum values (indicated by the symbol `x') of R for the child
model are shown in Fig. 4.11. The box extends one standard deviation above and below
the mean indicated by the horizontal line `-'.
Changes in tissue permittivity influence electric field dosemeter response by up to
+/- ~2.5 dB at a 10 mm separation, reducing to <+/- ~1 dB at 50 mm separation.
The standard deviation was 0.73 dB at 10 mm and 0.35 dB at 50 mm. The magnetic
field dosemeter response was up to +1.06/-0.92 dB at 10 mm and +1.03/-1.23 dB at
50 mm. The standard deviation was 0.25 dB at 10 mm and 0.32 dB at 50 mm. The
differences in R observed between locations indicate that variations exist in thickness
of tissue layers across the torso resulting in differences in scattering of the field.
Separation distance
Uncertainty due to changes in separation distance was evaluated by calculating ratios
based on pairs of dosemeter responses at 50 mm and 10 mm locations for a set of incident
field simulations (since locations are randomly spread, the exact distance between a 50
mm and corresponding 10 mm location varied across ratios but was similar).
ratio =
R50mm
R10mm
(4.4)
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The ratios were calculated for single and two dosemeter configurations, for the adult and
child models. The ratio is expressed in decibels and therefore a positive value indicates
that the electric or magnetic field strength at 50 mm is greater than at 10 mm.
For a single electric field dosemeter in a random scenario, the mean and standard
deviation of the ratio calculated across all 30 locations on the front of the torso is
1.72±1.85 dB and 1.02±1.72 dB for the adult and child models respectively. In the
stationary exposure scenario for a single dosemeter, the mean value of the ratio remains
unchanged however, the standard deviation is calculated for all possible instantaneous
exposure simulations across all locations and was 4.68 dB and 4.79 dB for the adult and
child models respectively.
In a two dosemeter configuration the mean and standard deviation was 0.87±0.58
dB and 0.51±0.91 dB for the adult and child models in a random exposure scenario.
Similarly, the mean values of the ratio remain unchanged in a stationary scenario how-
ever, the standard deviation of 2.26 dB and 2.12 dB for the adult and child models
respectively was lower than that for the single dosemeter configuration.
For a single magnetic field dosemeter in a random scenario, the mean and standard
deviation of the ratio calculated across all 30 locations on the front of the torso is -
0.45±0.95 dB and -0.56±0.95 dB for the adult and child models respectively. In the
stationary exposure scenario for a single dosemeter, the mean value of the ratio remains
unchanged however, the standard deviation is calculated for all possible instantaneous
exposure simulations across all locations and was 3.64 dB and 3.20 dB for the adult and
child models respectively.
In a two dosemeter configuration the mean and standard deviation was -1.30±0.58
dB and -1.22±0.73 dB for the adult and child models in a random exposure scenario.
Similarly, the mean values of the ratio remain unchanged in a stationary scenario how-
ever, the standard deviation of 1.87 dB and 1.65 dB for the adult and child models
respectively was lower than that for the single dosemeter configuration.
These ratios are consistent with the differences observed in the values of R for the
set of random and stationary scenarios analysed in the earlier section.
4.4 Discussion
An analysis has been conducted to determine the extent to which electric and mag-
netic fields at various locations near the torso of a human body, and in turn dosemeter
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readings, are influenced by variation in incident field conditions, human body size and
permittivity of tissue. This contributes to the understanding of the relative contri-
butions to uncertainty in measurements obtained with body worn dosemeters. It also
provides guidance to the interpretation of readings and their relationship to the incident
field.
The response R of a dosemeter is a normalised value (in dB) which has been defined
as the weighted average of its readings relative to a set of incident field simulations (a
set defines an exposure scenario). Two divergent or extreme groups of scenarios have
been explored. One is characterised by a field whose angle of incidence and polarisation
relative to a person vary continuously and randomly with time. The other involves a
field that assumes a dominant, time invariant angle of incidence and polarisation relative
to the body.
The trend in results for the adult and child models are in general similar, however
absolute differences between their mean values of response R are <2 dB when observed
over all scenarios and dosemeter configurations (i.e. single and dual). Both human
body models are dimensionally significant compared to the wavelength (including the
torso region) at 900 MHz resulting in similar scattering of the field near the torso.
Random or random-urban exposure scenarios The nature of the electromagnetic
environment is an important consideration when deciding how to process and interpret
dosemeter readings. In random or random-urban exposure scenarios, the direction and
polarisation of the field is continuously and rapidly varying with time. The dosemeter
response R at each location near the torso is defined as the average of all possible
instantaneous dosemeter readings. It is an indicator of the time averaged exposure in
random exposure scenarios as defined in Sec. 4.2.3. Across all 30 locations on the front
of the torso, a mean and standard deviation can be calculated for R values at 10 and
50 mm separation from the adult and child models. Results summarised in Table 4.1.
Observed over the two models, the mean values lie between -6.45 and -3.1 dB for
the single electric field dosemeter indicating that it would tend to under-estimate the
value of the incident field strength. Under-estimations are also observed for the dual
configuration. For the single magnetic field dosemeter, mean values lie between -3.87
and -1.26 dB. The standard deviation or uncertainty in R is <2 dB for a single dosemeter
configuration. The uncertainty reduces to <1 dB if the combined simultaneous readings
of two dosemeters are employed, one located on the front and the second on the rear of
the torso.
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Stationary or stationary-urban exposure scenarios In an environment characterised
as stationary or stationary-urban, the direction and polarisation of the field is constant
with time. The electric or magnetic field dosemeter response R therefore is an instanta-
neous reading which can vary between ∼ −36 to +6 dB relative to the magnitude of the
incident field. Perturbation of the field by the body can cause a large under-estimation
(e.g. -36 dB) of the incident field strength by a dosemeter. This can occur when the
field is incident, for instance, towards the rear of the body and the dosemeter is mounted
on the front of the torso. An over-estimation can occur when the electric component of
the incident field is normal to the surface of the torso at the location of the dosemeter.
The over-estimation is highest (+6 dB) for the smallest separation distance (10 mm)
and reduces to +3.46 dB at 50 mm separation distance.
The mean response is calculated as the average of the instantaneous readings across
all 30 locations on the front of the torso and is equivalent to the values for the random
scenarios. Results summarised in Table 4.1. The standard deviation however is calcu-
lated over all instantaneous readings. For the electric field dosemeter it ranges from 4.25
to 6.42 dB, and from 3.71 to 6.96 dB for the magnetic field dosemeter for the adult and
child models, and for 10 and 50 mm separation. The uncertainty in stationary scenarios
therefore increases relative to random scenarios since the direction of the incident field
may remain constant and is not known a priori. The uncertainty reduces to between
0.97 and 2.17 dB if two dosemeters, electric or magnetic, are employed. The addition
of a second dosemeter reduces the impact of `shadowing' by the body with maximum
and minimum readings less dispersed compared to results with a single dosemeter.
In review There are some key themes that emerge from this chapter. Results for
child and adult models are generally similar. On average, electric and magnetic field
dosemeters have similar responses, both strongly influenced by the presence of the body.
As seen in Chapter 3, a dosemeter that simultaneously measures both the electric and
magnetic fields may be advantageous in a limited set of situations but offers little im-
provement over a commonly available electric field dosemeter when 'shadowing' occurs.
The mean dosemeter response for the set of random and stationary scenarios is sim-
ilar and is the best estimate of time averaged absorption. The random and stationary
scenarios are highly idealised and real-world exposure environments will combine, in a
statistical sense, the characteristics of both scenarios. Therefore an uncertainty must
be associated with each dosemeter reading since the angle of incidence and polarisation
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relative to the body will (usually) be unknown. Values of uncertainty are those calcu-
lated for the stationary scenarios. However multiple body worn dosemeters can reduce
this uncertainty.
4.5 Summary
This chapter has provided an insight into factors that can influence uncertainty in
measurements at 900 MHz of electric and magnetic fields close to realistic human body
models of an adult male and child. Modelling has shown that a properly responding
isotropic dosemeter mounted between 10-50 mm from the torso will on average under-
estimate the incident field strength by up to 6.45 dB. The factor leading to the largest
uncertainty in dosemeter measurements, expressed in terms of the standard deviation,
is 'shadowing' (6.96 dB) followed by separation distance (4.79 dB). Physical differences
between models (adult or child) and variability in the dielectric properties of tissue
contribute similar amounts to uncertainty (between 2 to 2.5 dB). Overall, the electric
and magnetic fields show similar variation and both are strongly affected by the presence
of the body. In practical real-world situations, measurement of both components of
the field may provide only marginal benefits when compared to a single component
measurement (i.e. electric field). The uncertainty in dosemeter measurements can be
reduced by half or more when combining the simultaneous outputs of a pair of body worn
dosemeters (mounted front and rear of torso). In later chapters, the factors examined
here will be used as inputs to Monte Carlo simulations of realistic exposures.
The task in the next chapter is to examine the relationship between the exposure
field and SARWB. If SARWB is well correlated with the exposure field, then dosemeter
measurements could be a proxy for both the exposure field and SARWB.
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5 Plane wave absorption in a human
body model
In the previous chapter, the relationship between dosemeter measurement and the ex-
posure field was found to be complex and significantly influenced by the presence of the
body. In this chapter, the analysis performed previously was extended to examine the
SARWB at 450, 900 and 2100 MHz in realistic adult and child body models for a series
of constant amplitude plane waves. Adult and child body models were used to explore
possible dependency of SARWB on model size. The angles of incidence were varied in
elevation and azimuth, and the polarisation altered between TE and TM. The aim of
this analysis was to determine the variation in the relationship between exposure field
and SARWB. A relatively small variation would mean that dosemeter based estima-
tions of SARWB will have similar uncertainties to those determined in Chapter 4 for
the estimation of the exposure field.
5.1 Introduction
A knowledge of the electromagnetic fields absorbed by a body, often expressed in terms
of SARWB, is important because it gives a measure of the capacity for heating of tissue
and for other non-heat related biological affects. The absorbed, internal fields will be
related to the physical dimensions of the body, its electrical properties expressed in
terms of permittivity and permeability and the characteristics of the exposure field
including magnitude and direction of incidence relative to the orientation of the body.
In most practical situations, the absorbed field is a difficult quantity to measure in
living humans so the alternate approach is to measure the exposure field and then de-
rive a link between it and SARWB. To relate the measured exposure field to SARWB,
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calculations are often performed in human body models excited by a plane electromag-
netic wave for polarisations that provide a 'worst case' or conservative link between
external exposure and internal field. A 'worst case' assumption may be unavoidable if
measurements of the exposure field are made using isotropic antennas or probes, and
where there may not be a priori knowledge of the precise incident conditions (primarily
incident angles and polarisation) that pertained during exposure.
A personal, isotropic responding body worn RF dosemeter measures the combination
of a direct and scattered field under conditions of exposure that will not be fully known
(and may change from time to time). To avoid under-estimating an assessment of
exposure using dosemeter data, it may be necessary to assume maximal coupling of the
field to the body. This assumption may be appropriate as a means of minimising the
risk of reporting under exposure but it provides little information or confidence in an
assessment about the actual level of absorption in a human under actual conditions.
A better understanding of whole body absorption in a body for arbitrary or oblique
incidence of the field will provide greater certainty when expressing the results of an
exposure assessment.
In this chapter a computational approach is taken to an examination of the variation
in SARWB in realistic adult and child human body models for oblique angles of incidence
of a constant amplitude plane wave. If the variation is relatively small, then dosemeter
based estimations of SARWB will have similar uncertainties to those determined in
Chapter 4 for the estimation of the exposure field.
5.2 Computational Analysis
A computational approach using a commercial FDTD solver was used to compute the
SARWB in heterogeneous human body models of an adult and child. The NORMAN
model was used as the basis for the adult and a child (10 y) models. Both models are
described in detail in Appendix B.3.
Within the FDTD computational space, a uniform air layer of 30 cells surrounded
the body and a 7 cell thick perfectly matching layer (pml) was used to create an ab-
sorbing boundary to simulate free space conditions. A free space modelling environment
was considered sufficient since the difference in SARWB at 450, 900 or 2100 MHz for an
adult or 10 y child model in free space compared with the body standing on a perfectly
reflecting ground is less than 5 % (Dimbylow [2002]).
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Figure 5.1: Coordinate system
The SARWB was computed for a series of TE and TM polarised plane waves set
to 1 V/m RMS at 450, 900 and 2100 MHz. The polarisations TE and TM follow the
convention established in Chapter 3.
The direction of propagation of the wave towards the body was varied from θ =0o
to 180o in 30o increments and from φ = 0o to 270o in 90o increments. The long axis of
the body was parallel to the z-axis and with the front face at φ = 0◦ and the rear at
φ = 180◦. The coordinate system is shown in Fig. 5.1.
5.3 Simulations
The absorption characteristics are shown plotted in Fig. 5.2 for the adult model and in
Fig. 5.3 for the child model. The plots are for TE and TM polarisations and for front (i.e.
TEf or TMf) and side (i.e. TEs or TMs) incidence of the field. Values for front incidence
are the higher of results taken from φ = 0◦ and φ = 180◦. Values for side incidence
are the higher of results taken from φ = 90◦ and φ = 270◦. Results for both human
models show that the SARWB has a dependency on both θ, φ, and the polarisation of
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the wave. Absorption in the two models is consistent with published data and reveals a
higher peak SARWB value in the child model compared to the adult model under the
same incident field conditions (Dimbylow [2002]). This is due to the penetration of RF
waves into the body, and therefore the absorbed power, which is confined near to the
surface, with a penetration depth of approximately a few centimetres or less depending
on frequency (Durney et al. [1986]). Therefore in the physically smaller child model,
significant RF power is deposited in a greater proportion of tissue compared to the adult
model which in turn leads to a higher value of SARWB for the child.
5.3.1 450 MHz
The peak SARWB for the adult model is 17.6 µW/kg which occurs for a TM polarised
wave with θ = 30◦ and θ = 0◦ (front incidence) while rear incidence produces a maxi-
mum value of 16.3 µW/kg. For TE polarisation, the maximum SARWB is 15.6 µW/kg
at θ =90o for side incidence. The minimum SARWB is 11.7 µW/kg at θ =30o. The
ratio of peak to minimum SARWB for the adult model is 1.5.
The peak SARWB for the child model is 25.3 µW/kg for a TM polarised wave with
the incident condition θ = 30◦ and θ = 0◦ while rear incidence produces a maximum
value of 23.6 µW/kg. The TE polarisation produces a maximum value of 20.7 µW/kg
at θ = 180◦. The minimum SARWB is 16.1 µW/kg which occurs for TE polarisation at
θ = 30◦ and side incidence. The ratio of peak to minimum SARWB for the child model
is 1.6.
5.3.2 900 MHz
The peak SARWB for the adult model is 16.7 µW/kg which occurs for a TE polarised
wave with θ = 90o and φ =0o (front incidence) while rear incidence produces a maximum
value of 16.3 µW/kg. For TM polarisation, the maximum SARWB is 16.0 µW/kg at θ
=90o for either front or rear incidence. The minimum SARWB is 7.3 µW/kg at θ =0o
for both polarisations. The ratio of peak to minimum SARWB for the adult model is
2.3.
The peak SARWB for the child model is 22.6 µW/kg for a TE polarised wave with
the incident condition θ = 90o and φ =0o while rear incidence produces a maximum
value of 21.4 µW/kg. The TM polarisation produces a maximum value of 22.4 µW/kg
at θ = 90o and φ =180o while for front incidence the value is 21.8 µW/kg. The minimum
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(a) 450 Mz
(b) 900 MHz
(c) 2100 MHz
Figure 5.2: Variation in SARWB in adult model for changes in angles of incidence and polari-
sation of 1 V/m plane wave field
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(a) 450 MHz
(b) 900 MHz
(c) 2100 MHz
Figure 5.3: Variation in SARWB in child model for changes in angles of incidence and polari-
sation of a 1 V/m plane wave field
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SARWB is 12.1 µW/kg which occurs at θ =0o for both polarisations. The ratio of peak
to minimum SARWB for the child model is 1.9.
5.3.3 2100 MHz
The peak SARWB for the adult model is 14.5 µW/kg which occurs for a TE polarised
wave with θ = 90o and φ =0o (front incidence) while rear incidence produces a maximum
value of 12.2 µW/kg. For TM polarisation, the maximum SARWB is 13.5 µW/kg at
θ =90o for front incidence. The minimum SARWB is 3.5 µW/kg at θ =0o for both
polarisations. The ratio of peak to minimum SARWB for the adult model is 4.1.
The peak SARWB for the child model is 21.9 µW/kg for a TE polarised wave with
the incident condition θ = 90o and φ =0o while rear incidence produces a maximum
value of 19.4 µW/kg. The TM polarisation produces a maximum value of 20.0 µW/kg
at θ = 90o and φ =0o while for rear incidence the value is 16.9 µW/kg. The minimum
SARWB is 5.7 µW/kg which occurs at θ =0o for both polarisations. The ratio of peak
to minimum SARWB for the child model is 3.8.
5.3.4 Incident angles in realistic environments
The analysis has assumed a constant amplitude field with all angles of incidence and
polarisations being equally probable. To better account for propagation of waves in
realistic environments, the approach in Sec. 4.2.3 is adopted and the peak to minimum
SARWB ratios re-evaluated with incident angles confined to the range 60o≤ θ ≤120o
and 0o≤ φ ≤360o. The polarisation remains equally likely between TE and TM. Under
these conditions, the maximum value of the ratio of peak to minimum SARWB is 2.6
and 2.4 at 2100 MHz for the adult and child models respectively. At 450 MHz, the
ratio is 1.6 and 1.4, and at 900 MHz it is 1.8 and 1.6 for the adult and child models
respectively.
A summary of results over all elevation angles, and over angles typical in realistic
environments, is given in Table 5.1. The results are shown in terms of the ratio of the
peak to minimum SARWB.
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Frequency
(MHz)
Adult Child
0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 180◦ 60◦ ≤ θ ≤
120◦
0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 180◦ 60◦ ≤ θ ≤
120◦
450 1.5 (±0.89dB) 1.4 (±0.75dB) 1.6 (±1.0 dB) 1.4 (±0.75dB)
900 2.3 (±1.8 dB) 1.8 (±1.4dB) 1.9 (±1.44dB) 1.6 (±1.0 dB)
2100 4.2 (±3.1dB) 2.6 (±2.1dB) 3.8 (±2.9 dB) 2.4 (±1.9 dB)
Table 5.1: Variation in SARWB expressed as the ratio of the peak to minimum. Values in
brackets were calculated using Equ. (5.1).
The spread s in SARWB, based on peak and minimum values, can be expressed in
decibels as:
s = 10Log10
(√
peak
min
)
dB (5.1)
so that the peak and minimum values of SARWB lie ±sdB from the geometric
mean value.
5.4 Summary
In this chapter, the variation in SARWB in an adult and child human body model was
explored when they were exposed to a constant amplitude plane wave at 450, 900 and
2100 MHz over a range of angles of incidence and polarisations of the field. When the
elevation angle was constrained to values typical in a realistic environment, the ratio
of the maximum to minimum value of SARWB was highest at 2100 MHz (2.6 and 2.4
for adult and child respectively) falling to 1.4 times for both at 450 MHz. In decibels,
the variation ranges from 0.75 to 2.1 dB. The results indicate that the variation in
the relationship between exposure field and SARWB is relatively small compared to
uncertainties determined in Chapter 4 for dosemeter based estimations of the exposure
field. This finding, while restricted to single plane wave incidence, strongly suggests
that the relationship between dosemeter measurements and the exposure field or the
SARWB will exhibit similar degrees of uncertainty.
In the chapters that follow, a relationship between dosemeter measurements and
E¯spat or SARWB will be derived for RF exposures based on the statistics of multipath
propagation in real world environments.
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6 Relationship between the electric
fields close to a human body model
and the spatially averaged exposure
field
The approach in Chapter 4 involving a limited number of models and single plane wave
exposures is extended in this chapter by using a Monte Carlo method to simulate expo-
sures in realistic, multipath propagation environments. Simulations were performed to
generate statistical distributions of the electric field close to human body models, and
hence the response of an ideal body worn isotropic electric field dosemeter in realistic
environments. The adult male NORMAN and Child models were augmented with the
male Visible Human and female NAOMI models which ensured a more representative
sample of the human population. The realistic environments were modelled as a set of
eight scattering or fading scenarios using the statistics of Rayleigh, Rice and log-normal
fading to simulate outdoor and indoor multipath exposures at the frequencies 450, 900
and 2100 MHz. Finally, the statistical distributions provide information (in the form
of the mean and standard deviation) that can be applied to measurements made with
actual, physical dosemeters to estimate Espat.
6.1 Introduction
The analysis presented in Chapter 4 along with other computational studies by Bahillo
et al. [2008] and Blas et al. [2007] provide valuable insights concerning dosemeter mea-
surements and their relationship to the incident field. However, the methodologies
employed were based on a limited set of pre-defined, plane wave exposures (a deter-
ministic approach) and therefore cannot provide statistical information concerning the
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dosemeter's response in actual environments. To fully evaluate the response of a body
worn dosemeter in realistic environments it is necessary to model scattering of fields
from buildings and other objects as a stochastic process. Generally, stochastic models
are highly complex and computationally intensive. If, however, we have a set of input
data with the same statistics as a realistic environment and use the data with a de-
terministic method we can generate the statistical characteristics of the field near the
surface of a body and hence the measurement or response of a body worn dosemeter.
The approach is known as a Monte Carlo method (Metropolis and Ulam [1949]) and
has been employed previously to generate statistics for the whole body average specific
absorption rate SARWB in a prolate spheroid model of a human (Vermeeren et al.
[2007]).
The aim of this study is to use a Monte Carlo approach in conjunction with a set
of FDTD solutions to obtain distributions of the electric field close to a human body
model in simulated, realistic environments. The FDTD method was used to generate
an initial set of deterministic solutions for the electric field strength near the surface of
heterogeneous human body models. The computations were performed at 450, 900 and
2100 MHz.
In actual environments, radio wave propagation is influenced by objects in the path
such as ground, atmospheres, buildings, trees and plants and other obstructions, either
stationary or moving. Under these conditions, the variation in field strength, commonly
referred to as fading (Belloni [2010]), cannot easily be described deterministically and it
is often preferable to describe the probability that the field attains a certain value. The
parameters of the field that are described statistically include the number of multipath
waves, their polarisation, amplitude, phase and angles of incidence. Due to the linearity
of Maxwell's equations, these parameters can be applied to the basic set of FDTD
solutions to create a larger, statistically stable set of solutions for the fields near a
human body in realistic, multipath environments.
Human body models were chosen to represent adult males, an adult female and
a 10 year old child. As described in Chapter 4, the fields were computed at random
locations near the torso of the models, simulating body worn positions near the chest,
waist, back and hips. In addition to the single dosemeter analysis, consideration was
given to advantages, if any, that could be gained by wearing two dosemeters, one placed
on the front and the other on the rear of a torso.
Simulations incorporate uncertainties arising from modelling approximations and
limitations. A full description of the approach is given in AppendixD.
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6.2.1 Realistic electromagnetic environments
In environments where a direct base station signal may not be present, the fields at the
body will be composed of indirect, non-line-of-sight (NLOS) multipath waves scattered
by buildings, the ground, trees and other objects and structures. If a direct signal is
also present, then a line-of-sight (LOS) environment exists involving a combination of
direct and multipath waves.
The essential elements of the LOS and NLOS scattering environments was illus-
trated by Suzuki [1977] and is shown in part in Figure 6.1. A NLOS environment can
be observed at Site A where a main wave arrives and splits into multiple subpaths due
to scattering from the local group of buildings and other nearby objects. At the local
observation point PA all waves have undergone either scattering or diffraction and no di-
rect LOS signal is present. The subpaths arrive at point PA with different and randomly
distributed phases. At Site B, a direct LOS is evident along with subpaths produced by
localised scattering. The subpaths, due to the local scattering environments, arrive at
point PB with different and randomly distributed phases and superimpose themselves
on a constant LOS signal that arrives directly from the transmitter.
It is assumed that scattering occurs in the far field of a transmitter and that plane
wave approximations hold. The total incident field Ei is composed of N multipath plane
waves:
Ei =
N∑
n=1
Ein =
N∑
n=1
anexp(−jkn · rn + jαn)pn (6.1)
such that the nth wave Ein has amplitude an and directed along pn (polarisation
unit vector), with wave vector kn, path phase αn, position vector rn and pair of incident
angles θn (elevation) and φn (azimuth), see Fig. 6.2. The polarisation vector pn makes
the angle ψn with the unit vector −θˆ. The angle ψn is taken relative to the polarisation
of the transmit antenna, which will be denoted by ψ0 and is itself relative to the unit
vector −θˆ. Vertical polarisation of the transmit antenna is when ψ0 = 0◦ which is
parallel to −θˆ , this is the condition shown in the figure. When the transmit antenna
launches horizontally polarised waves, the condition is ψ0 = 90◦, parallel to φˆ.
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Figure 6.1: A basic multipath model of propagation demonstrates the essential elements of LOS
and NLOS environments. Site A is representative of a NLOS environment while LOS occurs in
Site B.
If in addition to the indirect, multipath components there is a dominant LOS signal,
the resultant phasor can be expressed as:
Ei =
N∑
n=1
anexp(−jkn · rn + jαn)pn + adexp(−jkd · rd + jαd)pd (6.2)
where ad, kd, rd and pd are the amplitude, and the wave vector, position and polar-
isation vectors respectively of the dominant signal. The amplitude of the deterministic
LOS component can be defined in terms of the Rice factor K. The factor is the ratio of
the power from the dominant LOS signal and the signal power from the indirect, NLOS
multipath waves. K is given by:
K =
a2d
2σ2
(6.3)
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Figure 6.2: Human body in coordinate system with incident field Ein orthogonal to kn and
making an angle ψn with −θˆ.
where 2σ2 is the signal power from the NLOS multipath waves. The phase of the
LOS component is a constant and is set to zero in this model. Note that when K=0
the environment reverts to NLOS. To create Monte Carlo simulations of realistic envi-
ronments, the parameters of the field are described statistically based upon published
data. It is assumed that the variables are uncorrelated and can therefore be chosen
independently.
Statistics pertaining to the number of incident plane waves, their amplitudes, el-
evation and polarisation angles in a set of realistic environments has been reviewed
(Vermeeren et al. [2008], Zhao et al. [2002], Kwak et al. [2003], Kalliola et al. [2002])
and characteristic values are shown in Table 6.1.
Number of paths The path number distribution (number of paths and arrival delay
time) was studied experimentally by Turin et al. [1972] and found to be reasonably well
approximated by a Poisson distribution but with some discrepancies observed and later
commented on in the paper by Suzuki [1977]. An alternative to the Poisson distribution
was suggested by Zhao et al. [2002]. In a comparison with experimental data, Zhao found
that the Gao distribution was a better fit than the Poisson distribution, most noticable
around path numbers with higher probabilities. The Gao distribution is given by Equ.
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Figure 6.3: Gao distribution for the number of paths in a scattering environment. Example
plot for NT = 21 and nu = 4.5.
6.4 where the number of incident plane waves or paths is N, nu is a dimensionless
parameter and NT the maximum number of paths. The path number distribution is:
P (N) = CNNT
n
(NT−N)
u
(1 + nu)NT
(6.4)
The mean number of paths is given by NT /(1 + nu).
An example histogram distribution of the path number is shown in Fig. 6.3.
Elevation The elevation angle can be modelled by a double exponential function. The
peak elevation angle is θ0 and σ+, σ− control the spread over [0, θ0] and [θ0, 180°]
respectively. The double exponential pdf is expressed as:
p(θ) = { A1exp[−
√
2|θ−θ0|
σ− , θ ∈ [θ0, 180◦]
A1exp[−
√
2|θ−θ0|
σ+ , θ ∈ [0◦, θ0]
(6.5)
A plot of the function for θ0 = 87.8◦ and σ+ = 17.8◦, σ− = 9.4◦ is shown in
Figure 6.4.
Polarisation Environmental clutter causes depolarisation of waves and a spread in the
value of the polarisation angle ψ relative to the polarisation of the transmit antenna
ψ0. Depolarisation can be expressed in terms of the cross polarisation XPR which is
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Figure 6.4: Double exponential function. An example plot for θ0 = 87.8◦ and σ+ = 17.8◦,
σ− = 9.4◦.
the ratio of the power in the initial polarisation (often vertical so that ψ0 = 0◦) to
the power in the orthogonal (i.e. horizontal) polarisation of the mean incident field. A
normal distribution will be assumed for the polarisation angle with the variance σ2xpr
related to the cross-polar ratio XPR (XPR=coth(σ2xpr) (Vermeeren et al. [2008])).
The growth in the demand for broadband wireless access has generated new research
into enhancing the performance of these systems without increasing the cost in terms
of bandwidth or power (Kapinas et al. [2007]). Polarisation diversity is one approach
to increasing throughput. Multiple-Input-Multiple-Ouput (MIMO) architecture has the
flexibility to exploit the use of multiple polarisations, vertical or horizontal, to overcome
multipath fading in radio channels. In this case, where the initial polarisation of a
transmit antenna may vary or is unknown, the parameter ψ0 is treated as a statistical
variable whose value is either 0◦ or 90◦ with equal probability (i.e. ψ0 = 0◦/ 90◦).
In the discussion that follows, ψ0 = 0◦ will be referred to as vertical and the condi-
tion ψ0 = 0◦/ 90◦ as mixed.
Amplitude In NLOS multipath environments, the path amplitudes may be the prod-
uct of multiple reflections and diffractions and the amplitude distribution may approach
a log-normal distribution with variance σ2E (Coulson et al. [1998]). The log-normal dis-
tribution is particularly evident when observing field strengths over scales of a hundred
wavelengths or more.
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Environment Urban
Macro cell
Urban Micro
cell
Indoor Pico
cell
Outdoor -
Indoor
Type NLOS LOS LOS NLOS
Paths
NT 22 14 16 21
nu 2.7 3.5 4.7 4.5
Elevation (º)
j° 87.7 88.0 88.0 90.2
sv+ 17.8 4.3 6.9 5.4
sv- 3.9 8.2 9.4 5.5
Polarisation
ψ0 0º or 0º/90º 0º or 0º/90º 0º or 0º/90º 0º or 0º/90º
XPR (dB) 7.3 11.1 7.0 10.7
Amplitude svE=6 dB svE=12 dB
K=0 K=1 or 9 K=1 or 9 K=0
Table 6.1: Statistical description of parameters and their values for a set of realistic environ-
ments (derived from references Vermeeren et al. [2008], Zhao et al. [2002], Kwak et al. [2003],
Kalliola et al. [2002])
On a smaller physical scale (Turin et al. [1972]), path amplitudes may exhibit low
logarithmic variance (Coulson et al. [1998]) and a Rayleigh type fading model is ap-
propriate. In the Rayleigh fading model by Clarke (Clarke [1968]), path amplitudes
were equal however this may not hold in realistic environments so amplitudes have been
assumed to vary uniformly over [0,1]. The azimuth angle varies uniformly over [0, 2pi].
The path phase is sensitive to path length and is taken to vary uniformly over [0, 2pi].
Values for the Rice factor K have been estimated from a computer simulation study
(Kwak et al. [2003]) of wireless channel wave propagation at 2 GHz in a high-rise urban
environment. It is found that the strongest signal was on average around 70 % of
the total received power with a standard deviation of 20 %. If the strongest wave is
representative of a LOS signal and it varies between 50 % to 90 % of the total power,
then the remaining power will be assumed to be contained in the multipath waves.
These percentages convert to K factors of 1 and 9. In the study by Kalliola et al.
[2002], measurements were obtained of the angular distribution and cross-polar ratio of
the incident power at a mobile station in the four environments listed in Table 6.1.
In the Outdoor-Indoor (including within office buildings) and Urban macro cell en-
vironments, between 96 % and 100 % of measurements were NLOS while in Urban
microcell and Indoor picocell environments, measurements had significant LOS contri-
butions.
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In this study, K = 0 and a log-normal model will be used for NLOS, while K=1
and 9 will be used for LOS. This creates a total of eight fading scenarios.
6.2.2 Arbitrary electromagnetic field
Maxwell's equations are linear when the electrical constants of the media (, µ and
σ) do not vary with the magnitude of the field or its direction. The principle of super-
position follows from the linearity of the equations and allows the total field at a point
to be expressed as the vector sum of the individual component fields at the point. The
total field En at a point near the body produced by the n-th incident plane wave field
is given by:
En = Ein +E
s
n (6.6)
where Ein is the incident field and Esn the field scattered by the body. The expression
for the n-th incident field in Equ. 6.6 can be re-written as::
Ein = anexp(jαn)Eˆ
i
n (6.7)
The field Ein is equivalent to a normalised, unit magnitude incident vector field Eˆin
multiplied by amplitude and phase scaling factors. Equ. 6.6 with 6.7 gives:
Ein = anexp(jαn)(Eˆ
i
n + Eˆ
s
n) = anexp(jαn)(Eˆn) (6.8)
The total field is equivalent to a basic total field Eˆn and scaled by the amplitude and
phase factors associated with the incident field. It is convenient to decompose the arbi-
trary polarised incident plane wave field shown in Fig. 6.2 into orthogonal components
defined as transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM)(Iskra et al. [2010],
Vermeeren et al. [2008]). In a TE polarised wave the electric field component is trans-
verse to the vertical, z-axis while for TM polarisation, the magnetic field component of
the wave is transverse to the z-axis. The polarisation angle ψn of the incident field is
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zero for a TM wave and 90° for a TE wave. The total field can be expressed as the sum
of TM and TE components::
En = En,TM +En,TE (6.9)
where
En,TM = an,TMexp(jαn)Eˆtn,TM (6.10)
En,TE = an,TEexp(jαn)Eˆn,TE (6.11)
The fields Eˆn,TM and Eˆn,TE are the set of basic TM and TE solutions which, when
scaled by the amplitude and phase of the incident TM and TE waves respectively, can
be summed vectorially to compute the total field produced by the n-th incident plane
wave. The total field near the body for N arbitrary incident plane waves is the vector
sum:
E =
N∑
n=1
En (6.12)
The basic TM and TE solutions can be obtained using the FDTD method and the
scaling factors will be derived from the statistical models of realistic electromagnetic
environments.
6.2.3 Human body models
A number of heterogeneous human body models have become available for compu-
tational analysis of exposure to RF electromagnetic waves. Two male adult models
and one female adult model will be used in the anlaysis of fields near a human body:
these are the male models Visible Human (VH) and NORMAN, and the female model
NAOMI. A description of the models is given in Appendix B. In this study the child
model (10y) is based on a linearly scaled version of NORMAN and has a height of 1.38
m and a mass of 32 kg. Cubic FDTD cells were used with sizes varying from 4 mm at
450 MHz, 3 mm at 900 MHz and 2 mm at 2100 MHz. All models met the commonly
applied constraint requiring not more than ten cells per wavelength to ensure accuracy
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in results (Kunz and Luebbers [1993]). Linear rescaling of the adult NORMAN model
to match the height and mass of a child does not ensure the correct morphology of a
child model. However the RF whole body absorption characteristics of the morpholog-
ically correct model have been shown to be in close agreement with that of the linearly
scaled child model (Dimbylow and Bolch [2007]). The frequency dependent permittivity
(electrical conductivity and relative dielectric constant) and mass density values of each
tissue type were based on data published by Gabriel [1996].
6.2.4 Dosemeter response
The electric field strength near the surface of the torso is a proxy for a measurement (or
reading) obtained from a properly responding, ideal isotropic electric field dosemeter.
The fields near the body were computed at a set of random locations following the
approach described in Chapter 4. That is, 30 near the front and 30 to the rear giving
a total of 60 locations over the entire torso. The distance from the surface was varied
randomly (uniformly) between each simulation by between 10 to 50 mm to simulate
movement of the dosemeter during actual use. The use of two dosemeters, first discussed
in Chapter 4, is also included in this analysis.
Figure 6.5: Example set of 30 random locations on the front of the torso.
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The dosemeter response R is defined in terms of the total electric field strength near
the body |E| divided by the magnitude of the spatially averaged value of the incident
electric field strength:
R =
|E|
Espat
(6.13)
The spatially averaged field strength Espat is the square root of the mean of the
squares of the field strengths in the volume that would be occupied by the body (i.e. in
the absence of the body). The field strengths were calculated at intervals of 4 mm in
the x, y and z directions.
Values for R < 1 indicate that the dosemeter under-estimates Espat, while values >
1 indicate an over-estimation.
Over multiple (M) simulations, the statistics describing R are the arithmetic mean
and the uncertainty expressed as the 95 % CI ranging between the 2.5th and 97.5th per-
centiles. Additionally, the standard deviation (also referred to as standard uncertainty)
and the median or 50th percentile are included in tables.
6.2.5 Monte Carlo simulations
A flow chart that describes the method is shown in Fig. 6.6. A set of basic FDTD
solutions are obtained for single, unit magnitude plane waves propagating towards the
body in pairs of incident angles θk,φk. The incident angles were varied in 10° increments
from θ =0° - 180° and from φ =0° - 350° for TM and TE polarisation to create a uniform
angular grid of basic solutions.
For each computation, the magnitude and phase of the field near the body at a set
of pre-determined random locations (Fig. 6.5) on the front and rear of the torso are
stored. This results in a total of 1368 solutions (2 polarisations, 19 in elevation and 36
in azimuth) for each of three frequencies and two human body models.
To simulate realistic environments, values are assigned to the plane wave parameters
depending on their statistical distribution (see Table 6.1). For example, a single simu-
lation of a realistic environment is based on a set of N multipath waves with amplitude
an and phase αn, angles of incidence θn and φn, and polarisation angle ψn (and addi-
tional parameters ad, αd, θd , φd and ψd for LOS). For each simulation, the basic FDTD
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solutions are scaled by the plane wave parameters and the total field at the random
locations near the body is computed using Equation 6.12. This involves interpolating
the set of basic FDTD solutions to provide results at the intermediate angles θn and
φn (and θd and φd for LOS) that are not coincident with points on the angular grid.
The magnitude of the total electric field |E| near the body is then computed for the N
multipath waves and divided by the spatially averaged field strength Espat to determine
the response R. Multiple simulations are performed to generate the statistics describing
R for each fading scenario and human body model.
6.2.6 Uncertainty
The uncertainty contributions can be included in the Monte Carlo simulations to gen-
erate values for the response R. A description of the uncertainties associated with the
computational modelling is given in Appendix D. The multiplicative model Equ. (D.3)
was applied to the computation of R:
R =
|E| × gabc × gtiss × gdiscr × gintrp × gsstate × gsimul
Espat × gspat
(6.14)
where for each simulation, gabc, gtiss, gdiscr, gintrp, gsstate, gsimul and gspat were ob-
tained from their respective PDFs.
6.3 Results of simulations
The results of simulations, inclusive of uncertainties, are presented for the three fre-
quencies (450, 900 and 2100 MHz), four human body models, eight fading scenarios
and two conditions for the polarisation of the transmit antenna ( vertical or mixed).
Plots of the overall cumulative probability distributions are shown first, followed by an
examination of the statistics of the underlying individual fading scenarios.
6.3.1 Overall cumulative probability distributions
Cumulative distributions for the combined data are shown in Figs. 6.7 and 6.8 and
a summary of the basic statistics given in Table 6.2 expressed in terms of the arith-
metic mean, the standard deviation and the 2.5th, 50th and 97.5th percentile values
(percentiles shown in brackets).
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In most situations, a person wearing a dosemeter will be unaware of the propagation
conditions that exist during exposure. It is unlikely that information relating to the type
of scattering environment can be ascertained except for general assessments provided
through visual observation (i.e. exposure occurred in open field, or indoor, or on city
streets). Furthermore, the propagation conditions can change with time, either because
of changing local conditions or because the person moves from one physical location
to another. One approach to analysing the data emerging from the simulations is to
simply combine results for all eight fading scenarios and generate overall statistics that
describe the distribution of the dosemeter response for each body model and frequency.
Similar trends are observed across all body models for each of the three frequencies.
The single dosemeter exhibits greater spread in results compared to a dual dosemeter
configuration. A simple scalar combination and averaging of simultaneous measure-
ments taken from two dosemeters, one worn on the front and the other on the rear,
results in lower extreme values of R (highs and lows) and a concentration of results
towards the centre of the distribution.
The distributions in Figs. 6.7 and 6.8 show an asymmetry about the median value
indicating that the spread in R is skewed and that the associated probability distribu-
tions are also asymmetric. Skewness is also evident in the summary statistics of Table
6.2. The arithmetic mean is greater than the median (50th percentile) value in all cases
indicating that the PDFs are skewed to the right with longer right tails (or greater
spread to the right) compared to left tails.
The spread in results is greater at 2100 MHz compared to 450 MHz. Also, distribu-
tions for the single and dual dosemeters show greater similarity at 450 MHz compared
to 2100 MHz. As the frequency increases, attenuation of the fields by the body will also
increase creating deeper nulls in the 'shadow' region. Secondly, limiting the separation
of the dosemeter to within 10 - 50 mm of the surface of the body impacts on the max-
imum dosemeter measurement. This was illustrated in Chapter 3 where electric field
strength at the front of the cylinder rises to a maximum value at a quarter wavelength
separation which at 2100 MHz is 35.7 mm, within the range of 10 - 50 mm, compared
to 166.7 mm at 450 MHz.
6.3.2 Individual fading scenarios
In this section, an examination is performed of the statistics relating to the individual
fading scenarios for transmitter polarisation vertical.
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In Figs. 6.9 through 6.14, the arithmetic mean value of R calculated over all 60
dosemeter locations near the torso is indicated by the horizontal line `-' and the 2.5th
and 97.5th percentile values indicated by the symbol `x'. The environments are la-
belled: Ma (urban macro cell), Mi (urban micro cell), Pi (indoor pico cell) and O/I
(outdoor_indoor). The fading conditions are labelled: Rice K=0, 1 or 9, and log-
normal (log).
450 MHz
The response R at 450 MHz for a single and dual dosemeter configuration worn on the
torso of the four body models is shown in Figs. 6.9 and 6.10. For the case of a single,
properly responding ideal isotropic electric field dosemeter worn on the front or rear of
the torso, the mean value of R ranges from 0.48 for NORMAN to 0.59 for the Child.
The value of the 2.5th percentile ranges from 0.13 for NORMAN and 0.14 for VH. The
value of the 97.5th percentile ranges from 1.07 for VH to 1.15 for Child. For the dual
configuration, the mean value of R ranges from 0.51 for NORMAN to 0.62 for the Child.
The value of the 2.5th percentile ranges from 0.27 for NORMAN and 0.29 for NAOMI.
The value of the 97.5th percentile ranges from 0.96 for VH to 1.04 for Child.
900 MHz
The response R at 900 MHz for a single and dual dosemeter configuration worn on the
front or rear is shown in Figs. 6.11 and 6.12. For the case of single, properly responding
ideal isotropic electric field dosemeter worn on the front of the torso, the mean value of
R ranges from 0.52 for NAOMI to 0.65 for the Child. The value of the 2.5th percentile
ranges from 0.10 for NAOMI and 0.14 for Child. The value of the 97.5th percentile
ranges from 1.17 for VH to 1.30 for Child. For the dual configuration, the mean value
of R ranges from 0.58 for VH to 0.68 for the Child. The value of the 2.5th percentile
ranges from 0.29 for NAOMI to 0.33 for Child. The value of the 97.5th percentile ranges
from 0.97 for VH to 1.05 for NORMAN.
2100 MHz
The response R at 2100 MHz for a single and dual dosemeter configuration worn on the
front or rear is shown plotted in Figs. 6.13 and 6.14. For the case of single, properly
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(a) Visible Human (b) NORMAN
(c) NAOMI (d) Child
Figure 6.9: Single dosemeter response R at 450 MHz.
responding ideal isotropic electric field dosemeter worn on the front or rear of the torso,
the mean value of R ranges from 0.72 for NORMAN to 0.77 for VH. The value of the
2.5th percentile ranges from 0.07 for NORMAN to 0.08 for Child. The value of the
97.5th percentile ranges from 1.70 for Child to 1.84 for VH. For the dual configuration,
the mean value of R ranges from 0.83 for Child to 0.89 for the VH. The value of the
2.5th percentile ranges from 0.37 for NORMAN to 0.39 for VH. The value of the 97.5th
percentile ranges from 1.36 for Child to 1.46 for VH.
Additional comparisons
Plots of the cumulative probability distributions for single and dual configuration of
dosemeters, for selected fading scenarios and for NORMAN at 450 MHz are shown in
Fig.6.15. The scenarios are representative of the fading conditions that were simulated
ranging from Rayleigh type (K=0), to Rician (K=1 and 9) and lognormal (σE=6 dB).
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(a) Visible Human (b) NORMAN
(c) NAOMI (d) Child
Figure 6.10: Dual dosemeter response R at 450 MHz.
In Sec. 6.3.1, distributions were shown to be asymmetric about the median indicat-
ing an underlying skewness in the data. Here we compare dosemeter results with the
skewed lognormal distribution. Results for the dual dosemeter configuration compare
well with a 'best fit' lognormal distribution for all plots shown. Single dosemeter results
are over-estimated by the 'best fit' curve, most noticably for probabilities & 0.8. That
is, the 'best fit' distribution would indicate a higher value of R and in turn a higher
estimation of the true value of Espat when compared to the distribution arising from
the simulation (i.e. a conservative estimation).
It is often advantageous to describe a dosemeter's response in terms of a mean
value and standard deviation in a symmetric distribution. Based on the comparison
with 'best fit' lognormal distributions, a logarithmic transformation of the data such as
Y = 20Log10(X) yields a symmetric, normal distribution. A discussion of the advanatge
of this approach and its application can be found in Sec. 6.6.
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(a) Visible Human (b) NORMAN
(c) NAOMI (d) Child
Figure 6.11: Single dosemeter response R at 900 MHz.
6.4 Analysis
In the summary Table 6.2, the mean value of R is < 1 for all fading scenarios which
represents, on average, an under-estimation of the incident electric field strength. For
the single dosemeter case across all simulations and with uncertainties included, the
under-estimation was 0.52-0.74 at 450 MHz, 0.53-0.77 at 900 MHz and 0.73-0.95 at
2100 MHz. The percentage of values from the distribution which were below 1 was
found to be 67 % at 2100 MHz rising to 98 % at 450 MHz across the models. The
uncertainty in results, assessed at the 95 % confidence level (between the 2.5th and
97.5th percentiles), was largest at 2100 MHz and smallest at 450 MHz.
The mean response for the dual dosemeter configuration differs slightly from the sin-
gle dosemeter, however the spread in values is significantly lower for the dual dosemeter
compared to the single dosemeter configuration. For vertical polarisation at 2100 MHz,
the ratio of the 97.5th to the 2.5th percentile for NORMAN is 19 for the single dosemeter
and 3.5 for the dual dosemeter (25.6 and 10.9 dB respectively). At 450 MHz the ratios
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(a) Visible Human (b) NORMAN
(fc) NAOMI (d) Child
Figure 6.12: Dual dosemeter response R at 900 MHz.
are 6.9 (16.8 dB) and 3.3 (10.4 dB). Lower uncertainty in results for the dual dosemeter
occurs because a second dosemeter reduces the likelihood of severe under-estimation
due to `shadowing' by the body.
Across all simulations, distributions of R values are asymmetric with respect to a
vertical axis and the tails of the distributions are skewed to the right. Skewed distri-
butions are typical when large variations occur in the data as is the case for dosemeter
measurements where the 'shadowing' effect can cause variations of up to 30 dB or more
in the field close to the body. Distributions of this type can often closely fit a lognormal
distribution, which has the advantage (by definition) of being symmetric at the log level.
A lognormal distribution is shown to be a good approximation to results for the dual
dosemeter while for the single dosemeter, a deviation away from lognormal behaviour
is evident near the extremes of the distribution of computed R values.
For a given frequency, dosemeter responses are similar across the different fading
scenarios and all four body models. Similarity across the body models occurs because
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(a) Visible Human (b) NORMAN
(c) NAOMI (d) Child
Figure 6.13: Single dosemeter response R at 2100 MHz.
each is dimensionally significant compared to the wavelength resulting in similar scat-
tering of the field. This is also observed in Chapter 3 where close agreement can be seen
in the total field strength in front of a cylinder model of a human and a semi-infinite
dielectric slab model. Similarity between fading scenarios indicates that dosemeter mea-
surements are influenced primarily by the presence of the body. Similar results across
different fading scenarios were also observed by Vermeeren et al. [2008] when computing
the distribution of SARWB in prolate spheroid models of the body for constant values
of E¯spat.
The nature of the interaction between an incident wave and a dielectric body first
examined in Chapter 3 is also evident in this chapter. An under-estimation of the
exposure field occurs when it is incident, for instance, towards the rear of the body
and the dosemeter is mounted on the front of the torso. It also occurs at electrically
small distances from the surface where the reflected wave destructively interferes with
the incident field. An over-estimation (R>1) can occur when the electric component
of the incident field is normal to the surface of the torso surface. It can also occur as
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(a) Visible Human (b) NORMAN
(c) NAOMI (d) Child
Figure 6.14: Dual dosemeter response R at 2100 MHz.
the separation distance increases so that R attains a maximum value when the reflected
wave interferes constructively with the incident wave. Constructive interference occurs
at a quarter wavelength between the dosemeter and the surface of the torso with the
incident wave arriving on the same side of the body as the dosemeter. At 450 MHz,
quarter wavelength is 166.7 mm while at 2100 MHz it is 35.7 mm meaning that at
the higher frequency there is greater potential for constructive interference and larger
uncertainty when the dosemeter separation from the body is varied up to the maximum
of 50 mm. as first observed in Chapter 3.
Observations of an under-estimation of the exposure field are found in other stud-
ies at similar frequencies (Bahillo et al. [2008]) and observed in Chapter 4. Under-
estimations of -6 dB (R=0.5) at 900MHz and -3 dB (R=0.71) at 1800 MHz were re-
ported for a separation distance of 50 mm in Bahillo et al. [2008].
In Chapter 4, based on electric field strengths, values of between -6.45 dB (R=0.48)
and -3.1 dB (R=0.70) at 900 MHz were found for separations of between 10 and 50
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Figure 6.15: Cumulative probability distributions of selected fading scenarios for NORMAN at
450 MHz. Each plot consists of a 'best fit' lognormal curve (solid line) and the distribution
arising from the simulation (staircase).
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mm from the torso of NORMAN or 10 y child human model. The standard deviation
varied between 4.25 db (1.63) to 6.42 dB (2.09) resulting in some values of R exceeding
1 (over-estimation). The impact on the field strength near the body (torso region) for
variations in the permittivity of human tissue at 900 MHz was found to contribute an
additional uncertainty of up to 2.5 dB (25.9 %) at 10 mm separation reducing to less
than 1 dB (12.2 %) at 50 mm. The results in Chapter 4 and in the study reported
by Bahillo et al. [2008] are consistent with the outputs from the present Monte Carlo
simulations but are based on deterministic models involving a limited number (8 and
56 respectively) of single plane wave exposures. The data should therefore be seen as
indicative rather than comprehensive.
Computer simulations by Neubauer et al. [2010] at 946, 2140 and 2450 MHz of
fields near a human body model in both outdoor and indoor environments showed that
the mean value of the coefficient of exposure (similar to R) was 0.76, 0.87 and 0.64
respectively. The study showed that at the three frequencies, up to 70 %, 55.7 % and
80.5 % of ratios were < 1 indicating an under-estimation was the more likely outcome
of a dosemeter measurement. The statistics were generated from a set of 21 simulations
(relative positioning of the antenna and human body) of LOS or NLOS multipath
environments. In the outdoor model, the limited number of simulations resulted in a
skewing of results in favor of those parts of the body that received a greater number of
exposures.
6.5 Comparing simulations with published dosemeter
measurements
Use of PEMs to gather data on personal exposure to RF fields has been conducted in
the U.K., France, Germany, Austria and Switzerland. In the U.K., a field trial was
performed by Mann et al. [2005] involving 10 volunteers each carrying a PEM. The
personal exposure mean estimates using a PEM were compared with measurements (at
the location where PEM data was collected) using a biconical antenna and spectrum
analyser. A set of three measurements were performed (at 1.1, 1.5 and 1.7 m above floor
level) and a value of the spatially averaged field Espat was calculated. The difference
between the meter's mean field strength estimates and Espat was between -5.6 and +2.9
dB at 470-830 MHz, between -3.4 and 0.0 dB at 935-960 MHz, and between -4.9 and
+1.3 dB at 1805-1880 MHz. The equivalent values of R are 0.52 to 1.39, 0.68 to 1.0,
and 0.57 to 1.16 respectively for the three frequency ranges. The response of a PEM in
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free space was compared with spectrum analyser measurements. On average the PEM
under-estimated the field strength by -5.11 dB in the band 470-830 MHz, -0.45 dB in
the band 935-960 MHz, and -0.50 dB at 1805-1880 MHz. The values for R, with or
without additional corrections, span from under-estimation through to over-estimation
consistent with the uncertainty obtained in the present simulation study for a single
dosemeter.
A 24 hour exposure assessment was conducted by Radon et al. [2006] using two
commercially available PEMs carried by 64 adults, 57 adolescents and 42 children. The
aim was to compare exposure data obtained using PEMs, and to compare self-reported
exposures (based on distance from mobile base stations) with PEM exposure data. The
PEMs were worn on the body of volunteers during waking hours and placed next to their
beds during sleep. When worn on the body, they were placed either on the upper arm
or around the waist. The location was dependent on construction and manufacturers
recommendation. No correlation was found between self-reported exposure and PEM
readings. That is, the level of exposure to a mobile base stations signal recorded by the
PEM is not correlated with distance from the base station. This lack of correlation is
also evident in the data obtained by Thuroczy et al. [2008]. A low correlation was also
found between readings from the two different PEMs for exposures above the threshold
detection level of 0.1 V/m.
As well as numerical simulations, Neubauer et al. [2010] also reported on a separate
study that evaluated PEM measurements taken in an anechoic chamber (Neubauer et al.
[2008]). Two volunteers wore PEMs at different locations on the body and for different
orientation with respect to the transmit antenna. PEM measurements indicated a
greater under-estimation of the free space field compared to simulations. The average
measured under-estimation was 0.65 at 946 MHz (compared with a computed value
of 0.76), 0.33 at 2140 MHz (compared with a computed value of 0.87) and 0.29 at
2450 MHz (compared with a computed value of 0.64). Neubauer et al. [2010] suggest
that differences between computed and measured PEM results could be attributed to
differences between human body models and volunteers, differences in the scenarios
(computational verses anechoic chamber), and signal specific effects (realistic signals
used during measurements (i.e. GSM at 946 MHz, UMTS (WCDMA) at 2140 MHz and
WLAN at 2450 MHz) compared to CW during numerical analysis.
As practical measurements have shown, comparisons with simulations will be influ-
enced by differences related to the actual, physical dosemeter compared to simulated
ideal performance, its positioning on the body, the spatial averaging processes (whole
of body or at discrete points), stability of the measured field (temporal and spatial),
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and uncertainties associated with the simulation process (including propagation (fad-
ing) models, human body models (including tissue values) and interpolation process).
In addition, empirical mean values are calculated from available dosemeter data col-
lected over a particular period of time. In practice, actual exposure situations may be
limited to a subset of scenarios that have been considered during computation so that
the empirically based mean value will differ from means obtained through simulations.
However, the empirically based mean value should fall within the confidence interval
determined from a sufficiently diverse number of simulations.
6.6 Estimation of E¯spat from a dosemeter measurement
using results of simulations
Monte Carlo simulations across the different frequencies, fading scenarios and human
body models provide data which can be used to derive estimates of the exposure of
individuals based on dosemeter readings. The inverse of the dosemeter response R can
be used as a correction factor which when applied to a measurement made with an
actual, physical dosemeter can provide an estimate of Espat.
Let a measurement obtained with an actual, finite sized, physical dosemeter be
Epem, then an estimate of the spatially averaged exposure field E¯spat can be expressed
as:
E¯spat,cf = γpem,cfEpem (6.15)
where E¯spat,cf is the estimated spatially averaged field strength obtained by multi-
plying Epem by γpem,cf , a correction factor taken from the cumulative distribution of
γpem = 1/R values.
The distribution of γpem represents the possible range of correction factors, including
the true value. By definition, the true value will not be known and the taking
of a particular value for the correction factor must be qualified with an estimate of
uncertainty in that value. For example, if γpem,cf is chosen as the 50th percentile value,
there remains a 50 % chance of under or over-estimating the true correction factor.
Alternatively, a conservative value of γpem,cf could be chosen to reduce the risk of under-
estimating E¯spat. Choosing the 97.5th percentile value ensures that there is only a 2.5
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% chance of under-estimating the true correction factor however there is a 97.5 %
chance of over-estimating the value.
The uncertainty in the estimation of E¯spat is the combination of the uncertainty in
the estimation of γpem,cf and the uncertainty associated with measurements made with
an actual, physical dosemeter. For symmetric probability distributions, the expanded
uncertainty (U) can be conveniently obtained by taking the square root of the sum of
squares of the individual standard uncertainties and multiplying by a coverage factor
(see Appendix D.2)
When distributions associated with either γpem or Epem (or both) are skewed or
asymmetric about the mean, a Monte Carlo method can be used to combine distribu-
tions to obtain a distribution for Espat. This however may not always be a convenient
approach and it is simpler to transform skewed distributions to a symmetric form.
In Sec. 6.3.2, the distribution of R was shown to be reasonably approximated
by a lognormal function. Therefore, an approximately symmetric, normal form for
the distribution of correction factors was obtained by taking the logarithm γpem,dB =
20Log10(1/R) for each value of R from which the mean and standard deviation are
calculated. These values, along with the 2.5th, 50th and 97.5th percentiles, are given in
Table 6.3. The standard deviation for single dosemeter configuration ranges from 4.44
to 6.89 dB, and from 3.01 to 3.67 dB for the dual dosemeter configuration across the
four body models and three frequencies. These results agree well with those of Chapter
4, where the standard deviation was found to range from 4.25 to 6.42 dB for the single
dosemeter and 1.16 to 2.17 dB for the dual dosemeter.
If the correction factor γpem,µ,dB is the mean value of γpem,dB and Epem is also
expressed in logarithmic form, then Equ. 6.15 becomes:
E¯spat,µ = γpem,µ,dB + Epem dB V/m (6.16)
The combined standard deviation is:
uE¯spat,µ =
√
u2γpem,µ,dB + u
2
Epem
dB (6.17)
where uγpem,µ,dBand uEpemare the standard deviations related to the estimation of
the correction factor, and measurements made with an actual dosemeter respectively.
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The uncertainty at the 95 % CI is the expanded uncertainty U = 1.96 × uE¯spat,µ
where 1.96 is a coverage factor. The true value of Espat, for which Espat,µ is the best
estimate, can be said to lie between Espat,µ −U and Espat,µ +U with 95 % confidence.
In Table 6.3, the mean value γpem,µ,dB and standard deviation uγpem,µ,dB is given for the
different body models and frequencies.
The use of correction factors is however subject to confidence in the data from which
the corrections were derived. Computational simulations contribute to confidence pro-
vided that a statistically relevant range of propagation environments and human body
models have been analysed. Validation of simulations using other empirical data can
provide additional confidence so that meaningful values of exposure levels and corre-
sponding estimates of their uncertainty can be obtained from dosemeter measurements.
6.7 Limitations on the accuracy of estimating Espat from a
dosemeter measurement
Modelling clearly demonstrates that the presence of the body perturbs the incident field
leading to errors and uncertainties in the estimation of exposure based on dosemeter
measurements. Monte Carlo simulations provide information concerning the distri-
bution of dosemeter measurements for different human body models and frequencies.
Across all propagation environments, the variation in measurements have been quanti-
fied in terms of statistical parameters such as the mean and standard deviation. Table
6.3 provides a summary of results. The mean value can be used as a correction factor,
converting a dosemeter field strength measurement to an estimation of Espat. The mean
accounts for the average effect of the body on dosemeter measurements.
Of greater significance is the variability or uncertainty in the estimation of Espat.
The standard deviation is a measure of uncertainty and represents the spread of values
about the mean that could reasonably be attributed to Espat. In Table 6.3 it can be
seen that the standard deviation ranges from 4.44 to 6.89 dB for single dosemeter con-
figuration and 3.01 to 3.67 dB for dual dosemeter configuration (across all body models,
frequencies and the two polarisation modes of the transmit antenna). The uncertainty
at the 95 % CI is the standard deviation multiplied by 1.96 (or approximately 2) giving
8.70 to 13.50 dB for the single dosemeter and 5.89 to 7.19 dB for the dual dosemeter.
At worst, an estimation of Espat using a single dosemeter measurement will incur an
uncertainty of at least 13.50 dB or in linear terms, a factor of 4.87 times above and
below the mean value. For the dual dosemeter, the worst case uncertainty is 7.19 dB
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or in linear terms, a factor of 2.29 times above and below the mean value. These un-
certainties do not include the additional contributions due to the imperfect nature of
an actual, practical dosemeter which will increase the overall or combined uncertainty.
As a point of comparison, the above uncertainties can be compared with values
published in the study by Larchêveque et al. [2005] into the relationship between the
number of independent measurement points of the exposure field and the uncertainty
associated with the estimation of Espat. The study compared the estimate of Espat
obtained from a measurement campaign involving 234 different locations, with an ana-
lytical analysis using models for Rayleigh, Rice and one-sided Gaussian fading. At each
location, field strength measurements were performed at a limited number of points
(1, 3, 6 or 9) contained within the dimensions of a human body and used to estimate
Espat. The study found that on average, over the different propagation environments,
the uncertainty in Espat at the 95 % CI is 10.7, 3.5, 2.3 or 1.8 dB for 1, 3, 6 or 9
measurements of the field respectively. The uncertainty for a single (1) point estimate
of Espat is 10.7 dB, which is similar to the uncertainty for a single body worn dosemeter
of between 8.70 to 13.50 dB. The uncertainty in Espat based on a 3 point measurement
of the field is 3.5 dB which again is close to 5.89 to 7.19 dB for the body worn dual
dosemeter configuration.
Now consider estimates of Espat from dosemeter measurements Epem at say two
different physical locations. Let the estimates be X and Y where |X − Y | > 0 and
the standard deviation usd (it could include both the effect of the body and dosemeter
'imperfections' - see Sec. 6.6). The values X and Y (in decibels) can be calculated
using Equ. 6.16. We now ask the following:
What is the probability that the Espat is the same at the two locations? Or, what is
the probability that it is different?
To help answer these questions, Fig. 6.16 shows two overlapping normal distribu-
tions that represent the spread around mean values X and Y. The shaded area is a
measure of the agreement between the two distributions indicating the extent to which
values of Espat cannot be distinguished from each other. This area can be calculated
if we know the values of d and usd. Assume for example that the difference between X
and Y is equal to twice the standard deviation |X − Y | = 2usd or d = usd, then for
normal distributions the shaded area is equal to 31.7 %. That is, the probability that
Espat is the same at both locations is 31.7 %, and 68.3 % that it is different. If d = 2usd
then |X − Y | = 4usd or four standard deviations, and the shaded area is equal to 4.6
%. Again, the probability that Espat is the same at both locations is 4.6 %, and 95.4
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Figure 6.16: Overlapping normal distributions with mean values X and Y representing two
estimates of Espat.
2d Percent overlap Percent non-overlap
0 100 0
0.5usd 80.3 19.7
usd 61.7 38.3
1.5usd 45.3 54.7
2usd 31.7 68.3
2.5usd 21.1 78.9
3usd 13.4 86.6
3.5usd 8.0 92.0
4usd 4.6 95.4
Table 6.4: Percent overlap and non-overlap for two normal distributions with equal standard
deviations usd and means separated by 2d.
% that it is different. Probabilities for other values of d can easily be calculated. A list
of example values can be found in Table 6.4.
By example, the standard deviation is 4.99 dB from Table 6.3(a) for the NORMAN
model at 450 MHz. Let the uncertainty associated with the calibration of an actual,
physical dosemeter at 450 MHz be say 3 dB. Then the overall standard deviation is
calculated using Equ. D.4 to obtain a value of 5.82 dB. Now if two estimates X and
Y are separated by four standard deviations, this equates to a difference of 23.3 dB. In
linear terms, the probability that there is a difference between Espat values is 95.4 %
when X and Y differ by a factor of 14.6 times. Therefore in this example, estimates
of exposure Espat based on a single dosemeter worn by an individual whose physical
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size is well approximated by the NORMAN model can only be resolved at this level of
confidence when they differ by a factor of 14.6 or more.
In conclusion, the effect of the body on a dosemeter reading is similar to the un-
certainty incurred in estimating Espat from a limited number of measurements of the
exposure field in a complex propagation environment. The uncertainty places a limit
on the resolution with which measurements and estimates of Espat can be stated with
a given confidence.
6.8 Summary
In this chapter, Monte Carlo simulations have been performed to determine the rela-
tionship between the electric fields close to a human body and Espat for child and adult
male/female models in realistic exposure environments. Environments were based on
Rayleigh, Rice and lognormal type fading models producing both LOS and NLOS con-
ditions. Simulations were performed at 450, 900 and 2100 MHz to obtain the statistical
distribution of the field near the body.
It has been shown that a properly responding isotropic electric field dosemeter
mounted randomly within 10-50 mm of the body (torso) will on average under-estimate
Espat by a factor of 0.52 to 0.95 over the frequencies 450, 900 and 2100 MHz. The
uncertainty in the results for the single dosemeter case when assessed at the 95 % CI
(between the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles), was largest at 2100 MHz and smallest at
450 MHz. Uncertainty can be reduced by almost a factor of 2 when combining the
simultaneous outputs from a pair of body worn dosemeters (mounted front and rear of
the torso).
Results of simulations have been used to generate correction factors with associated
standard deviations or uncertainties. The mean value taken from a lognormal distribu-
tion serves as a correction factor and the standard deviation indicates the uncertainty
in the estimate. This serves to provide estimations of Espat within a defined confidence
interval. For the two male, and single female and child models used in this study, the
correction factors based on the mean value of the distribution were found to be fre-
quency dependent but relatively independent of the fading scenario and type of human
body model. The uncertainty at the 95 % CI ranges from 8.70 to 13.50 dB for the single
dosemeter and 5.89 to 7.19 dB for the dual dosemeter. These values are comparable to
the uncertainty incurred in estimating Espat from a limited set of point measurements
of the exposure field in a complex propagation environment.
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The ability to discriminate between estimates of Espat from dosemeter readings is
dependent on the uncertainty and the absolute difference between estimates. If two
estimates are separated by 2 standard deviations, the probability that Espat is the same
at both locations is 31.7 %. If estimates are separated by four standard deviations, the
probability reduces to 4.6 %.
In the next chapter, the relationship between the fields close to human body mod-
els and SARWB will be examined for exposures in realistic environments. Relating
dosemeter measurements to SARWB is an important contribution to assessments of
human exposure to RF fields.
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electric fields close to a human body
model
In this chapter we examine the relationship between SARWB and the electric field
strength close to a human body, a proxy for a personal RF dosemeter measurement
at 450, 900 and 2100 MHz. Using the Monte Carlo method and the fading scenarios
detailed in Chapter 6, the relation between the computed electric field strength close to
the human body and the SARWB in the body is calculated for simulations of realistic ex-
posures. For each simulation, the SARWB is computed rapidly using a prolate spheroid
model of the human body. The statistic of interest is the ratio of the SARWB to the
square of the electric field strength near the body. Finally, the statistical distributions
provide information (in the form of the mean and standard deviation) that can be applied
to a measurement made with actual, physical dosemeters to estimate SARWB.
7.1 Introduction
Studies by Blas et al. [2007], Knafl et al. [2007] based on single plane wave exposures
have shown that the human body has a significant impact on dosemeter measurements.
The body can `shield' the dosemeter from the source of RF radiation causing a reduction
in electric field strength measurement which in turn would lead to an artificially low
estimation of exposure. However dosemeter measurements must be interpreted under
real-world exposure conditions which are often complex consisting of multiple, scattered
waves with differing angles of incidence and polarisations.
Neubauer et al. [2010] employed computational modelling to compute the field near
a human body model (Visible Human) for a set of complex, multipath exposure envi-
ronments. Using an FDTD solver, four cuboids were used to represent buildings which
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were spaced to create street canyons. The human body model was placed in 21 different
positions within the computational environment which in turn created a set of 21 com-
plex exposures simulating either LOS or NLOS conditions. In Chapter 6, a Monte Carlo
approach utilised data with the same statistics as realistic, multipath environments (ei-
ther LOS or NLOS) with a set of deterministic FDTD solutions to generate statistics
for the fields near the body and hence the response of a body worn dosemeter. Eight
realistic environments were simulated and statistics were based on 50,000 simulations
within each environment. The statistic of interest in both studies was the ratio of the
dosemeter electric field strength measurement to E¯spat. Neubauer et al. [2010] found
the mean value of the ratio to vary between 0.64 to 1 over the frequency range 100 to
2450 MHz and in Chapter 6 it was found to vary from 0.56 to 0.90 in the range 450
to 2100 MHz. A value less than one indicates that the dosemeter would on average
under-estimate E¯spat.
The distribution of SARWB values in a prolate spheroid model of a human body for
a constant value of E¯spat was explored by Vermeeren et al. [2008] for complex, realistic
exposures from mobile communications systems operating at 950 MHz. The SARWB in
realistic exposures was computed by combining statistical models of realistic exposures
with a set of deterministic solutions (either FDTD or MoM) for the complex total field
on a surface enclosing the spheroid. The Poynting vector was computed from these
fields and integrated over the surface to compute the absorbed power and in turn the
SARWB. The results indicated a close relationship between E¯spat and SARWB, similar
to that found in Chapter 5.
The possibility of relating dosemeter measurements to SARWB had been proposed
by Iskra et al. [2007]. In Joseph et al. [2008], the method described by Vermeeren et al.
[2008] was combined with actual dosemeter measurements taken during a measurement
campaign to statistically relate dosemeter field strength measurements to SARWB . In
the measurement campaign, dosemeters were carried in a backpack or shoulder bag when
individuals were moving or placed nearby when standing still, sleeping, etc (similar to
Mann et al. [2005]). A percentage of measurements therefore would have been influenced
by the presence of the body while others can be considered as free space results. Under
these conditions, the derived relationship between dosemeter readings and SARWB
is somewhat problematic because the presence of the body under some conditions of
dosemeter use, could act as a potential confounder in the analysis. This problem was
also noted by Frei et al. [2009] who stated that outdoor exposure fields may have been
under-estimated because the dosemeter was carried close to the body most of the time.
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The analysis in this chapter applies a Monte Carlo method, using the same simula-
tion conditions (i.e. fading scenarios and parameter values of the incident plane waves)
as used in Chapter 6, to examine the relationship between the SARWB and the electric
field strengths close to human body models. A free space modelling environment was
considered sufficient since the difference in SARWB at 450, 900 or 2100 MHz for a
human body model (adult or 10 y child) in free space compared with the body standing
on a perfectly reflecting ground is less than 5% (Dimbylow [2002]). A prolate spheroid
model of the human body is used to enable a rapid and computationally efficient as-
sessment of SARWB using a commercial MoM solver (EMSS-S.A. (Pty) Ltd. [2011]).
Further discussion on the relationship between spheroid and realistic human models for
the computation of SARWB can be found in Appendix D.3.10. The statistics generated
by the analysis include contributions from uncertainties described in Appendix D.3.
7.2 Method
7.2.1 General
In actual environments, scattering of electromagnetic waves occurs from objects such
as buildings, cars, trees and other obstructions. In Sec. 6.2.1, the total field at a point
in space was expressed as the vector summation of a set of N multipath plane waves.
The parameters of each wave, the angles of incidence, polarisation, amplitude and phase
were described statistically to simulate radio propagation in realistic, scattering envi-
ronments. A set of 50,000 Monte Carlo simulations were performed at 450, 900 and
2100 MHz in each of eight fading scenarios based on parameter values drawn from their
respective PDFs (see Table 6.1). These values were also stored in text files for use in
validation runs.
A statistical relationship between the electric field strength near a human body to
the SARWB can be explored using the stored values of the parameters of the incident
waves and the electric field strength data generated in the analysis presented in Chapter
6. A rapid process is implemented for the computation of SARWB based on prolate
spheroidal models (Vermeeren et al. [2008]) that mimic the height and weight of each of
the four heterogeneous models used previously (two adult males, a female and a child).
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Figure 7.1: Method for the calculation of ratios χpem and χspat.
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Using the multiplicative model Equ. (D.3) for the inclusion of uncertainties two
ratios are defined, one of the SARWB to the square of the RMS value of the total
electric field strength near the body (i.e. dosemeter measurement) |E|2rms:
χpem =
SARWB × gsar × g2simul
(|E|rms × gabc × gtiss × gdiscr × gintrp × gsstate)2 W/kg/(V/m)
2 (7.1)
and the other is the SARWB to the square of the RMS value of the spatially averaged
exposure field (E¯spat)2:
χspat =
SARWB × gsar × g2simul
(E¯spat)2 × g2spat
W/kg/(V/m)2 (7.2)
The factors gabc, gtiss, gdiscr, gintrp, gsstate, gsimul, gsar and gspat are contributions due
to uncertainty in the input and influence quantities. Values were obtained from their
respective PDFs (see Appendix D).
The flowchart in Fig. 7.1 describes the process of computing SARWB and in turn
the ratios. The analysis begins by defining the frequency and the equivalent prolate
spheroid model. Next, the stored values of the parameters that defined the exposure
field for all 50,000 simulations within each of eight fading scenarios are imported along
with the previously computed electric field strength |E| values at random positions near
the human body (become |E|rms when converted to RMS).
Next, SARWB and E¯spat can be computed under the same exposure conditions that
existed during the computation of |E| values. Now SARWB is the total electromagnetic
power absorbed by the prolate spheroid divided by its mass. The total absorbed power
can be calculated by summing the Poynting vector over the surface S of a sphere that
encloses the prolate spheroid. Computation of the Poynting vector and SARWB is
described in Sec. 7.2.3. At the frequencies 450, 900 and 2100 MHz and the four body
models, χpem and χspat values are calculated for each of the 50,000 simulations of the
exposure field across all eight fading scenarios.
7.2.2 Prolate spheroid models
The homogeneous prolate spheroid is a convenient and simple model of a body that has
been used in whole body absorption calculations (Durney et al. [1986]). Its convenience
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Dimension Visible Human NORMAN NAOMI Child
a, c 0.1634, 0.935 0.1348, 0.87 0.1397, 0.79 0.1087, 0.688
Table 7.1: Dimensions (m) of prolate spheroid body models.
450 MHz 900 MHz 2100 MHz
σ (S/m) 0.87 0.97 1.42
εr 43.5 41.5 39.8
Table 7.2: Permittivity values of homogeneous material.
lies in its symmetry, requiring fewer basic TE and TM solutions compared to a realistic
human model. Points on the surface of a prolate spheroid satisfy the cartesian equation:
x2 + y2
a2
+
z2
c2
= 1 (7.3)
where a is the radius in the horizontal xy-plane and c the radius in the vertical z-
direction (i.e. equates to half the height). The volume is given by the relation 4pia2c/3.
Dimensions of the prolate spheroid for each of the four body models is given in Table
7.1. Physical dimensions of the equivalent realistic, heterogeneous models are given in
Appendix B.3.
Permittivity values of the homogeneous material, summarised in Table 7.2, were
based on head tissue data given in IEEE Standard 1528-2003 [2003]. The values at
2100 MHz were obtained by linearly interpolating between 1800 and 2450 MHz values.
The SARWB in a homogeneous prolate spheroid is not identical to that in the
equivalent realistic, heterogenous body model. For example, the SARWB in a hetero-
geneous NORMAN model for a 900 MHz, 1 V/m (RMS), TE polarised plane wave with
incident angles θ = 90◦ and φ = 0◦ (incident at front) is 16.8µW/kg compared to
8.86µW/kg in the equivalent sized prolate spheroid model. Therefore a multiplicative
factor was applied to each incident wave so that the SARWB in a prolate spheroid
model was effectively scaled to that which would have been produced in an equivalent
sized heterogeneous model. A scaling approach is sufficient to achieve equivalence and
its implementation is shown to be conservative (over-estimates absorption in a realistic
body) for some incident angles. Further discussion of the factors is given in Appendix
D.3.10.
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7.2.3 Calculation of SARWB
Realistic environments
In the Monte Carlo method used in Chapter 6, complex exposures were simulated by
combining a set of deterministic TM and TE basic solutions using the same statistics
as that of actual electromagnetic environments. The same approach is used here to
generate complex exposures of the prolate spheroid from which the SARWB can be
computed.
Using a commercial MoM solver, a basic solution consists of the total electric E and
magnetic H fields at regularly spaced angular positions θl,φl on the surface of a sphere
enclosing the prolate spheroid for a TM or TE incident plane wave (e.g. Fig. 7.2). The
vector fields tangential to the surface of the sphere were resolved into orthogonal θ, φ
components. The angular positions occur in 2° increments over the range 0° ≤ θ ≤ 180°
and 0° ≤ φ ≤ 358° .
A TM or TE incident plane wave propagates towards the prolate spheroid with
incident angles θk,φk. In elevation, the incident angle was varied in 2° increments from
θk =0° - 180° and in azimuth only φk = 0° was required due to rotational symmetry
about the vertical z−axis. Basic solutions for φk 6= 0° were obtained by appropriate
azimuthal rotation of the solution for φk = 0°.
A single simulation of a realistic environment involved N multipath waves with the
n-th wave having amplitude an, phase αn, angles of incidence θn,φn, and polarisation
angle ψn. For each simulation, pairs of basic TM and TE MoM solutions were selected
and individually scaled by the parameter values for each of the N plane waves and
then summed vectorially to give the total electric and magnetic field on the surface
of the sphere. Selection of a basic solution satisfied the conditions |θn − θk| ≤ 1 and
|φn − φk| ≤ 1. This leads to an angular positioning uncertainty of not more than 1°
with the corresponding uncertainty in SARWB discussed in Appendix D.3.
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Figure 7.2: The total electric field El and magnetic field Hl (not shown) at the angular position
θl, φl resolved into θ and φ components tangential to the surface S. Prolate spheroid is at the
centre of the sphere.
Absorbed power and SARWB
The SARWB is the whole body time-averaged absorbed power (Pav) divided by the
mass of the body (M):
SARWB =
Pav
M
(7.4)
The absorbed power was computed by integrating the Poynting vector over the surface
S of a sphere enclosing the prolate spheroid. For any simulation of a complex exposure,
the time averaged Poynting vector at a point is given as:
℘av =
1
2
Re [El ×H∗l ] (7.5)
being the vector cross product of the total complex electric field El and the total complex
conjugate magnetic field H∗l at the angular position θl, φl on the surface of the sphere.
The absorbed power in the prolate spheroid is the integration of the vector ℘av over S:
Pav = −
∮
S
1
2
Re (El ×H∗l ) · ds = −
∮
S
1
2
Re
(
Eφ,l ×H∗θ,l −Eθ,l ×H∗φ,l
) · ds (7.6)
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where the complex fields are resolved into θ, φ components and ds is the outward
pointing unit vector on the surface of the sphere.
7.3 Simulations
Cumulative probability distributions of χspat and χpem have been generated for vertical
and mixed polarisation of the field launched by an RF transmitter - these polarisations
were defined in Chapter 6. For each human body model and at each frequency, the
distributions were calculated from a combined data set of eight fading scenarios involving
50,000 simulations within each scenario and included contributions from uncertainties.
7.3.1 Relationship between SARWB and the spatially averaged exposure
field
The relationship between SARWB and the spatially averaged exposure field is given by
the ratio χspat. Distributions are shown in Figs. 7.3 to 7.6 (identified by the dotted
line). Results are summarised in Table 7.3 in terms of the mean, standard deviation
and the 2.5th, 50th and 97.5th percentiles (shown in brackets). They are the values of
SARWB normalised to E¯spat = 1.0V/m RMS.
Take for example the result for NORMAN at 450 MHz for ψ0 = 0◦. Assume
E¯spat = 1.0V/m RMS then the 2.5th percentile is 1.11 × 10−5W/kg and the 97.5th
percentile value is 3.37 × 10−5W/kg. In Chapter 5, the peak value of SARWB was
1.76×10−5W/kg for a single, TM polarised 1 V/m (RMS) incident plane wave which is
equivalent to the 59th percentile value of χspat. It is an under-estimation of the 97.5th
percentile value of SARWB by a factor of 1.91 times. Continuing the comparisons with
results in Chapter 5 for NORMAN at 900 and 2100 MHz and for the Child model at all
three frequencies also shows that SARWB for single plane wave incidence represents an
under-estimation compared to the 97.5th percentile value resulting from simulations of
exposures in realistic, multipath environments.
Transforming the data set χspat by taking the logarithm χspat,dB = 10Log(χspat)
yields values that are closely approximated by the normal distribution. Table 7.6 gives
results for each of the four body models at each frequency and calculated over the com-
bined data set of eight fading scenarios. The arithmetic mean and the 50th percentile
are nearly identical and lie in the middle of the distributions, equally distant from the
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(a) 450 MHz
(b) 900 MHz
(c) 2100 MHz
Figure 7.3: Cumulative probability distributions for Visible Human model with transmitter
polarisation vertical (left plot) and mixed (right plot). Plots of χspat(dotted line), and χpem
for dual (dashed line) and single (solid line) dosemeter configurations.
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(a) 450 MHz
(b) 900 MHz
(c) 2100 MHz
Figure 7.4: Cumulative probability distributions for NORMAN model with transmitter polari-
sation vertical (left plot) and mixed (right plot). Plots of χspat(dotted line), and χpem for dual
(dashed line) and single (solid line) dosemeter configurations.
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(a) 450 MHz
(b) 900 MHz
(c) 2100 MHz
Figure 7.5: Cumulative probability distributions for NAOMI model with transmitter polarisa-
tion vertical (left plot) and mixed (right plot). Plots of χspat(dotted line), and χpem for dual
(dashed line) and single (solid line) dosemeter configurations.
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(a) 450 MHz
(b) 900 MHz
(c) 2100 MHz
Figure 7.6: Cumulative probability distributions for Child model with transmitter polarisation
vertical (left plot) and mixed (right plot). Plots of χspat(dotted line), and χpem for dual (dashed
line) and single (solid line) dosemeter configurations.
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Frequency
(M
Hz)
Visible
Hum
an
Norm
an
Naom
i
Child
450
1.4280E-05,
3.8992E-06
(9.0256E-06,
1.3414E-05,
2.4535E-05)
1.8271E-05,
5.6635E-06
(1.1083E-05,
1.6893E-05,
3.3731E-05)
2.0350E-05,
7.9519E-06
(1.1512E-05,
1.8230E-05,
4.2480E-05)
2.3338E-05,
8.5197E-06
(1.3722E-05,
2.1035E-05,
4.7356E-05)
900
1.2482E-05,
1.6956E-06
(9.6869E-06,
1.2268E-05,
1.6596E-05)
1.6944E-05,
2.7494E-06
(1.2557E-05,
1.6555E-05,
2.3748E-05)
1.8837E-05,
4.2823E-06
(1.2664E-05,
1.8065E-05,
2.9675E-05)
2.2018E-05,
4.5905E-06
(1.5122E-05,
2.1214E-05,
3.3536E-05)
2100
7.3453E-06,
5.1959E-07
(6.4228E-06,
7.3100E-06,
8.4369E-06)
1.3951E-05,
1.0585E-06
(1.2056E-05,
1.3882E-05,
1.6211E-05)
1.1814E-05,
1.1792E-06
(9.7960E-06,
1.1712E-05,
1.4440E-05)
1.9478E-05,
1.7815E-06
(1.6334E-05,
1.9332E-05,
2.3464E-05)
Frequency
(M
Hz)
VisibleHum
an
Norm
an
Naom
i
Child
450
1.2730E-05,
2.4915E-06
(9.3679E-06,
1.2217E-05,
1.9144E-05)
1.6959E-05,
3.4642E-06
(1.2165E-05,
1.6305E-05,
2.6062E-05)
1.8083E-05,
4.7131E-06
(1.2343E-05,
1.7058E-05,
3.0472E-05)
2.0578E-05,
5.2647E-06
(1.4132E-05,
1.9458E-05,
3.4404E-05)
900
1.2362E-05,
1.2552E-06
(1.0185E-05,
1.2247E-05,
1.5291E-05)
1.6917E-05,
1.9109E-06
(1.3631E-05,
1.6732E-05,
2.1357E-05)
1.7662E-05,
2.7957E-06
(1.3405E-05,
1.7258E-05,
2.4439E-05)
2.1605E-05,
2.9614E-06
(1.6679E-05,
2.1249E-05,
2.8789E-05)
2100
7.8479E-06,
6.6919E-07
(6.7078E-06,
7.8026E-06,
9.1352E-06)
1.4380E-05,
1.0810E-06
(1.2477E-05,
1.4319E-05,
1.6502E-05)
1.2140E-05,
1.0897E-06
(1.0268E-05,
1.2069E-05,
1.4369E-05)
2.0177E-05,
1.7136E-06
(1.7163E-05,
2.0065E-05,
2.3728E-05)
(a)Transm
itterpolarisation
vertical.
(b)Transm
itterpolarisation
m
ixed.
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Frequency
(M
Hz)
Visible
Hum
an
Norm
an
Naom
i
Child
450
7.0319E-05,
1.9321E-04
(4.9077E-06,
2.9422E-05,
3.8650E-04)
1.0078E-04,
3.0276E-04
(6.5863E-06,
3.9983E-05,
5.6689E-04)
9.8697E-05,
2.7917E-04
(7.1439E-06,
4.0810E-05,
5.4091E-04)
1.0637E-04,
2.8747E-04
(7.8018E-06,
4.5167E-05,
5.7877E-04)
900
9.9720E-05,
4.2972E-04
(5.9606E-06,
3.2495E-05,
5.8270E-04)
1.1344E-04,
4.1541E-04
(7.1155E-06,
3.8679E-05,
6.6759E-04)
1.6163E-04,
6.7871E-04
(8.4288E-06,
4.7289E-05,
1.0059E-03)
1.1985E-04,
3.6381E-04
(8.8131E-06,
4.5655E-05,
6.8465E-04)
2100
7.9828E-05,
5.7299E-04
(1.9270E-06,
1.2306E-05,
5.3571E-04)
1.5839E-04,
9.7811E-04
(4.0865E-06,
2.6277E-05,
1.0941E-03)
1.1470E-04,
6.7011E-04
(3.0134E-06,
2.0109E-05,
7.9330E-04)
1.7923E-04,
9.6064E-04
(6.0510E-06,
3.6861E-05,
1.2136E-03)
Frequency
(M
Hz)
VisibleHum
an
Norm
an
Naom
i
Child
450
4.0842E-05,
4.7383E-05
(5.5691E-06,
2.7083E-05,
1.5625E-04)
5.5798E-05,
6.6553E-05
(7.5215E-06,
3.6272E-05,
2.1864E-04)
5.5287E-05,
6.3018E-05
(8.2204E-06,
3.6987E-05,
2.0971E-04)
6.4582E-05,
7.6313E-05
(8.6919E-06,
4.2055E-05,
2.5207E-04)
900
3.9330E-05,
4.1699E-05
(7.5297E-06,
2.7778E-05,
1.3896E-04)
4.5990E-05,
4.7659E-05
(9.1865E-06,
3.2673E-05,
1.6162E-04)
5.7198E-05,
6.2538E-05
(1.0818E-05,
3.9967E-05,
2.0563E-04)
5.5355E-05,
5.6580E-05
(1.1062E-05,
3.9586E-05,
1.9278E-04)
2100
1.3468E-05,
1.4676E-05
(2.7638E-06,
9.5229E-06,
4.7454E-05)
2.8587E-05,
3.1345E-05
(5.8313E-06,
2.0324E-05,
9.9692E-05)
2.1873E-05,
2.4652E-05
(4.3225E-06,
1.5360E-05,
7.7654E-05)
3.9628E-05,
3.9295E-05
(8.6428E-06,
2.8965E-05,
1.3304E-04)
(c)Singledosem
eterand
random
transm
itterpolarisation
m
ixed.
(d)Dualdosem
eterarrangem
entand
random
transm
itterpolarisation
m
ixed.
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2.5th and the 97.5th percentiles. The standard deviations range from 0.30 to 1.38 dB
indicating good correlation between E¯spat and SARWB.
A consistent trend is evident whereby the highest mean value occurs for the Child
while the lowest occurs for the Visible Human. From Table 7.6 and for say ψ0 = 0◦,
the SARWB in the Child exceeds, on average, the SARWB in the Visible Human by
between 2.1 to 4.3 dB (or 62 % to 169 % ) for a given E¯spat. Higher values of SARWB
in child models compared to their adult counterpart have been observed by Dimbylow
[2002], Hirata et al. [2007]. The reason for the difference is related to the absorption
mechanism at frequencies above whole body resonance, that is, in the microwave region
and above. Hirata et al. [2007] observed that penetration of RF waves into the body, and
therefore the absorbed power, was found to be confined primarily to the surface, with a
penetration depth of approximately a few centimetres or less depending on frequency.
As the size of the body reduces, that is from say Visible Human to Child, the surface
area of the body reduces less rapidly than the volume so that the ratio of the absorbed
power to weight (i.e. SARWB ) tends to increase more rapidly for the child model
compared to the larger adult body.
7.3.2 Relationship between SARWB and the electric fields close to the
body
The relationship between SARWB and the electric field strength close to the body
is given by the ratio χpem. Again, the ratio is equivalent to SARWB normalised to
|E| = 1.0V/m RMS. Distributions are shown in Figs. 7.3 to 7.6 (identified by the
dashed and solid lines) with the horizontal axis scaled logarithmically. Results are
summarised in Table 7.4 and 7.5 in terms of the mean, standard deviation and the
2.5th, 50th and 97.5th percentiles (shown in brackets). Clearly, distribution of χpem
values are wider, with greater dispersion of values than for χspat due to the variation
imparted on dosemeter measurements by the presence of the body. The shape of χspat
distributions is similar to those shown in Figs. 6.15 indicating that the underlying data
is approximately lognormally distributed.
The set of χpem values are transformed by taking the logarithm χpem,dB = 10Log(χpem).
The arithmetic mean, standard deviation, and the 2.5th, 50th and 97.5th percentiles
of the transformed data are given in Table 7.7. The arithmetic mean and the 50th
percentile values are nearly identical indicating a strong tendency towards symmetry in
the distributions. Take the example of NAOMI at 900 MHz for ψ0 = 0◦. From Table
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Frequency
(M
Hz)
Visible
Hum
an
Norm
an
Naom
i
Child
450
-48.6,1.07
(-50.4,-48.7,
-46.1)
-47.6,1.18
(-49.6,-47.7,
-44.7)
-47.2,1.38
(-49.4,-47.4,
-43.7)
-46.5,1.31
(-48.6,-46.8,
-43.2)
900
-49.1,0.56
(-50.1,-49.1,
-47.8)
-47.8,0.66
(-49.0,-47.8,
-46.3)
-47.3,0.89
(-48.9,-47.4,
-45.3)
-46.7,0.84
(-48.2,-46.7,
-44.7)
2100
-51.4,0.30
(-51.9,-51.4,
-50.7)
-48.6,0.32
(-49.2,-48.6,
-47.9)
-49.3,0.41
(-50.1,-49.3,
-48.4)
-47.1,0.39
(-47.8,-47.1,
-46.3)
Frequency
(M
Hz)
VisibleHum
an
Norm
an
Naom
i
Child
450
-49.0,0.76
(-50.3,-49.1,
-47.2)
-47.8,0.78
(-49.5,-47.9,
-45.8)
-47.5,0.94
(-49.1,-47.7,
-45.2)
-46.9,0.93
(-48.5,-47.1,
-44.6)
900
-49.1,0.42
(-49.9,-49.1,
-48.2)
-47.7,0.47
(-48.7,-47.8,
-46.7)
-47.6,0.63
(-48.7,-47.6,
-46.1)
-46.7,0.56
(-47.8,-46.7,
-45.4)
2100
-51.1,0.36
(-51.7,-51.1,
-50.4)
-48.4,0.32
(-49.0,-48.4,
-47.8)
-49.2,0.37
(-49.8,-49.1,
-48.4)
-46.9,0.36
(-47.7,-46.9,
-46.2)
(a)Transm
itterpolarisation
vertical.
(b)Transm
itterpolarisation
m
ixed.
Table
7.6:
Sum
m
ary
of
results
for
χ
s
p
a
t,d
B
expressed
in
term
s
of
the
arithm
etic
m
ean,
standard
deviation
and
the
2.5th,
50th
and
97.5th
percentile
values
(show
n
in
brackets).
Values
w
ere
calculated
across
alleight
fading
scenarios
and
allrandom
locations
near
the
body.
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7.7, the arithmetic mean is -40.6 dB W/kg/(V/m)2 (single dosemeter) and the 50th
percentile is -41.4 dB W/kg/(V/m)2. Now compare these values to the mid-point of
the distribution based on the average of the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles. The average
of the two percentiles is -38.9 dB W/kg/(V/m)2 which is 2.5 dB higher than the 50th
percentile and 1.7 dB higher than the mean. This indicates a departure from an ideal
normal distribution at the extremes of χpem,dB, similar to the observation in Sec. 6.3.2.
The standard deviation ranges from 4.71 to 7.01 dB for single dosemeter, and 3.03
to 3.77 dB for dual dosemeter configurations. These values are consistent with those for
γspat,dB given in Table 6.3 indicating a close correlation between χpem,dB and γpem,dB
distributions.
A consistent trend is evident whereby the lowest mean value of χpem,dB occurs for
the Visible Human while the highest value occurs for either NAOMI or Child. From
Table 7.7 and for say ψ0 = 0◦, the SARWB in the Child exceeds, on average, the
SARWB in the Visible Human by between 2.1 to 4.3 dB (or 62 % to 169 % ) for the
same value of |E|. Higher values of SARWB in child models compared to their adult
counterpart was similarly observed and commented on previously in this chapter.
7.4 Estimation of SARWB from a dosemeter measurement
using results of simulations
In Sec. 6.6, various approaches to the choice of a correction factor were discussed,
each reflecting the degree of conservativeness desired (i.e. probability of under or over-
estimation). Where a distribution of measurements obtained with an actual, physical
dosemeter (Epem) are available, a Monte Carlo method can be used to combine these
with the χpem distribution to obtain SARWB from which statistically relevant observa-
tions can be made. An alternate approach is based on χpem,dB which is approximately
normally distributed and can be described by its mean value and standard deviation.
This is the approach outlined as follows.
A body worn personal RF dosemeter cannot provide a direct measure of whole body
average absorption. However, computational analysis of the fields close to the body in
realistic environments points to the possibility of inferring SARWB from dosemeter
measurements. An estimation of SARWB can be made by applying a correction factor
to measurements obtained from an actual, physical dosemeter.
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Frequency
(M
Hz)
Visible
Hum
an
Norm
an
Naom
i
Child
450
-42.1,4.71
(-50.1,-42.5,
-31.7)
-40.8,4.93
(-49.2,-41.3,
-29.9)
-40.9,4.83
(-49.2,-41.4,
-30.4)
-40.2,4.73
(-48.3,-40.6,
-29.8)
900
-42.4,5.51
(-51.4,-43.1,
-30.1)
-41.9,5.48
(-50.9,-42.5,
-29.9)
-40.6,5.72
(-49.9,-41.4,
-27.9)
-41.1,5.29
(-49.9,-41.7,
-29.6)
2100
-47.1,7.01
(-57.7,-48.4,
-30.6)
-43.8,7.04
(-54.4,-45.0,
-27.2)
-44.9,6.99
(-55.2,-46.9,
-31.0)
-42.6,6.71
(-52.8,-43.7,
-26.9)
Frequency
(M
Hz)
VisibleHum
an
Norm
an
Naom
i
Child
450
-43.0,3.32
(-49.3,-43.2,
-36.2)
-41.8,3.56
(-48.3,-41.9,
-34.7)
-41.9,3.39
(-48.2,-42.1,
-34.9)
-41.1,3.41
(-47.5,-41.2,
-34.1)
900
-44.0,3.36
(-50.1,-44.2,
-36.9)
-43.5,3.36
(-49.5,-43.7,
-36.4)
-42.4,3.40
(-48.4,-42.6,
-35.2)
-42.6,3.32
(-48.6,-42.8,
-35.6)
2100
-49.7,3.58
(-56.0,-50.0,
-42.0)
-46.4,3.58
(-52.7,-46.7,
-38.7)
-47.6,3.61
(-53.6,-48.1,
-41.1)
-44.9,3.44
(-51.1,-45.3,
-37.6)
(a)Singledosem
eterand
transm
itterpolarisation
vertical.
(b)Dualdosem
eterarrangem
entand
transm
itterpolarisation
vertical.
Frequency
(M
Hz)
Visible
Hum
an
Norm
an
Naom
i
Child
450
-44.8,4.78
(-53.1,-45.3,
-34.1)
-43.5,4.91
(-51.8,-43.9,
-32.5)
-43.4,4.78
(-51.5,-43.9,
-32.7)
-42.9,4.76
(-51.1,-43.5,
-32.4)
900
-44.1,5.11
(-52.3,-44.9,
-32.3)
-43.4,5.07
(-51.5,-44.1,
-31.7)
-42.4,5.31
(-50.7,-43.3,
-29.9)
-42.7,4.84
(-50.6,-43.3,
-31.6)
2100
-47.9,6.25
(-57.2,-49.1,
-32.7)
-44.6,6.21
(-53.9,-45.8,
-29.6)
-45.8,6.20
(-55.6,-46.2,
-28.8)
-43.3,5.89
(-52.2,-44.3,
-29.1)
Frequency
(M
Hz)
VisibleHum
an
Norm
an
Naom
i
Child
450
-45.6,3.71
(-52.5,-45.7,
-38.1)
-44.2,3.76
(-51.2,-44.4,
-36.6)
-44.2,3.61
(-50.8,-44.3,
-36.8)
-43.6,3.77
(-50.6,-43.8,
-35.9)
900
-45.4,3.23
(-51.2,-45.6,
-38.6)
-44.7,3.17
(-50.4,-44.9,
-37.9)
-43.8,3.26
(-49.7,-43.9,
-36.9)
-43.8,3.16
(-49.6,-44.0,
-37.2)
2100
-49.9,3.14
(-55.6,-50.2,
-43.2)
-46.7,3.14
(-52.3,-46.9,
-39.9)
-47.9,3.19
(-53.9,-47.9,
-39.8)
-45.2,3.03
(-50.6,-45.4,
-38.8)
(c)Singledosem
eterand
random
transm
itterpolarisation
m
ixed.
(d)Dualdosem
eterarrangem
entand
random
transm
itterpolarisation
m
ixed.
Table
7.7:
Sum
m
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results
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χ
p
e
m
,d
B
expressed
in
term
s
of
the
arithm
etic
m
ean,
standard
deviation
and
the
2.5th,
50th
and
97.5th
percentile
values
(show
n
in
brackets).
Values
w
ere
calculated
across
alleight
fading
scenarios
and
allrandom
locations
near
the
body.
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7.5 Estimation of SARWB from a measurement of the exposure field using results of simulations
Similar to the approach taken in Sec. 6.6, let the relationship between an actual
dosemeter measurement Epem and the estimate of SARWB be expressed in logarithmic
form:
SARWB,µ = χpem,µ,dB + Epem dB(W/kg) (7.7)
where SARWB,µ is the estimate of SARWB based on the mean value χpem,µ,dB
taken from the distribution of χpem,dB.
The value SARWB,cf is an estimate of SARWB and must be qualified with a con-
fidence interval indicating the range over which the true value will lie with a stated
confidence level. For symmetric probability distributions, the uncertainty in the esti-
mation of SARWB can be given by:
uSARWB,µ =
√
u2χpem,µ,dB + u
2
Epem
dB (7.8)
where uχpem,µ,dB is the standard deviation associated with the correction factor, and
uEpemthe standard uncertainty associated with an actual, physical dosemeter measure-
ment.
The uncertainty at the 95 % CI is U = 1.96×uSARWB,µ , where 1.96 is the coverage
factor. The true value of SARWB, for which SARWB,µ is the best estimate, can be
said to lie between SARWB,µ−U and SARWB,µ+U with 95 % confidence. The values
for the arithmetic mean χpem,µ,dB and the standard deviation uχpem,µ,dB can be found
in Table 7.7.
7.5 Estimation of SARWB from a measurement of the
exposure field using results of simulations
In situations where a dosemeter is unavailable or not being used, an estimation of
SARWB is possible from measurements of the exposure field. The relationship between
SARWB and the spatially averaged exposure field is given by the ratio χspat. In Sec.
7.3.1, standard deviations range from 0.30 to 1.38 dB indicating that E¯spat and SARWB
are closely correlated, similar to that observed in Chapter 5 and confirming E¯spat as a
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good proxy for SARWB. An estimation of SARWB from E¯spat can be made by following
the approach in Sec. 7.4.
Let the relationship between E¯spat and the estimate of SARWB be expressed in
logarithmic form:
SARWB,µ = χspat,µ,dB + E¯spat dB(W/kg) (7.9)
where SARWB,µ is the estimate of SARWB based on the mean value χspat,µ,dB taken
from the distribution of χspat,dB and E¯spat is in dB (V/m). The spatially averaged ex-
posure field may have been measured in-situ or computed and will have an uncertainty
associated with the value. Measurement uncertainty includes contributions from instru-
mentation and the measurement method such as the number of spot measurements in
the spatial averaging process as discussed in Larchêveque et al. [2005].
For symmetric probability distributions, the uncertainty in the estimation of SARWB
can be given by:
uSARWB,µ =
√
u2χspat,µ,dB + u
2
E¯spat
dB (7.10)
where uχspat,µ,dB is the standard deviation associated with the correction factor, and
uE¯spatthe standard uncertainty associated with the measurement of E¯spat.
The uncertainty at the 95 % CI is U = 1.96×uSARWB,µ , where 1.96 is the coverage
factor. The true value of SARWB, for which SARWB,µ is the best estimate, can be
said to lie between SARWB,µ−U and SARWB,µ+U with 95 % confidence. The values
for the arithmetic mean χspat,µ,dB and the standard deviation uχspat,µ,dB can be found
in Table 7.6.
7.6 Limitations on the accuracy of estimating SARWB from
a dosemeter measurement
As has been shown in this and previous chapters, modelling clearly demonstrates that
the presence of the body perturbs the incident field leading to errors and uncertainties in
the estimation of exposure based on dosemeter measurements. Monte Carlo simulations
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provide information concerning the distribution of dosemeter measurements for different
human body models and frequencies. Across all propagation environments, the variation
in measurements has been quantified in terms of statistical parameters such as the mean
and standard deviation. Table 7.7 provides a summary of results. The mean value can
be used as a correction factor, converting the dosemeter field strength measurement to
an estimation of SARWB. The mean accounts for the average affect of the body on
dosemeter measurements.
Of greater significance is the variability or uncertainty in SARWB. The standard
deviation is a measure of uncertainty and represents the spread of values about the
mean that could reasonably be attributed to the true value of SARWB. In Table
7.7 it can be seen that the standard deviation ranges from 4.71 to 7.04 dB for single
dosemeter configuration and 3.03 to 3.77 dB for dual dosemeter configuration (across
all body models, frequencies and the two polarisation modes of the transmit antenna).
The uncertainty at the 95 % CI is the standard deviation multiplied by 1.96 (assuming
normal distribution) giving 9.23 to 13.79 dB for the single dosemeter and 5.94 to 7.39 dB
for the dual dosemeter. At worst, an estimation of SARWB will incur an uncertainty
of at least 13.79 dB or in linear terms, a factor of 23.9 times above and below the
mean value. For the dual dosemeter, the worst case uncertainty is 7.39 dB or in linear
terms, a factor of 5.48 times above and below the mean value. The uncertainties do not
include the additional contributions due to the imperfect nature of an actual, practical
dosemeter.
Similar to Sec. 6.7, the following questions can be posed:
What is the probability that the SARWB is the same at the two locations? Or, what
is the probability that it is different?
The answer lay in the absolute difference between estimates of exposure, in this case
SARWB using Equ. 7.7, and the standard deviation. If two estimates are separated by
two standard deviations, then the probability that SARWB is the same is 31.7 %, and
68.3 % that it is different. If two estimates are separated by four standard deviations,
then the probability that SARWB is the same is 4.6 %, and 95.4 % that it is different.
Taking the approach in Sec. 6.7, the standard deviation is 4.93 dB from Table
7.7(a) for the NORMAN model at 450 MHz. Let the uncertainty associated with the
calibration of an actual, physical dosemeter at 450 MHz be say 3 dB. Then the overall
standard deviation is calculated using Equ. D.4 to obtain a value of 5.77 dB. Now
if two estimates of SARWB are separated by four standard deviations, this equates
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to a difference of 23.1 dB. In linear terms, the probability that there is a difference
between SARWB values is 95.4 % when the two estimates differ by a factor of 203 times.
Therefore in this example, estimates of SARWB based on a single dosemeter worn by
an individual whose physical size is well approximated by the NORMAN model can
only be resolved at this level of confidence when they differ by a factor of 203 or more.
7.7 Summary
Monte Carlo simulations have been performed to determine the relationship between the
electric fields close to a human body and the whole body averaged specific absorption
rate SARWB for male, female and child body models in realistic exposure environ-
ments. Environments were based on Rayleigh, Rice and lognormal type fading models
of Chapter 6 and simulations were performed at 450, 900 and 2100 MHz.
The distribution of the ratio of the SARWB to the square of the RMS value of
the electric field strength close to the body (a proxy for a measurement with an ideal
responding body worn RF dosemeter) was found to be approximated by a lognormal
distribution. A logarithmic transformation of the ratio yielded a normal, symmetric
distribution from which the mean and standard deviation were calculated for each body
model and frequency. The mean value for the child model, for example, exceeded that
of the larger adult male Visible Human at each frequency indicating a relatively higher
value of SARWB in the smaller model. This is a trend also observed in other studies.
Results of simulations can be used to generate correction factors from which es-
timates of SARWB can be made using measurements obtained from actual, physical
dosemeters. In situations where a dosemeter is unavailable or not being used, an estima-
tion of SARWB is possible from measurement or computation of the spatially averaged
exposure field. The mean value taken from a lognormal distribution serves as a cor-
rection factor and the standard deviation indicates the uncertainty in the estimate.
Corrections were found to be sensitive to both body model and frequency. The uncer-
tainty in the estimation of SARWB from a dosemeter reading was found to range from
4.71 to 7.04 dB for single dosemeter configuration and 3.03 to 3.77 dB for dual doseme-
ter configuration. The uncertainty in the estimation of SARWB from a measurement
of the exposure field was found to range from 0.3 to 1.07 dB.
The ability to discriminate between estimates of SARWB from dosemeter readings
is dependent on the uncertainty and the absolute difference between estimates. If two
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estimates are separated by 2 standard deviations, the probability that SARWB is the
same at both locations is 31.7 %. If estimates are separated by four standard deviations,
the probability reduces to 4.6 %.
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8 Concluding remarks
This thesis was driven by the need for a better understanding of the RF absorption levels
in humans which could in turn be used to support epidemiological, occupational safety
and other health related research as identified by the WHO in their published research
agenda. Specifically, body worn personal RF dosemeters were identified as providing
a promising approach to recording personal exposure to electromagnetic fields gener-
ated by radio transmitters. At the start of the thesis (2004), personal RF dosemeters
were beginning to become available commercially yet little was known of the relation-
ship between body worn dosemeter measurements and the exposure field, let alone the
relationship to whole body absorption expressed in terms of SARWB.
The major objective of this work was to undertake a computational study to de-
termine the relationship between the field close to the body, a proxy for measurements
with a body worn RF dosemeter, and both the spatially averaged exposure field and
the SARWB. This has been achieved and a number of original contributions resulting
from this thesis have been published Iskra et al. [2007, 2009, 2010, 2011].
Contributions include:
 A comprehensive analysis of the basic structure of the fields close to a simpli-
fied dielectric model of a human. The analysis confirmed the basic shielding or
shadowing effect of the body that can cause significant under-estimations of the
exposure field by a dosemeter. Importantly though, polarisation and angles of
incidence were shown to be influential in determining these fields, including cases
of where dosemeters may over-estimate the exposure field;
 The complex, heterogeneous nature of human bodies leads to questions concerning
the relationship between fields close to the body and parameters such as body size,
distance from the surface of the body and the dielectric properties of tissues. In
the microwave region, body size was found not to play a significant role in the
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variability of the close fields however separation distance and changes in dielectric
properties of tissue were both significant and later incorporated into simulations
of realistic, radio propagation (fading) environments. The analysis found that on
average, a dosemeter measurement would under-estimate the exposure field;
 A significant achievement of this work has been the use of a Monte Carlo method,
in combination with a limited set of basic FDTD solutions, to generate larger sets
of distributions of the field close to the body for a variety of fading scenarios.
The results, in the form of probability distributions, provide information concern-
ing correction factors that can be applied to dosemeter measurements to obtain
estimates of both the spatially averaged exposure field and the SARWB. Proba-
bility distributions relating the spatially averaged exposure field to the SARWB
will enable estimates to be made of whole body average absorption from field
strength measurements. Importantly, the estimates are qualified by a statement
of uncertainty for a given confidence interval.
Confirmation of some of the basic findings can be found in papers by Blas et al. [2007],
Neubauer et al. [2008] and Neubauer et al. [2010]. However, there is scope for further
refinement that will lead to increased confidence in the outcomes of this study:
 Additional human body models should be added to the four used in this study.
These could include the new Visible Family set of models;
 Other frequencies to provide information involving exposure to say TV and FM
transmitters;
 Further comparisons between computational results and experimental trials. Since
2004, trials of personal RF dosemeters have been conducted by various researchers
however, the measurement protocol appears to leave scope for confounders in the
data. To assist with comparisons, experimental trials of body worn dosemeters
should specify a more robust protocol that, for instance, limits dosemeters to only
one particular pattern of usage (e.g. worn on the body).
 Use of multiple dosemeters to reduce uncertainty in estimates of exposure quan-
tities. This appears to provide scope for reducing uncertainty and increasing
accuracy in estimations. A pair of dosemeters, one worn on the front and the
other on the rear, are capable of reducing uncertainty by almost a factor of 2
compared to a single dosemeter. This may be a fruitful area of investigation.
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Recently, Roosli et al (2010)1 proposed a protocol for the conduct of a personal RF field
measurement study. The protocol includes the use of personal RF dosemeters and the
aim is to draw on previous experience with these devices to develop a robust approach
to assessments of personalised exposure to RF fields.
In summary, since the start of the thesis (2004) personal RF dosemeters have be-
come accepted as an important element in the study of human exposure to RF fields
where the intention is to understand personalised rather than group exposure, and to
quantify exposure at the actual time and place that it occurs. In support of the wider
efforts in personal RF dosimetry, the outcomes of this computational study provide a
solid basis for establishing a relationship between measurements with a body worn per-
sonal RF dosemeter and both the spatially averaged exposure field and the SARWB.
Conversion factors drawn from probability distributions ensure a rigorous approach to
quantifying personal exposure which will assist studies concerned with exploring links
between health effects (headaches, sleep disorder, disturbance of memory through to
cancer) and RF fields.
1http://www.ehjournal.net/content/pdf/1476-069X-9-23.pdf
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A Symbols, constants and other useful
information
A.1 Symbols, constants and abbreviations
The following have been used consistently throughout the thesis. Where a symbol has
been used to represent different quantities at different times it has been defined where
introduced to avoid misinterpretation of its meaning.
a Amplitude
A ampere
Epem Actual, physical dosemeter measurement result, V/m
E, E Electric field, V/m
H, H Magnetic field, A/m
Hz Hertz
f frequency, Hz
k Wave vector
K Rice factor, dimensionless
P power, W
p polarisation unit vector
SAR Specific Absorption Rate, W/kg
SARWB Whole body average SAR, W/kg
η wave impedance, Ω
η0 free space wave impedance ( = 120pi ≈ 376.7), Ω
ψ polarisation angle, degrees or radians
α phase, degrees or radians
θ elevation angle, degrees or radians
φ azimuth angle, degrees or radians
σ conductivity, Siemens/m (S/m)
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ε∗ complex permittivity (ε′ − jε”), Farad/m
ε
′
dielectric constant, Farad/m
εr relative dielectric constant (= ε
′
ε0
), dimensionless
ε0 free space permittivity (= 8.854× 10−12), Farad/m
ω angular frequency (= 2pif), radians/second
µˆ complex permeability, henry/m
µr relative permeability, dimensionless
µ0 free space permeability (= 4pi × 10−7) henry/m
M mega=106 (prefix)
m milli=10-3 (prefix)
m metre
k kilo=103 (prefix)
G giga=109 (prefix)
V volt
µ micro=10-6 (prefix)
ρ mass density, kg/m3
ρ radial in cylindrical coordinates
Ω ohms
dB decibel, ratio of powers= 10log10(P1P0 ) or field
strengths= 20log10(
|F1|
|F0|)
kg kilogram
g gram
W Watt
r distance, m
RMS Root Mean Square, is the effective value a/
√
2 of the
functions a sin(ωt) and a cos(ωt)
W Watt
bps bits per second
Espat Spatially averaged exposure field, V/m
Tavg In exposure standards and guidelines, the averaging time
over which the values of equivalent plane wave power
density or SAR are averaged. Typically 6 min.
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A.2 Terms and Definitions
Actual, physical
dosemeter
A finite sized, practical realisation of a hypothetical,
infinitessimally, ideal responding isotropic field strength
probe. A measurement result is qualified by an uncertainty
derived from a calibration process.
Best estimate A value which is an estimate of the true value. It is often
the mean of a probability distribution (that is, the value
most likely to occur).
Close to the body, body
worn or body mounted.
External separation distance of up to 50 mm from the
surface of a body, consistent with a dosemeter in a shirt
pocket or clipped to a belt.
Confidence interval
(CI)
An interval that includes the true value for a stated
confidence level (e.g. 80 %, 95 %).
Coverage factor Numerical factor used as a multiplier of the combined
standard uncertainty in order to obtain an expanded or
overall uncertainty. This defines an interval about the
result that may be expected to encompass a large fraction
of the distribution of values that could reasonably be
attributed to the measurand. The interval is also known as
the confidence interval.
Dosemeter; dosemeter
measurement
Unless otherwise stated a (personal RF) dosemeter is, for
the purposes of this thesis, a hypothetical, infinitessimally
small, ideal responding isotropic field strength probe. A
dosemeter measurement becomes, by definition, equivalent
to the total or net field as a point close to the surface of the
body.
Exposure field The vector sum of one or more incident waves that combine
to form the total incident field. As a quantity specifying
exposure, it is the spatially averaged value of the total
incident field.
Spatial averaging Averaging of the equivalent plane wave power density, or
the squares of the electric or magnetic field strengths over a
volume equivalent to that occupied by a body.
Free space A region of space predominantly characterised by the plane
wave condition E/H ≈ 120piΩ
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True value A term used to define the value of a quantity that would be
obtained from a perfect computation or measurement.
Uncertainty As defined in JCGM100:2008 [2008], the parameter
associated with the result that characterises the dispersion
of values that could reasonably be attributed to the
measurement. The definition can also be applied to
computations. The standard deviation is a measure of
dispersion and can be used to qualify uncertainty.
A.3 RF spectrum
The RF spectrum covers the frequency band from around 3 kHz to 300 GHz. Shorter
wavelengths above 300 GHz include visible light and gamma rays and may have suf-
ficient energy to ionise matter and is therefore termed ionising radiation. The longer
wavelengths below 3 kHz typically include static, non-radiating phenomena. Microwave
radiation is a general descriptor considered to extend from the highest part of the RF
spectrum down to around 300 MHz. It is a term used in conjunction with radar systems,
microwave ovens and radio communications systems (fixed and mobile) to name but a
few. A table of commonly used terms is given in Table A.2.
Frequency range Designation
30 to 300 Hz ELF (Extremely Low Frequency)
300 to 3000 Hz VF (Voice Frequency)
3 to 30 kHz VLF (Very Low Frequency)
30 to 300 kHz LF (Low Frequency)
300 to 3000 kHz MF (Medium Frequency)
3 to 30 MHz HF (High Frequency)
30 to 300 MHz VHF (Very High Frequency)
300 to 3000 MHz UHF (Ultra High Frequency)
3 to 30 GHz SHF (Super High Frequency)
30 to 300 GHz EHF (Extremely High Frequency)
Table A.2: Nomenclature of radio-frequency frequency bands (Sixth Edition 1982, Reference
Data for Radio Engineers, Howard W. Sams and Co.)
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B.1 Introduction
Fields scattered and asborbed by a human body can be calculated using a computa-
tional modelling approach based on the Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method
(Dimbylow [2002]). The FDTD method uses a simple central-finite difference expres-
sion for the space and time derivatives to directly solve Maxwell's time dependent curl
equations. It decomposes a computational space into smaller 3 dimensional rectangular
cells (often cubic), also known as voxels or Yee cells, and uses a discretised form of
Maxwell's equations to iteratively compute the electric and magnetic fields using a time
marching algorithm. After a sufficient number of time steps to achieve a stable solution,
the results can be converted into the frequency domain. Its ease of implementation has
made it popular for solving bioelectromagnetics problems where the solution space can
be composed of dielectric materials to simulate the electrical properties of tissues.
The term verification is used here to describe a series of tests that have been
conducted to help establish confidence in the correct working of the FDTD code and
associated input models. The tests involve comparison of results with other known
codes and with data published in journals and other reputable sources. In contrast to
verification, a series of steps aimed at establishing the uncertainty in computational
results is described in Appendix D.
B.2 Verification of FDTD code
The FDTD code was verified by comparing results with the Method of Moments (MoM)
based code as implemented in the commercial software package FEKO (EMSS-S.A.
(Pty) Ltd. [2011]). In the FDTD analysis, a 50 mm radius dielectric sphere with 1 mm
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450 MHz
Figure B.1: Verification of FDTD code. FDTD and MoM results at 450 MHz for the electric
field strength along a line through the centre of a dielectric sphere with radius 50 mm.
cubical cells was constructed and in MoM, the same sized sphere was defined by an
outer surface containing a minimum of 4024 triangles of edge length not greater than 5
mm. The dielectric constant and conductivity of the sphere was 57.6 and 0.83 S/m at
450 MHz, 55 and 1.0 S/m at 900 MHz and 54 and 1.57 S/m at 2100 MHz respectively.
A plane wave of 1 V/m at 450, 900 and 2100 MHz was incident on the sphere and the
magnitude of the electric field external and internal to the sphere along the centre line
is shown in Figs. B.1, B.2 and B.3. The absolute difference in the electric field strength
between the FDTD and MoM analysis is calculated:
4 = |EMoM − EFDTD|
EMoM
The mean value of the difference computed over values along the centre line is 4.5 % at
450 MHz, 2.8 % at 900 MHz and 5.7 % at 2100 MHz.
B.3 Human models
Three basic adult human body models were used: two male and one female. A child
model was created by scaling one of the adult male models. The heterogeneous human
body model known as NORMAN(Dimbylow [1997]) is an anatomically realistic phantom
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900 MHz
Figure B.2: Verification of FDTD code. FDTD and MoM results at 900 MHz for electric field
strength along a line through the centre of a dielectric sphere with radius 50 mm.
2100 MHz
Figure B.3: Verification of FDTD code. FDTD and MoM results at 2100 MHz for electric field
strength along a line through the centre of a dielectric sphere with radius 50 mm.
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Visible Human NORMAN NAOMI
Figure B.4: Representations of the basic adult human body models based on available data sets
developed by Dr. P. Dimbylow and colleagues at the UK Health Protection Agency
(HPA) (formerly at the National Radiological Protection Board). The name NORMAN
derives from NORmalised MAN and is meant to represent the anatomy and size of
an average or reference adult man(ICRP [1994]). It's female counterpart is NAOMI
(aNAtOMIcal model), also developed at HPA, a model representing the average physical
characteristics of an adult female human (Dimbylow [2005]). The original data sets
(2 mm voxel equivalent) were supplied by the UK HPA and converted in-house to the
format compatible with our proprietary commercial FDTD solver (Remcom). The adult
male Visible Human model has been constructed at the Brooks Air Force Base (AFB),
United States Air Force. Remcom Inc. provided the 2 mm voxel, full-body geometry
in a form that can be used by their commercial FDTD solver (XFDTD).
A computer program was written to verify the height and mass of the human body
models, and the SARWB for a plane wave incident field. Critical parts of the code were
implemented in double precision to preserve numerical accuracy. The executable code
was created using a 64bit Fortran 95 compiler1 for the Linux operating system running
on a PC workstation (dual core 3GHz processor, 8GB RAM).
1www.g95.org
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Figure B.5: FDTD cell at node (i,j,k) with electric field components along the 12 edges.
B.3.1 Physical characteristics
Consider the FDTD cell in Fig. B.5 with electric field components along its edges. A
full tissue cell will be defined as one that contains human tissue material along all 12
edges.
The mass mn of a full tissue cell can be expressed as the average of the mass density
ρ values along each of the edges multiplied by its volume:
mn =
δxδyδz
12
(ρ1x+ρ2x+ρ3x+ρ4x+ρ1y+ρ2y+ρ3y+ρ4y+ρ1z+ρ2z+ρ3z+ρ4z)n (B.1)
where δx, δy, δz are the dimensions of the cell.
If the body is composed of N equal sized cells, then its total mass M is the sum-
mation:
M =
N∑
n=1
mn (B.2)
The basic computed anatomical features of the realistic human body models are
given in Tables B.1, B.2, B.3 and B.4. NORMAN has a height of 1.74 m, mass of
70.73 kg, volume of 6.62e-2 m3 and average body mass density of 1071.8 kg/m3. The
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characteristics of the 2 mm female adult model NAOMI, also developed at the HPA
(UK), is shown in Table B.2. NAOMI has a height of 1.58 m, mass of 67.17 kg, volume
of 6.52e-2 m3 and an average body mass density of 1031.48 kg/m3. The child model, a 2
mm voxel scaled version of NORMAN, has a height of 1.376 m, mass of 35.4 kg, volume
of 3.31e-2 m3 and average body mass density of 1071.61 kg/m3. The characteristics of
the 2 mm adult model Visible Human is given in Table B.3. It has a height of 1.87
m, mass of 108.73 kg, volume of 0.104 m3 and an average body mass density of 1059.3
kg/m3.
B.3.2 RF Absorption and SARWB
Using Poynting's theorem for time-averaged power and energy of steady-state sinusoidal
fields, the SARWB can be expressed as the total absorbed power in the body divided
by its total mass. If the power absorbed in a single full tissue cell is:
Pn = (Pn,x + Pn,y + Pn,z) (B.3)
then in a body with N cells:
SARWB =
N∑
n=1
Pn
M
(B.4)
where Pn is the total power absorbed in a single cell. The component of the total
absorbed power in a cell Pn,x is given by Equ. B.5 and is expressed as the average of
the absorbed power due to the RMS value of the electric field strengths along the 4
edges of the cell aligned parallel to the x-axis.
Pn,x =
1
4
(σ1x|E1x|2rms + σ2x|E2x|2rms + σ3x|E3x|2rms + σ4x|E4x|2rms)n δxδyδz (B.5)
Similar relationships hold for Pn,y and Pn,z components.
The SARWB absorbed in the 2 mm adult male NORMAN at 900 MHz for free
space, 1 V/m RMS plane wave exposure was computed and compared to the value
published in Dimbylow [2002]. The electric field was incident towards the front and
in the sagittal plane of the phantom, and was aligned parallel to the long axis of the
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body to maximise coupling and absorption in the body. A uniform air layer of 20 cells
surrounds the phantom and is in turn enclosed by a 7 cell thick perfectly matching
layer (pml) absorbing boundary. The electrical conductivity (σ), relative permittivity
(εr) and mass density (ρ) values of each tissue type are based on the data published by
Gabriel [1996]. The FDTD solutions were obtained for the steady-state electric fields
throughout the computational space and Equs. B.1 through B.5 were used to compute
SARWB which was found to be 16.8 µW/kg. This compares closely with a maximum
value of 17.0 µW/kg for Dimbylow's re-sized model (i.e. Dimbylow [2002] 2 mm adult
male NORMAN model with height 1.76 m and mass 73 kg). The absolute difference
in height and mass between the two implementations is 1.0 % and 3.2 % respectively).
This an absolute difference in SAR of 1.2 % between the two implementations.
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Table B.1: Characteristics of 2 mm NORMAN.
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Table B.2: Characteristics of 2 mm NAOMI.
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Table B.3: Characteristics of 2 mm Visible Human.
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Table B.4: Characteristics of 2 mm Child.
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C Permittivity values of human tissue
C.1 General
Tissue permittivity data published by Gabriel [1996] has become widely used in many
computational studies of microwave absorption in a human body. Gabriel compiled
a list of permittivity values based on a review of all relevant publications in the pre-
ceding half century. The data was based on excised animal tissue and spanned the
range from 10 MHz to 20 GHz. In addition to the historical data, original experi-
mental data was presented. An important outcome of the experimental study was the
characterisation of permittivy in terms of a multi-dispersion model consisting of four
Cole-Cole terms and one ionic term. This model is the basis of permittivity data avail-
able from the U.S. Federal Communications Commission (FCC) through it's internet
site (http://www.fcc.gov/fcc-bin/dielec.sh).
While the FCC permittivity data is widely referenced, Gajsek et al. [2001] notes
that there is no consensus on what are the best permittivity values to be used for
computational exposure assessment. Gajsek used the observations by Hurt et al. [2000]
of the variability in published permittivity values over the range 10 MHz to 100 GHz in
a study of the parametric dependence of SAR in a model of man. Tissue permittivity
values were varied by factors of 0.5 times and 2 times Gabriel's data.
In a computational study of the effect of dielectric properties on peak 1-g and 10-g
SAR at 2.45 and 5.15 to 5.85 GHz, Kang and Gandhi [2004] note that reported tissue
dielectric constant and conductivity values are highly variable and may vary by a factor
of 2:1. In the study, the SAR in a planar box phantom was computed for permittivities
set to the nominal FCC values and for variations in the conductivity of 75 % and 150
% of the FCC value.
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C.2 Permittivity variability at 450, 900 and 2100 MHz
The historical data tabulated by Gabriel [1996], Stuchly and Stuchly [1980] and Camp-
bell [1990] with Gabriel's (same study) original experimental data is examined to de-
termine the spread in permittivity values at the frequencies 450, 900 and 2100 MHz.
The data is shown in Tables C.1, C.2 and C.3 for the main torso tissues. Values
labelled FCC are based on Gabriel [1996] and were obtained from the FCC online
database. Abbreviated citations (author(s), year) in the column Reference are fully
referenced in either Gabriel [1996], Stuchly and Stuchly [1980] or Campbell [1990]. The
pool of historical and original data is based on samples of animal (e.g. rat, bovine, ovine,
porcine, rabbit, frog, canine, feline) and human tissues and it shows that permittivty
values can span a broad range of values that are different from FCC values. The working
assumption is that tissues from selected animals will give results that are representative
of human tissue.
In the microwave region, typically at frequencies above 300 MHz, water has a pro-
nounced influence on permittivity (Schwan [1953]). Average water content values in
selected human tissues are given in Table C.4. Fat tissues exhibit greater variation in
water content (Max/Min ratio) compared to skin, heart, liver and muscle tissues (ICRP
[1975] gives the mean percentage water content of bone (cancellous) as 23 % however -
% Min and % Max values were not provided).
The data contained in Tables C.1, C.2 and C.3 is summarised in Table C.5. The
table gives the nominal FCC value for the selected tissue and frequency along with the
minimum and maximum value (as a percentage of the nominal value) obtained from a
survey of literature. The average value of the percentages is shown in the column Mean.
The average of the absolute values of the two means is shown in the column Absolute
mean. A distinguishing feature is the highly asymmetric variation in permittivity of
fat (mean variation of -23.4 % to +196.7 %) compared with other tissues.
On the basis of these observations, the following are comments and recommendations
concerning the variation in permittivity that could be expected of the major tissue types
in the torso region of the body:
 Permittivity values for fat tissue are highly variable consistent with their variabil-
ity in water content. The lower and upper bounds of the permittivity values will
be taken to be 0.5 times and 3 times the FCC value respectively;
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Table C.1: 450 MHz tissue permittivity historical data
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Table C.2: 900 MHz tissue permittivity historical data
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Table C.3: 2100 MHz tissue permittivity historical data
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Tissue % Mean % Min % Max
Fat 15.3 10.9 21
Skin 61.5 53.5 72.5
Liver 72.2 63.6 73.9
Heart 72.7 63 83
Lung (deflated) 78 71.8 84
Muscle 78.6 68.9 80.3
Table C.4: Water content of major tissues in torso region as a percentage of total weight of
body (ICRP [1975] values for Reference Man).
 Higher water content tissue (e.g. muscle, liver, heart and skin) exhibits a smaller
variation in permittivity values when compared to the mean. The values can be
considered as being distributed equally around the FCC value. The lower and
upper bounds of the permittivity values will be taken to be ±25 % of the FCC
value for muscle, liver, heart and skin (i.e. 1.25 times and 0.75 times FCC value);
 The lower and upper bounds of the permittivity values will be taken to be ±25
% of the FCC value for bone (i.e. 1.25 times and 0.75 times the FCC value).
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D Uncertainty in simulations
D.1 Overview
In computational modelling, solutions for complex real world problems can be obtained
by simulating the propagation and interaction of electromagnetic fields with objects in
the environment. The computational code FDTD is based on decomposing the problem
space into a grid and using a discretised form of Maxwell's equations to iteratively
compute the electric and magnetic fields using a time stepping algorithm. Numerical
discretisation of a problem leads to results that can only be an approximation of the
true value. We can think of the result of a computation as an estimate of the true
value. The difference between the estimate and the true value leads to an uncertainty
that may be unknown but it can be assumed to come from a statistical distribution
characterised by parameters such as the standard deviation, which may be estimated
or known. The term uncertainty can be defined as the parameter associated with the
result that characterises the dispersion of values that could reasonably be attributed to
the measurand (JCGM100:2008 [2008]). An analysis of uncertainties in a computation
will qualify the validity of the solution and is necessary for determining the degree of
confidence in a result or whether an observed change in a quantity is truly significant.
D.2 Approach towards estimating and combining
uncertainties
The result Y of a computation will usually depend on N input quantities through a
functional relationship f :
Y = f(X) (D.1)
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where X = [X1, X2, . . . , XN ] represents the set of input quantities. The relationship
will often be complex since the input quantities may depend on other factors. The func-
tion f should be interpreted broadly as containing every quantity, including correction
factors, that contribute significantly to the uncertainty in the result. In the work de-
scribed in earlier chapters, the input quantities include parameters of the human body
model, incident field conditions and frequency.
Often, Y will be an estimate, denoted by y, with x1, x2, . . . , xN being estimates of
X1, X2, . . . , XN . The quantity xn is drawn from a probability density function (PDF)
that best describes Xn. If a sufficient number of y values are computed, a statistical
description can be given that best describes the range over which Y is likely to lie for
a given CI.
Computationally, determining the set of y values can be time consuming for large
problems and in some cases the function f may not explicitly incorporate all quantities
that have an influence on Y . For instance, the impact on Y of the absorbing boundaries
in a FDTD solution will generally be assessed through a process of a priori investigation.
An approach that is often sufficient and provides a rapid solution is to re-formulate Equ.
(D.1) as a simple multiplicative model that combines the effect of all quantities that
contribute to the result:
Y = Y0 ×G1 ×G2×, . . . , GK (D.2)
where Y0 is a computed result and G1, G2, . . . , GK are multiplicative corrections due to
influence quantities. The result Y will often be an estimate, denoted by y, based on
a computational result y0 with g1, g2, . . . , gK being estimates of G1, G2, . . . , GK . The
quantity gk is drawn from a PDF that best describes the possible values of Gk.
y = y0 × g1 × g2×, ..., gK (D.3)
A series of y values can now be calculated using Equ. (D.3) by simply taking a computed
result y0 and obtaining a set of gk values from assigned PDFs.
Probability distributions for each input quantity can be evaluated by conducting
a validation process that compares the results of a specific set of computations in a
repeatable way with a set of benchmarks including standard validation and canonical
problems. Benchmarks may include results obtained using alternative computational
codes, by reference to tables, books or journals, or by applying scientific and engineering
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judgement based on experience. Typically, the specific problem to be analysed will be of
a simple physical form (e.g. sphere) that may lend itself to accurate numerical solutions
with the alternative approach. Differences observed in ouput from the intended and
alternative computations can be used to construct estimates of the standard uncertainty
for each input quantity. Whether through validation or access to other information, a
probablity distribution is associated with each influence quantity that characterises the
variation it imposes on the computational result. Two common distributions are:
 The normal distribution where the standard uncertainty ui can be expressed in
terms of one standard deviation;
 The rectangular distribution where the true result is equally likely over an interval
specified by upper a+ and lower a− bounds. The probability outside the bounds is
zero. In many cases, the bounds a+ and a− are symmetrical about the estimate gi.
The half width of the rectangular distribution is a = (a+−a−)/2 and the standard
uncertainty is equal to the standard deviation for the rectangular distribution
a/
√
3.
Combining standard uncertainties
Monte Carlo method The distribution of Y , taking into account contributions from
all influence quantities, can be determined using a Monte Carlo method (JCGM101:2008
[2008]). The analysis can be summarised as:
 Select the number M of Monte Carlo trials
 Generate M values of g1, g2, . . . , gK by sampling from PDFs of G1, G2, . . . , GK
 For each trial, form the estimate of Y using the multiplicative model
 Sort the M model values (estimates) into increasing order
The sorted list of values is the basis of a CDF of the form FY (y) = Pr(Y ≤ y), expressed
as the probability Pr() that the random variable Y is less than or equal to y.
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Figure D.1: Normal distribution. The confidence interval (CI) is the shaded area representing
the probability that the true value lies ±U around the mean value µ.
Root sum squares If the influence quantities are statistically uncorrelated and their
standard uncertainties ui are (or deemed to be) symmetric, the combined standard
uncertainty uc is given as:
u2c =
N∑
i=1
(ciui)2 (D.4)
where ci is the sensitivity coefficient that describes how a result changes, or is sensitive
to a change in the influence quantity. Typically ci = 1 (changes are linearly related).
As the number of input quantities N increases, the resultant combined probability
distribution will tend towards a normal distribution (Central Limit Theorem) and uc
is equal to the standard deviation of that distribution. The expanded uncertainty is
defined as:
U = k × uc (D.5)
where k is commonly called the coverage factor. Referring to Fig. D.1, when k=1,
U = uc and there is a 68.2 % probability that the true value lies between µ − U and
µ+ U . When k=1.96, the probability rises to 95 % (or 95.4 % for k=2).
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D.3 Sources of uncertainty in simulations
Influence factors, that is, factors that influence the outcome of the Monte Carlo simula-
tions and FDTD computations include: description of the heterogeneous human body
including uncertainty in tissue permittivity values, a set of deterministic solutions for
the fields near the body at predetermined incident angles, interpolation of solutions to
intermediate incident angles as determined by Monte Carlo method, calculation of the
whole body spatially averaged electric field. Additionally, the field near the surface of a
human model will be influenced by the values of tissue permittivity of the human model.
Variation in permittivity values in the human population is a source of uncertainty in
the final result.
D.3.1 Absorbing Boundary (gabc)
In FDTD simulations, the finite sized grid is terminated by numerical absorbing bound-
aries which ideally truncate the fields without reflection. The Perfectly Matched Layer
(PML) absorbing boundary method was chosen for FDTD simulations. It consists of
a 7 layer boundary that has the effect of absorbing incident electromagnetic waves in
a manner similar to that which occurs in RF anechoic chambers. The effectiveness of
the PML layers is determined by calculating the change in the electric field strength
external to a lossy dielectric sphere when the distance between the outer surface of the
sphere and the boundary was increased from an initial value (e.g. 30 or 40 cells) to 80
cells. The lossy sphere was 100 mm in diameter and composed of 4, 3 or 2 mm cells
at 450, 900 and 2100 MHz respectively. The electric field external to the sphere was
determined along a straight line that passes through the centre of the sphere. An initial
separation of 30 cells was used with 3 mm and 4 mm models and 40 cell separation with
the 2 mm model. The absolute relative difference in the electric field strength for the
initial boundary separation (30 or 40 cells) at a point i along the centre line (Ei,[30,40],)
to the field strength at the same point i for a boundary separation of 80 cells (Ei,80)
divided by Ei,80 is given by:
di,abc% =
|Ei,[30,40] − Ei,80|
Ei,80
× 100 (D.6)
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A rectangular distribution is assumed with half-width aabc determined as the maximum
from the set of di,abc% for 450, 900 and 2100 MHz so that:
aabc% = [di,abc%]MAX (D.7)
The half-width aabc = 7.5%. The standard uncertainty is uabc = 7.5/
√
3%.
D.3.2 Steady state (gsstate)
In FDTD computations, a single frequency, steady state condition can be achieved if
a sufficient number of time-steps have been taken to ensure that all transient fields
have decayed away. Steady state conditions were deemed to occur if changes in the
field between successive time steps was below a threshold value of -30 dB (convergence
criteria). A rectangular distribution is assumed and the convergence criteria expressed
in percentage terms so that the uncertainty is the half-width asstate = 3.2%. The
standard uncertainty is usstate = 3.2/
√
3%.
D.3.3 FDTD discretisation (gdiscr)
The fields external to the human body are a proxy for the readings from an ideal, electric
field strength dosemeter. The field strengths were computed in a FDTD computational
space based on 4, 3 and 2 mm cubic cells at 450, 900 and 2100 MHz respectively.
The uncertainty in the computed external electric field strengths due to the finite sized
FDTD cells is evaluated by comparing the fields computed using the basic cell size (2,
3 or 4 mm) to FDTD computations based on smaller 0.5 mm cubic cells that represent
a good aproximation to the true field strength. A 48 mm radius lossy dielectric sphere
was used as the model and the external field along points i on a centre line that passes
through the sphere were computed twice, first using the basic cell size and secondly,
using a 0.5 mm cell size. A normal distribution is assumed and the uncertainty udiscr
is calculated as the standard deviation:
udiscr% =
 1
N
N∑
i=1
[(
Eibasic − Ei0.5mm
)
Ei0.5mm
]21/2 × 100 (D.8)
where Ei0.5mm is the magnitude of the total field near the body determined for 0.5 mm
FDTD cells and Eibasic for basic FDTD cell sizes (2, 3 or 4 mm). The field E0.5mm is
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the arithmetic mean value of the field strength over the i points evaluated under 0.5
mm cell size. The largest uncertainty of 6.1 % occurred in the 4 mm cell model. The
standard uncertainty is udiscr = 6.1%.
D.3.4 Tissue permittivity (gtiss)
Variation in the permittivity values of tissue occurs across the human population and
will result in differences in the absorption and scattering of the field and therefore
contribute to uncertainty in dosemeter readings. Changes in the dosemeter response R
as a result of changes in tissue permittivity was investigated in Chapter 4. The influence
on the response R was +/- 26 % for a 10 mm separation and reducing to +/- 12 %
for a 50 mm separation. A rectangular distribution will be assumed with half-width
atiss = 26% . The standard uncertainty is utiss = 26/
√
3%.
D.3.5 Interpolation to intermediate angles (gintrp)
A bilinear interpolation scheme is used to generate electric field strengths at intermedi-
ate angles using the set of basic FDTD solutions at the regularly spaced angles θk and
φk. The scheme linearly interpolates in both θ and φ directions using a distance-related
average of the four nearest basic solutions at angles θk and φk to estimate a new electric
field value at the intermediate angles θn and φn (and θd and φd for LOS).
To assess the uncertainty in the interpolation process, the NORMAN adult model
was used and FDTD solutions were generated for a set of 50 single 1 V/m incident plane
wave exposures at randomly chosen angular positions. The elevation and azimuth angles
were chosen from uniform probability distributions in the range [0°,180°] and [0°,360°]
respectively. The polarisation was chosen randomly with equal probability of either TM
or TE.
Calculations at the randomly chosen incident angles were performed twice, first
using the FDTD solver and secondly by the interpolation method. The difference be-
tween interpolated and FDTD solutions is approximately normally distributed and the
standard uncertainty uintrp is calculated as the normalised root mean square deviation:
uintrp% =
 1
N
N∑
i=1
[(
EiINT − EiFDTD
)
EiFDTD
]21/2 × 100 (D.9)
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Figure D.2: Maximum absolute difference in R between successive sets of simulations.
where EINT is the magnitude of the total field near the body determined by interpo-
lation and EFDTD by the FDTD solver at the exact angles θk and φk. The largest
uncertainty, when calculated over all 50 plane wave exposures and 60 random locations
near the adult body was 19.8 % at 2100 MHz. A value of uintrp = 19.8% will be
assumed for each of the three frequencies.
D.3.6 Monte Carlo simulation length (gsimul)
The number of simulations (M) required to achieve stable statistical results is explored.
The NORMAN adult model at 900 MHz was used and a set of 1 k, 3 k, 10 k, 30 k, 50
k, 75 k and 100 k simulations performed for the macro cell base station using the log-
normal fading model. The absolute relative difference between R values for successive
simulations was calculated at each of the 60 locations near the body (front and rear).
The maximum value of the absolute difference is shown plotted in Fig. D.2.
For example, at 50 k simulations, the maximum percentage change relative to 30 k
simulations was found to be 0.47 %. The slight upwards perturbation at 75 k suggests
that a value of 1 % could be assumed as the upper value for the absolute difference. A set
of 50 k (50,000) simulations was therefore generated to determine the statistics in each
combination of fading scenario, frequency and human body model. The uncertainty will
be assumed to be rectangular with half-width asim = 1%. The standard uncertainty is
usim = 1/
√
3%.
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Figure D.3: Histogram for random numbers uniformly distributed over x = ±1
D.3.7 Random number (grand)
The uncertainty in the production of random numbers was assessed by generating a
uniform distribution with half-width arand = 1 and comparing the standard deviation
with the expected true value of 1/
√
3 = 0.57735. The result in the form of a histogram
(50 bins) is shown in Fig. D.3. The standard deviation resulting from the distribution
was 0.5778 which is a difference of < 0.1% compared to the true value. This influence
factor was not included (or deemed necesary) in the calculation of the overall uncertainty
due to its small value compared to all other uncertainties.
D.3.8 Calculation of SARWB (gsar)
The calculation of SARWB in a prolate spheroid model of a human body involved
performing an integration of the Poynting vector over a surface that encloses the body.
A sphere was chosen as the surface and a basic set of vector electric and magnetic
field components lying on it were calculated at an angular interval of 2° in θ between
0° and 180° using the MoM method. Rotational symmetry of the spheroid in the φ
direction required calculations to be performed only for φ = 0◦. The surface of the
prolate spheroid, interface between free space and the dielectric material, was discretised
into triangles with side lengths, on average, not exceeding 1 tenth of a wavelength in
free space.
A set of 180 single 1 V/m incident plane wave exposures were generated for randomly
chosen angular positions. The elevation and azimuth angles θ and φ were chosen from
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uniform probability distributions in the range [0°,180°] and [0°,360°] respectively. The
polarisation was chosen randomly with equal probability of either TM or TE. The
difference between the interpolated value of SAR using the basic set of MoM solutions
and the SAR values computed at the randomly chosen incident angles was found to
be approximated by the rectangular distribution with half-width asar = 5.5%. The
standard uncertainty is usar = 5.5/
√
3%.
D.3.9 Spatial averaging in finite sized grid (gspat)
The uncertainty uspat in the value of the spatially averaged field strength Espat due
to the finite sized FDTD grid can be assessed by determining the value of Espat for
different cell sizes. The FDTD computational space was modelled as a volume in the
shape of a cube having an edge length of 1 wavelength at 2100 MHz. The cube was
then discretised into a uniform grid of cubic cells of size 4 mm, 2 mm and 1 mm
and the spatially averaged field in the volume was computed for each one of a set of
50 k simulations of multiple simultaneous incident waves with random characteristics
(i.e. a fading scenario chosen from the set in Chapter 6). The incident fields were
constructed from plane waves whose characteristics (i.e. magnitude, phase, polarisation)
were modified by the statistical parameters that define the fading scenario. If the result
for the 1 mm cell is considered a good estimate of the true value of the spatially averaged
field, and a normal distribution for the difference between the 1 mm result and 2 or
4 mm result is assumed, then the root mean square deviation was computed over the
N=50,000 simulations and normalised to the mean spatially averaged value Espat1mm
for the 1 mm cubic cell model:
uspat% =
 1
N
N∑
i=1

(
Ei2/4mm − Ei1mm
)
Ei1mm
2

1/2
× 100 (D.10)
where Ei2/4m and E
i
1mm are the spatially averaged field strengths for the i-th simulation
for either 2 or 4 mm cell, and 1 mm cell respectively. The worst case uncertainty is
uspat = 0.51%.
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Figure D.4: Variation of the SARWB with elevation angle θ in a prolate spheroid model (sph)
and NORMAN (het) at 900 MHz for single incident 1 V/m (RMS) wave with either TE or TM
polarisation.
D.3.10 SARWB in prolate spheroid approximation for a realistic human
body
The SARWB in a prolate spheroid model is used as a proxy for the SARWB in the
equivalent, heterogeneous model of the human body. The peak value of SARWB in the
prolate spheroidal models under-estimates the peak SARWB value in the equivalent
heterogeneous body models, for either TM or TE polarisation of the incident wave,
at 450, 900 or 2100 MHz. The variation in SARWB with elevation is shown in Fig.
D.4 for the case of NORMAN at 900 MHz. The distribution in the spheroidal model
is independent of the incident angle φ. In the NORMAN model, the SARWB at an
elevation angle θ is the value for the field incident to the front of the body.
Calculations of the SARWB in spheroidal models can be corrected using a multi-
plicative correction factor to obtain equivalence with results using heterogeneous models
for TM and TE polarisations. The multiplicative correction factor is the value that gen-
erates equivalence in the SARWB at an elevation angle of θ = 90◦. For example, in
Fig. D.4 the correction factor for SARWB is 1.888 times (i.e.×1.888) for TE polari-
sation and ×2.042 for TM polarisation (equivalent to ×√1.888 for TE and ×√2.042
for TM polarisation of the incident plane). At angles below and above θ = 90◦, the
corrected spheroidal values may exceed heterogeneous values of SARWB leading to an
over-estimation as the angle θ approaches a value of 0° or 180°. However, the over-
estimation will not be significant since 95 % of incident angles θ computed using the
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double exponential distribution described in Sec. 4.2.3 will occur between 47° (2.5th
percentile) and 105° (97.5th percentile). In Monte Carlo simulations involving multi-
ple incident plane waves, the correction factor is applied to each incident plane wave.
Correction factors for the prolate spheroidal models are given in Table D.1.
Table D.1: Multiplicative correction factors applied to the incident plane wave during calcula-
tion of the SARWB in spheroidal human body models. Separate factors apply to TE and TM
polarised waves.
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